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Abstract
Regardless of the availability of highly sophisticated techniques and ever increasing com-
puting capabilities, the problems associated with robots interacting with unstructured
environments remains an open challenge.
Despite great advances in autonomous robotics, there are some situations where a human-
in-the-loop is still required, such as, nuclear, space, subsea and robotic surgery opera-
tions. This is because the current technologies cannot reliably perform all kinds of task
autonomously.
This thesis presents methods for robot teleoperation strategies at diﬀerent levels of
abstraction ranging from supervisory control, where the operator gives highlevel task
actions, to bilateral teleoperation, where the commands take the form of lowlevel control
inputs. These strategies contribute to improve the current humanrobot interfaces
specially in the case of slave robots deployed at large workspaces.
First, an approach to perform supervisory teleoperation of humanoid robots is presented.
The goal is to control ground robots capable of executing complex tasks in disaster
relief environments under constrained communication links. This proposal incorporates
autonomous behaviors that the operator can use to perform navigation and manipulation
tasks which allow covering large human engineered areas of the remote environment. The
experimental results demonstrate the eﬃciency of the proposed methods.
Second, the use of costeﬀective devices for guided telemanipulation is investigated. A
case study involving a bimanual humanoid robot and an Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU) Motion Capture (MoCap) suit is introduced. Herein, it is corroborated how the
adaptation capabilities oﬀered by the human-in-the-loop factor can compensate for the
lack of highprecision robotic systems. This work is the result of collaboration between
researchers from the Harvard Biorobotics Laboratory and the Centre for Automation
and Robotics UPMCSIC.
Thirdly, a new haptic rateposition controller is presented. This hybrid bilateral con-
troller copes with the problems related to the teleoperation of a slave robot with large
ix
xworkspace using a small haptic device as master. Large workspaces can be covered by
automatically switching between rate and position control modes. This haptic controller
is ideal to couple kinematic dissimilar masterslave systems where the commands are
transmitted in the task space of the remote environment. The method is validated to
perform dexterous telemanipulation of objects with a robotic manipulator.
Finally, two contributions for robotic manipulation are introduced. First, a new algo-
rithm, the Iterative Kinematic Decoupling method, is presented. It is a numeric method
developed to solve the Inverse Kinematics (IK) problem of a type of sixDoF robotic
arms where a closeform solution is not available. The eﬀectiveness of this IK method
is compared against conventional numerical methods. Second, a robust grasp mapping
has been conceived. It allows to control a wide range of diﬀerent robotic hands using
a gesture based correspondence between the human hand space and the robotic hand
space. The human hand gesture is identiﬁed by reading the relative movements of the
index, thumb and middle ﬁngers of the user during the early stages of grasping.
Resumen
Independientemente de la existencia de técnicas altamente soﬁsticadas y capacidades de
cómputo cada vez más elevadas, los problemas asociados a los robots que interactúan con
entornos no estructurados siguen siendo un desafío abierto en robótica. A pesar de los
grandes avances de los sistemas robóticos autónomos, hay algunas situaciones en las que
una persona en el bucle sigue siendo necesaria. Ejemplos de esto son, tareas en entornos
de fusión nuclear, misiones espaciales, operaciones submarinas y cirugía robótica. Esta
necesidad se debe a que las tecnologías actuales no pueden realizar de forma ﬁable y
autónoma cualquier tipo de tarea.
Esta tesis presenta métodos para la teleoperación de robots abarcando distintos niveles de
abstracción que van desde el control supervisado, en el que un operador da instrucciones
de alto nivel en la forma de acciones, hasta el control bilateral, donde los comandos
toman la forma de señales de control de bajo nivel.
En primer lugar, se presenta un enfoque para llevar a cabo la teleoperación supervisada
de robots humanoides. El objetivo es controlar robots terrestres capaces de ejecutar
tareas complejas en entornos de búsqueda y rescate utilizando enlaces de comunicación
limitados. Esta propuesta incorpora comportamientos autónomos que el operador puede
utilizar para realizar tareas de navegación y manipulación mientras se permite cubrir
grandes áreas de entornos remotos diseñados para el acceso de personas. Los resultados
experimentales demuestran la eﬁcacia de los métodos propuestos.
En segundo lugar, se investiga el uso de dispositivos rentables para telemanipulación
guiada. Se presenta una aplicación que involucra un robot humanoide bimanual y un traje
de captura de movimiento basado en sensores inerciales. En esta aplicación, se estudian
las capacidades de adaptación introducidas por el factor humano y cómo estas pueden
compensar la falta de sistemas robóticos de alta precisión. Este trabajo es el resultado
de una colaboración entre investigadores del Biorobotics Laboratory de la Universidad
de Harvard y el Centro de Automática y Robótica UPM-CSIC.
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En tercer lugar, se presenta un nuevo controlador háptico que combina velocidad y
posición. Este controlador bilateral híbrido hace frente a los problemas relacionados con
la teleoperación de un robot esclavo con un gran espacio de trabajo usando un dispositivo
háptico peque«o como maestro. Se pueden cubrir amplias áreas de trabajo al cambiar
automáticamente entre los modos de control de velocidad y posición. Este controlador
háptico es ideal para sistemas maestro-esclavo con cinemáticas diferentes, donde los
comandos se transmiten en el espacio de la tarea del entorno remoto. El método es
validado para realizar telemanipulación hábil de objetos con un robot industrial.
Por último, se introducen dos contribuciones en el campo de la manipulación robótica.
Por un lado, se presenta un nuevo algoritmo de cinemática inversa, llamado método
iterativo de desacoplamiento cinemático. Este método se ha desarrollado para resolver
el problema cinemático inverso de un tipo de robot de seis grados de libertad donde una
solución cerrada no está disponible. La eﬁcacia del método se compara con métodos
numéricos convencionales. Además, se ha dise«ado una taxonomía robusta de agarres
que permite controlar diferentes manos robóticas utilizando una correspondencia, basada
en gestos, entre los espacios de trabajo de la mano humana y de la mano robótica. El
gesto de la mano humana se identiﬁca mediante la lectura de los movimientos relativos
del índice, el pulgar y el dedo medio del usuario durante las primeras etapas del agarre.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Robots are moving out of the laboratory and into the real world. They can see, move
and navigate in challenging conditions thanks to recent developments across the robotics
ﬁeld. Autonomous cleaning robots such as Roomba [1] maps living rooms, Google's
self-driving cars have logged more than one million kilometers of accident-free driving
[2] and in rough terrains, the LS3 from Boston Dynamics can carry up to 180 Kg of
gear [3]. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are transforming the entertainment and
military worlds [4]. Computer vision gives the impression of being able to recognize
almost anything: landmarks, objects, manufacturing errors, faces and even create virtual
models of the application surroundings [57].
Nevertheless, there are still applications in which a human-in-the-loop is needed mainly
due to the cognitive advantage over autonomous robotics. Teleoperation allows operators
to carry out tasks in potentially dangerous environments without having to physically
enter into those environments and risk their lives. Telemanipulation, a more speciﬁc
though sometimes interchangeable term, involves manual handling of physical objects
through a teleoperation system. Traditionally, telemanipulation consists of a single or
dual arm telerobot [8, 9], which is controlled by one human operator, with video cameras
used to view the remote environment. Use of telemanipulators in industrial settings, most
commonly in the nuclear [10, 11], space [1215] and subsea [16] industries usually involves
maintenance of mechanical parts and assemblies within hazardous environments which
are completely inaccessible to the operator. It is fair to say that most telemanipulation
in the real world is used for mechanical handling tasks, although exceptions exist, most
notably telesurgery [1721] whereby a surgeon operates on a patient using a highly precise
telerobot, or remote laboratories where the focus is on education [22].
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
This thesis presents methods for robot teleoperation, also known as human-in-the-loop
robotics. The term teleoperation within this work refers to the general action of com-
manding a robot to perform tasks, whether such commands take the form of low-level
control inputs or high-level task directions. Human-in-the-loop alludes to a robotic
system in which the operator assists when the autonomous approach is not suﬃcient.
Moreover, the methods herein presented focus on humanrobot interaction for manip-
ulation in large workspaces. All the interfaces and algorithms developed are validated
through user experiments.
1.1 Research Motivation
The work presented in this thesis builds on the idea of using teleoperation as one of the
means to make robots accessible and easy-to-use for everybody.
While this thesis focuses on methods for teleoperation, we do not view teleoperation
as an end in itself. In general, market demand is driven by needs and their solutions;
the real world does not generally care about methods or implementations. For instance,
Kiva Systems, a wholly owned subsidiary of Amazon, was acquired for $775 million in
2012 and their solutions are focused on using robots instead of humans to walk around
a warehouse and get items.
One ﬁeld of inspiration for this work has been humanitarian assistance and disaster
relief missions. This type of situation requires the use of highly complex robots, ground
capable and compatible with humanengineered environments. Autonomous control of
such a system is still an open challenge in robotics. Supervisory control is a feasible
alternative in which the commands can take the form of highlevel tasks such as move
forward or grasp an speciﬁed object.
Moving beyond the level of supervisory control, guide telemanipulation has been consid-
ered. For instance, the Baxter robot [23], a two armed, cost-eﬃcient robotic platform, is
taking accessible robotics inside small companies thanks to its remarkable programming
approach by allowing users to simply show the robot how to perform tasks. It is expected
that systems like Baxter will increase the use of robots in the real world. Adding
teleoperation to the picture opens alternatives such as remote teaching and supervisory
control where multiple robots can be taught and supervised remotely by one human-in-
the-loop that uses natural movements of his/her arms to command the robot.
The last part of this work is inspired by the importance of haptic feedback in telemani-
pulation. While visual and aural stimuli have been widely investigated to the extent that
they sometimes exceed the human perception limits, the sense of touch has been largely
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neglected [24]. Virtual reality is another outstanding example of an area that is pushing
the perception limits mainly driven by the videogames industry. In order to assess the
importance of haptics during telemanipulation, classical bilateral control architectures
need to be studied along with the requirements, at the hardware and software level, for
high ﬁdelity haptic feedback.
Looking at telemanipulation tasks, we can see that they are usually performed in the
cartesian space, also known as the task space. This is primarily due to the kinematic
diﬀerences between the master and the slave robots. It is required to deﬁne a proper
mapping between workspaces and to solve, on the slave side, the Inverse Kinematics (IK)
problem, an open challenge in high rate, RealTime (RT) control of manipulators.
Teleoperation might play a key role in the progress of deployable robot technologies and
this thesis attempts to contribute towards that progress improving the existing human
robot interfaces with emphasis in large and unstructured workspaces.
1.2 Contributions
The goal of this thesis is to employ teleoperation as a means to make robots accessible
and simple for everybody use. This work involves the following contributions:
 A supervisory teleoperation proposal to deal with constrained communication con-
ditions during the control of remote robots deployed at unattended areas has
been presented. The restrictions on the communication channel performance are
caused by factors such as limited bandwidth, high-latency and the eﬀect of signal
degradation. This method handles connection lost and supports a range of trans-
port mechanisms for messages such as TCP and UDP. The supervisory approach
is based in the combination of autonomous behaviors and highlevel commands
given by the human operator. Such combination exploits the cognitive supremacy
of the human operator and allows to cover large human-engineered workspaces.
Experimental evaluation conﬁrmed the eﬀectiveness of the presented approach
during our participation in the Virtual Robotics Challenge (VRC) that took place
in June 2013.
 Guided telemanipulation using costeﬃcient input devices has been evaluated. Two
low-cost robotic systems have been used for this evaluation. A MoCap suit has been
used to control a remote slave robot. The operator employs only visual feedback
from the remote environment. The performance of the overall system has been
assessed with a rings onto peg task and experimental results show that the human-
in-the-loop compensate for the lack of high-precision robotic systems.
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 A rateposition haptic controller for telemanipulation in large workspaces has been
devised. It overcomes the problems related to masterslave systems where the
operator uses a desktop haptic device to command a slave robot with a large
workspace. The rateposition controller is able to swap between control modes
automatically. It uses haptic cues to inform the user about changes in the control
mode. This automatic approach presents advantages against pressing a button or
a pedal to switch between modes, reducing the cognitive load of the operator and
making teleoperation more natural and intuitive for the user.
 A numerical Inverse Kinematics (IK) method has been proposed, the Iterative
Decoupling algorithm. This method is valid for sixDoF robots in which the last
three DoF can be used to orientate the robot but they do not intersect at a common
point, as in a spherical wrist. This method is useful for kinematic dissimilar master
slave systems where the coupling is done in the task space. The Iterative Decoupling
algorithm has shown better eﬀectiveness than state-of-the-art numerical methods
such as NewtonRaphson and LevenbergMarquardt.
 A robust grasp mapping between a 3ﬁnger haptic device and a robotic hand
has been conceived. The grasp equivalence has been established considering the
capabilities of both, the haptic device and the robotic hand. The proposed mapping
allows natural control of the robotic hand using only three ﬁngers. Moreover, the
methodology presented can be extended for controlling a wide range of diﬀerent
robotic hands with the 3ﬁnger haptic device given that the gestures in the human
hand space are translated into gestures in the robotic hand space.
1.3 Outline
This thesis is structured moving down through the levels of abstraction of the proposed
teleoperation methods, that is, i) supervisory teloperation; ii) guided telemanipulation;
and iii) bilateral telemanipulation. Besides, the last part covers two neglected but
important requirements for any kind of manipulation system: the inverse kinematics and
grasp mapping problems. Figure 1.1 shows the covered abstraction levels and general
characteristics for each level. For instance, in the supervisory control case, the onboard
slave robot controllers require complex autonomous features and the operator only gives
commands in the form of highlevel actions using visual information as feedback.
Chapter 2 gives an overview about the state of the art in the sub-domains of robotics
that cover the scope of this work. The characteristics of the classical bilateral control
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Figure 1.1: Abstraction levels of the proposed teleoperation methods in this thesis.
They are presented moving down from the higher to the lower level.
architectures are analyzed along with the environment modeling and inverse kinematics
problems related to telemanipulation systems. The importance of the sense of touch and
haptic interfaces is introduced.
Chapter 3 presents an approach to perform supervisory teleoperation with humanoid
robots. Supervisory control represents the higher level of abstraction during teleopera-
tion. It combines autonomous control with human inputs where the complex cognitive
tasks are solved by the operator. The goal is to control ground robots capable of executing
complex tasks in disaster relief environments. The experimental results demonstrate the
eﬃciency of the proposed layers of software and tools. The humanoid robot is used
to complete diﬀerent tasks involving mobile navigation and manipulation under highly
constrained communication channels and unstructured environments.
In the framework of humanrobot interfaces, the developed system receives operator in-
puts in the form of highlevel actions such as move to this location and the autonomous
control is in charge of interacting with the robotic hardware to accomplish the requested
command. Given the nature of the system, the use of ROS into the teleoperation system
is studied. This work shows how the features of Robot Operating System (ROS) provides
valuable improvements and extensions to the overall system. Moreover, the results
conﬁrms that it is possible to control a humanoid robot interacting in large human-
engineered workspaces under low-bandwidth and high-latency communications.
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Chapter 4 describes the use of cost-eﬃcient devices for guided telemanipulation. The
guided approach moves one step lower in the abstraction level reducing the autonomous
control and increasing the amount of user input required. In supervisory control the
operator could grasp an object only by showing it to the robot but in guided telema-
nipulation the operator movements control one or two remote robotic arms throughout
the complete task. The importance of constant feedback from the remote environment
increases and therefore the bandwidth requirements of the communication channel. In
this chapter, direct visual feedback is used to reduce external factors in the assessment of
the masterslave devices. The experimental system is composed by a MoCap suit acting
as master and a Baxter robot acting as slave. The operator controls the slave robot in
the task-space and experimental results with a rings onto peg task show the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed methods while controlling only one arm of the robot. Furthermore,
the participants feedback about the experiments suggest that a natural and intuitive
control is achieved using the system. In case of mobile arms, the natural movements
of the operator could be combined with methods such as the rateposition controller
presented in Chapter 5 extend the reachability of the slave robot if required to work in
large facilities.
This work is the result of a collaboration between researchers from the Harvard Biorobotics
Laboratory and the Centre for Automation and Robotics (UPMCSIC).
Chapter 5 presents a novel rateposition haptic controller for bilateral telemanipula-
tion in large workspaces. Bilateral telemanipulation besides involving guidance of the
slave robot adds the force feedback requirement on the master side. This method is
validated to perform dexterous telemanipulation using a slave robot that has a large
workspace using a small haptic device as master. This hybrid controller changes automat-
ically between rate and position control modes. Haptic aids inform the operator regarding
transitions across control modes which reduces the need of additional push-buttons or
pedals for that propose, therefore, it reduces the cognitive load on the operators and
allows them to focus in the completion of the manipulation tasks. Our implementation
in the form of a state machine guarantees the stability of the teleoperation system and
avoids glitches and unexpected behaviors in both, master and slave devices.
Two cases studies are presented using the same slave manipulator but two diﬀerent haptic
devices. The rateposition controller is compared against classical control methods and
experimental results show that the time to task completion is reduced while the accuracy
of the system is maintained or even exceeded. The main strengths of this method are
that it allows to control a slave robot that has a large workspace using a small haptic
device and the great accuracy achieved due to the combination of the two operation
modes, rate and position.
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Chapter 6 contributes into two important requirements while doing dexterous grasp-
ing during telemanipulation. First, a numerical IK method is proposed, the Iterative
Decoupling algorithm. This method is devised to cope with the IK problem of six
DoF robots where a closeform solution is unfeasible to be obtained. It is specially
designed for robots in which the last three DoF do not intersect at a common point,
as in a spherical wrist. Moreover, the method does not require the calculation of
complex expressions such as the Jacobian and therefore is ideal for bilateral control
systems where the recommended update rate is 1 KHz. The eﬀectiveness of the Iterative
Decoupling algorithm is compared against state-of-the-art numerical methods such as
NewtonRaphson and LevenbergMarquardt (damped least-squares).
Second, the grasping process during telemanipulation tasks is covered. Grasping in
unstructured environments promises to enable a wide range of important real-world
applications. The implementation of a robust grasp mapping between a 3-Finger Haptic
Device and a robotic hand is presented. Moreover, the proposed mapping can be extended
for controlling a wide range of diﬀerent robotic hands with the same haptic device.
An user study is done in order to determine common gestures in the human space for
multiple types of grasp. This resulted in the deﬁnition of a grasp taxonomy for the
haptic device. Given that the system detects the operator intended grasp it can be
translated to control multiple robotic hands with three or more ﬁngers. Experimental
results reveal that suﬃcient separation exists between the larger gestures groups which
allows to discriminate them clearly. The implemented algorithm detects and identiﬁes
the intended grasp in the early stages of the operator movement giving time for the
reconﬁguration of the robotic hand if required.
Chapter 7 summarizes the main contributions and conclusions of this work. It also
includes a discussion on future directions to extend the methods proposed in this thesis.

Chapter 2
State of the Art: Teleoperation,
Telemanipulation and Haptics
This chapter gives an overview in the subdomains of robotics that cover the scope of
this thesis.
Bilateral control architectures for telerobotics are introduced. The classical control
methods and the goals of bilateral control are analyzed. The two major requirements of
a bilateral system are transparency and stability. Transparency refers to the capability
of the telerobotic system to make the human operator feel as if directly interacting
with the remote environment. It involves a demanding task considering that the remote
environment is expected to be unknown. Some approximations need to be done in order
to model such remote environment and therefore, a review of environment modeling is
presented as well.
Masterslave systems are usually kinematic dissimilar which leads to a coupling in the
task space. The master device sends pose commands to the endeﬀector of the slave.
This requires a precise solution of the slave IK problem.
Bilateral architectures include the design of the local control measures and the coupling
control. The local control loops ensure the proper display of the reaction force at the
haptic device (master) side and the tracking of the commanded motion at the teleoperator
(slave) side. Coupling control basically determines which quantity is transmitted. For
instance, the term forceposition refers to the local controlled quantities: The force signal
is transmitted from the teleoperator (slave) to the haptic device (master) with local force
control, the position signal is transmitted from the master to the teleoperator with local
position control.
In the haptics side, diﬀerent aspects are reviewed. The importance of the sense of
touch and haptic interfaces is introduced. The requirements deﬁnition for bilateral
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telemanipulation systems relies on understanding the anatomy, the diﬀerent components
and the frequency responses of the human haptic perception system. A classiﬁcation of
haptic devices based on the kind of feedback given to the user (tactile and kinesthetic)
and on the way that these interfaces are supported (grounded or wearable) is analyzed.
The main features and properties of both types of interface are detailed. There is a brief
description of the most relevant tactile and kinesthetic interfaces developed up-to-date.
2.1 State of the Art in Teleoperation and Telemanipulation
A teleoperator is deﬁned as a machine enabling a human operator to move about,
sense and mechanically manipulate objects at a distance [25]. Teleoperation is thus the
act of using a teleoperator (the Greek tele, meaning at a distance and the English
word operation). The word seems to have been ﬁrst deﬁned in the context of remote
handling around 1962 [26]. Telemanipulation is an extension of this concept with a speciﬁc
emphasis on manipulation tasks. The ﬁrst teleoperator is retrospectively considered to
have been the Polygraph [27], a purely mechanical fourbar linkage designed to copy the
handwriting of the operator and famously used by Thomas Jeﬀerson in the early 19th
century. Since then teleoperation has advanced, ﬁrst from purely mechanical master
slave systems, introduced by R. Goertz in 1948 [28] for use in the nuclear industry
to teleoperators using electrical and hydraulic servomotors in 1954. With these, the
mechanical linkage between master and slave devices could be completely removed.
More recently, the continuing improvement of internet technologies has allowed control
signals to be sent without even a direct electrical coupling, meaning that master and slave
could be truly decoupled at any distance, allowing manipulations from another country,
as in remote telesurgery [18, 20, 21, 29] or, with radar and wireless communication
technologies, to perform maintenance in space [1215]. However, the more that master
and slave have been decoupled, the more a series of new challenges and restrictions
have been introduced, such as delays and jitter in network communication [15, 30, 31],
instability in force feedback [32], problems in perception of the remote environment
[33, 34] and a loss of intuitiveness for the human operator [35]. To overcome these
challenges, the research ﬁeld of telerobotics has largely focused on a control system
approach to telemanipulation, attempting to improve the robustness of those aspects
which aﬀect bilateral control systems [36], leading to developments such as control for
soft environments [29], space indexing [31], bilateral communication protocols [37] and
control of ﬂexible manipulators [38].
Through this control theory approach, termed bilateral teleoperation due to the control
system being dependent on signals sent in two directions: from master to slave and vice
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versa, the aim is to reduce the eﬀects of the communication system to a minimum, with
the ideal that the human operator forgets that they are using a teleoperation system
and instead feels as though they are physically immersed in the remote environment.
2.1.1 Bilateral Control
A bilateral teleoperation system allows to extend the human operator expertize to a
remote environment using a Master device (typically a joystick) to control a Slave robot
that interacts directly with the task. Bilateral control architectures for telerobotics is an
established ﬁeld and considerable amount of work has been performed, see [36, 3941] for
complete surveys. The motivation for such interest may rely in the fact that direct force
feedback increases the sense of being present in the remote environment and thereby
improves the ability to perform complex manipulative tasks [42]. These master-slave
systems have been used in many applications like medical surgery [43], locations where
human intervention is forbidden, hazardous environments [44], undersea exploration [45]
and spacial missions [46].
The major requirements of a bilateral teleoperation system are transparency and stability.
A telerobotic system is transparent if the human operator feels as if directly interacting
with the remote task [47]. A transparent system requires that the impedance transmitted
Zt or felt for the operator, matches the environment impedance Ze [48].
Zt = Ze (2.1)
Alternatively, whatever the environment dynamics is, if master and slave movements are
identical and the force displayed to the operator is the reaction force from the interaction
with the environment [49], the system is considered also transparent.
xh = xe and fh = fe (2.2)
On the other hand, stability assures the system response while performing teleoperation
tasks in order to prevent a severe hazard to the human operator and/or the environ-
ment. Stability requires to limit the system energy and therefore its variables. It is
expected to maintain stability of the closedloop system irrespective of the operator or
the environment behavior [36].
Due to the diﬃculty to obtain accurate models for the human operator and the environ-
ment, the concept of passivity has become the major tool to cope with these challenges.
Passivity of the overall system is inferred from the known fact that interconnected passive
subsystems result in a ﬁnal passive system. Most mechanical environments are passive,
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therefore, if the human operator behaves in a passive manner (cooperatively, which is
to be expected), then the teleoperation system is a connection of passive subsystem and
therefore passive [40].
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Passivity). A system is passive if and only if the energy ﬂowing in
exceeds the energy ﬂowing out for all time.
The common way to classify bilateral control architectures is according their coupling
characteristics, which considers the signals being transmitted between master and slave
controllers. The following are the most common control methods in telemanipulation:
PositionPosition Control The position of the slave tracks the position of the mas-
ter, and vice versa [50]. This control approach (Figure 2.1) is inherently backdrivable,
meaning that either manipulator (slave or master) can be used as the master device.
While this control is inherently stable, as Melchiorri [51] notes, the forces applied can be
excessively high, due to errors between the master and slave positions. For instance, a
slow moving slave device would cause high forces to be felt at the comparatively faster
master device due to the increasing position error, even in free space.
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the bilateral positionposition architecture; m stands for
master and s for slave.
ForcePosition Control The position of the master is used to command the slave
position. The forces sensed by the slave robot are sent back to the master device and
reﬂected to the user. This control architecture [52] has long been shown to increase
transparency and performance of telemanipulation systems (measured as time to task
completion, reduced contact forces and total contact time) [51], as the operator only feels
reﬂection forces at the master device when there is an interaction with the environment.
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However, this control approach is highly susceptible to instability when there are delays
in the communication system. This instability is caused by the lack of direct tracking
between the master and slave positions. If a contact with a surface is made and the
operator does not feel it immediately then they will continue to command the robot into
the surface and the force applied by the slave will be high.
ForceVelocity Control The velocity of the master is used to command the slave.
In turn the force signal from the slave is sent to the master, as in force-position control.
With time delays, this control approach can become unstable when the slave collides
with a rigid object in the presence of time delay [53], as delayed force to the operator
does not correspond to their current movement and an unstable oscillatory response is
felt around any contact point.
Four-channel Architecture The four-channel architecture [40, 48, 49] is a generali-
zation of several other bilateral control systems and describes the entire teleoperation
system into functional blocks. Lawrence [48], for example, uses this general architecture
to compare various bilateral control systems. It allows for both, forces and velocities, to
be passed between the master and slave. It is well know because it allows the system
to achieve ideal transparency. In real systems, mechanical dynamics (such as inertia,
friction, and bandwidth) of the master and slave make such ideal conditions unachievable.
State Convergence Architecture Using the state convergence architecture [54, 55]
the master and slave robots can be modeled by nth-order linear diﬀerential equations.
It allows to ﬁx the dynamic behavior of the whole system. Through state convergence
between the master and the slave, this control architecture allows the slave to follow the
master despite the time delay. This method is also able to establish the desired dynamics
of this convergence and the dynamics of the slave manipulator.
Bilateral Control Requirements
This section focuses on the requirements of classical bilateral architectures. A large
variety of bilateral control architectures has been developed in the past two decades.
The choice depends on the intended application, the kind of devices used and the
communication issues. It goes beyond the scope of this work to provide complete overview
over all available approaches.
A system, where a human operator uses a haptic device to telemanipulate a physical
environment through a slave robot, involves complex relationships and constitutes a
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challenging control aspect in the ﬁelds of haptics and teleoperation.
Stability can become an issue in these types of system since it is hard to obtain precise
analytical models of the operator, the haptic device, the slave robot and the environment.
Often, assumptions about the human and the environment must be made, which can lead
to conservative designs. Additional deviation will occur because it is diﬃcult to model
master and slave parameters, specially in the multiDoF case, where the nonlinearities
must be taken into account.
A control system that involves force feedback to an operator has important requirements
given that it needs to provide enough realism and also assure stability; it is well known
from the literature that at least 1 KHz RealTime (RT) update rate is advised in order
to achieve the required haptic ﬁdelity [24, 56, 57]; moreover delays in the transmission
of the force components can induce instabilities in the haptic system if not considered
during the control design phase.
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the major goals of a bilateral system are transparency
and stability. These goals require highcomputing capabilities, RealTime controllers
(in both, master and slave sides) and highspeed communication channels which at the
end results in the need of specialized hardware.
RealTime Control
It is well known that humans have asymmetrical input/output capabilities, as discussed in
Section 2.2.1. Thus, a human output perspective of 10 Hz would be more than suﬃcient,
but from the human input perspective a bandwidth of 400 Hz may not be enough given
that highfrequency vibrations may be perceived by the cutaneous mechanoreceptors
that are present in our skin. This phenomena will reduce the transparency of any haptic
device.
The control system giving the haptic feedback needs to be updated at 1 KHz in order
to provide enough realism. There are reports of up to 10 MHz for wide frequency band
force transmission where the bilateral system is based on acceleration control [58, 59] but
for the scope of this thesis 1 KHz is considered a suﬃcient update rate for the classical
bilateral control architectures.
It is important to notice that in a system where the control works at 1 KHz, the operating
frequencies that the devices are able to achieve are limited by the mechanical setup and
not by the controllers. This is one of the reasons why the mechanical design of cost
eﬃcient haptic devices is still a hot topic [56, 60, 61].
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In any case, the control system needs to have very precise timing and a high degree
of reliability. To cope with this, a RealTime Operating System (RTOS) is required.
RTOS1 were designed for two general classes of applications, event response and closed
loop control.
Closedloop control systems continuously process feedback data to adjust one or more
outputs. Because each output value depends on processing the input data in a ﬁxed
amount of time, it is critical that loop deadlines are met in order to assure that the
correct outputs are produced in a deterministic manner, see Deﬁnition 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Jitter is a measure of how much the execution time of a task diﬀers over
subsequent iterations. Realtime operating systems are optimized to minimize jitter.
Response time jitter (Deﬁnition 2.4) is one of the most sneaky source of problems when
designing a RealTime (RT) system. When using a RTOS one must be aware of what
the jitter is and how it can aﬀect the performance of the system.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Soft vs Hard RealTime). An Operating System (OS) that can absolutely
guarantee a maximum time for the operations it performs is referred to as hard real-time.
In contrast, an OS that can usually perform operations in a certain time is referred to as
soft realtime.
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Deterministic). An application (or critical piece of an application) that
runs on a hard realtime operating system is referred to as deterministic if its timing can
be guaranteed within a certain margin of error.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (Jitter). The amount of error in the timing of a task over subsequent
iterations of a program or loop is referred to as jitter. Realtime operating systems are
optimized to provide a low amount of jitter when programmed correctly; a task will take
very close to the same amount of time to execute each time it is run.
1In the following, RealTime refers to Hard RealTime. See Deﬁnition 2.2 for the diﬀerence with
soft RealTime
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HighSpeed Communication Channel
Several major challenges in control design for bilateral teleoperation systems are the
result of the communication network characteristics such as: communication delay, time
varying delay, and disruption or loss of communication. Most of the known approaches
addressing those aspects are based on the passivity paradigm using the scattering/wave
variable transformation.
Table 2.1: Bandwidth requirements for common messages exchanged between master
and slave through the communication channel. Values for a six DoF masterslave
system.
Information Values Bytes Bandwidth (Mbps)
Joint values 6 48 0.384
Endeﬀector pose 7 56 0.448
Endeﬀector twist 6 48 0.384
Endeﬀector wrench 6 48 0.384
Table 2.1 shows the bandwidth requirements for common messages exchanged in a
masterslave system through the communication channel. For example, in the force
position teleoperation of a sixDoF slave robot the minimum values trasmitted through
the communication channel will be the pose of both, master and slave, robots giving a
required bandwidth of at least 0.896 Mbps.
Wirz et al. [37] studied the capabilities of TCP, UDP, TCP Emulation At Receivers
(TEAR), and Trinomial protocols, when performing a remote experiment within a net-
work robotics application. In this thesis, at least otherwise indicated, the communication
protocol used during the experiments has been UDP.
2.1.2 Environment Modeling
Contact between two bodies characterizes by reaction forces and changes in velocities of
the two bodies. As a consequence, the bodies suﬀer elastic and/or plastic deformation,
with dissipation of energy in various forms [62]. In general, two diﬀerent approaches can
be used for contact analysis. The ﬁrst approach assumes that the interaction between the
objects occurs in a short time and that the conﬁguration of impacting bodies does not
change signiﬁcantly [63]. The second approach considers continuous interaction forces
during the contact that corresponds with contact scenarios such as robotic insertion
tasks. The main advantage of continuous contact dynamics analysis is the possibility of
using one of many friction models available in literature [64, 65].
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The continuous model, also referred to as compliant contact model, is most used in
robotics and deals with dynamical models of the robot-environment interaction.
As in [66], We made the following assumptions about teleoperator and environment while
considering such models:
 The end-eﬀector tool is rigid with a small contact area. Grasping does not occur.
 The surface of the objects is smooth. Motions tangential to the surface are not
considered, i.e. the geometry of the object is not estimated.
 Inertial forces, imposed by the inertia of the teleoperator, are neglected by assuming
slow velocities during contact. Furthermore, the objects are assumed static.
 The dynamics of the remote object are not coupled with each other in diﬀerent
directions of penetration.
 Damping forces can only occur in the compression phase. Otherwise, we would
assume that the robot's tool sticks together with the object.
In the following, three contact force models studied in this work are summarized.
Kelvin-Voigt Model
Although the KelvinVoigt (springdamper) model is not physically realistic, its simplic-
ity has made it a popular choice [63, 6770].
The KelvinVoigt (KV) model assumes that an ideal viscoelastic material is represented
by the mechanical parallel of a linear spring and a damper. The corresponding equation
can be written as:
f(t) =
k x(t) + b x˙(t), if x(t) ≥ 0,0, else (2.3)
where x(t) is the displacement within the environment, x˙(t) is the velocity and f(t)
is the contact force, while k and b are environment stiﬀness and damping parameters
respectively.
This model presents weaknesses [71] like discontinuous contact forces upon impact,
sticking eﬀects, and a coeﬃcient of restitution which is independent of impact velocity.
A reason for these eﬀects is a small displacement x(t) which causes the contact force f(t)
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to be dependent mainly on the damping term. In summary these issues lead to unnatural
forces when contact with the environment is established or lost. Another disadvantage
of this method is that the coeﬃcient of restitution e = x˙out(t)x˙in(t) is not considered at all,
causing a wrong impact velocity. To overcome some of these disadvantages the Kelvin-
Voigt model as described by Eq. (2.3) is modiﬁed using a unilateral damping term:
f(t) =

k x(t) + b x˙(t), if x(t) ≥ 0 ∧ x˙(t) ≥ 0,
k x(t), if x(t) ≥ 0 ∧ x˙(t) < 0,
0, else
(2.4)
Due to this modiﬁcation a force jump only occurs when contact is established. Negative
forces at the end of the restitution phase are avoided completely which on the other hand
avoids a sticky feeling when releasing the contact with the object.
MassSpringDamper Model
Simple massspringdamper models have successfully used in diﬀerent ﬁelds. Applica-
tions examples are the study of a bouncing ball [72], simulation of the human locomotion
[73] and model predictive control in automotive applications [74]. However, these models
assumed rigid segments between the connections which is not appropriate when studying
impact situations.
The equation describing the massspringdamper model can be written as:
f(t) =
k x(t) + b x˙(t) +mx¨(t), if x(t) ≥ 0,0, else (2.5)
where x(t) is the displacement within the environment, x˙(t) is the velocity, x¨(t) is the
acceleration and f(t) is the contact force, whilem, k and b are environment mass, stiﬀness
and damping parameters respectively.
HuntCrossley Model
The HuntCrossley model [70, 71, 75] belongs to the family of non-linear environment
models. In contrast with the KelvinVoigt model, this model can describe a soft envi-
ronment more accurately [76]. This improvement is established by the dependency of the
viscous force on the penetration depth [77]. The equation describing the HuntCrossley
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model can be written as:
f(t) =
k xn(t) + b x˙(t)xn(t), if x(t) ≥ 0,0, else (2.6)
where k and b are the stiﬀness and damping parameters while n is the parameter
representing the geometric properties of the contact by considering the materials of the
environment.
Although the HuntCrossley model is consistent with the physics of contact, algorithms
for online parameter estimation are computationally very complex and therefore not
suitable for real-time robotic applications. As a remedy to this problem the non-linear
system describing the environment is linearized. By taking the natural logarithm of both
sides of Equation (2.6),
ln (f(t)) = ln (k) + n ln (x(t)) + ln
(
1 +
b x˙(t)
k
)
(2.7)
Under the assumption that ln (1 + δ) ≈ δ for |δ|  1 Equation (2.7) can be rewritten as,
ln (f(t)) = ln (k) + n ln (x(t)) +
b x˙(t)
k
(2.8)
The assumption made to obtain Equation (2.8) only will be valid if b x˙(t)k  1. In most
robotics application contact velocity is small during the interaction with the environment
and the stiﬀness parameter k is usually larger than the damping parameter b, therefore
it is feasible to comply with such constraint.
Another advantage about this model is that the contact force has no discontinuities at
initial contact and separation, but it begins and ﬁnishes with the correct value of zero.
2.1.3 The Inverse Kinematics Problem
For a serial-chain manipulator the inverse kinematics problem is to ﬁnd the joint posi-
tions that reach a desired transformation (position and orientation) of the end-eﬀector
relative to the base coordinate frame. In a six DoF manipulator, this homogeneous
transformation is 0T 6, see Equation (2.9).
0T 6 =
[
n o a p
0 0 0 1
]
=
[
0R6
0p6
0 0 0 1
]
(2.9)
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This problem requires to solve non-linear (trigonometrical) sets of constrained equations
with non-trivial solutions. In a six DoF manipulator three of these equations can be
extracted from the position vector p and the other three from the rotation matrix R.
Due to the dependency within the rotation matrix, the last three equations cannot be
extracted from the same row or column [78]. Additionally, it is possible that no solutions
exists or multiple solutions exist [79]. In the case of a six DoF manipulator without
joint limits, there are up to 16 admissible solutions [80]. Situations like this, require the
adoption of diﬀerent criteria to choose amount solutions (e.g. elbow up/down case).
Closed-form solutions usually are faster than numerical solutions and allow to determine
all admissible solutions. The problem of such solutions is that they are robot dependent.
Additionally, ﬁnding closed-form solutions requires either algebraic intuition to take
advantage of signiﬁcant equations and to solve unknowns or geometric intuition to locate
key points to which it is convenient to express position and/or orientation as a function
of a reduced number of unknowns. For a six DoF manipulator to have a closed-form
solution, suﬃcient conditions are [78, 8184]:
1. three consecutive revolute joint axes intersect at a common point, as in a spherical
wrist, hereinafter referred to as Pieper's formulation [81];
2. three consecutive revolute joint axes are parallel.
For robots that do not satisfy the suﬃcient conditions, a closed-form solution is not
always available, so numerical methods are required. Examples of those are, cyclic co-
ordinate descent methods [85], pseudoinverse methods [86], Jacobian transpose methods
[87], Newton-Raphson methods [88], quasi-Newton and conjugate gradient methods [89,
90], neural net and artiﬁcial intelligence methods [9195], and the LevenbergMarquardt
method [9698], also known as damped leastsquares method.
The main advantage of numerical methods is that they are robot independent and
therefore can be applied to any kinematic structure. One of the most widely used
approach is the LevenbergMarquardt method. However, this method leads to complex
equations and requires exhaustive analysis to specify diﬀerent parameters such as weight
coeﬃcients and damping factors [99, 100]. Methodologies to ﬁnd these parameters are
often not clear and depend on the robot kinematics and/or dynamics. If these parameters
are not chosen correctly, the solution can be slow, lead to vibrations in the robot or even
become unstable.
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2.2 State of the Art in Haptics
The word haptic comes from the Greek haptikos, meaning pertaining to the sense of
touch and from the Greek verb haptesthai, meaning to contact or to touch. Haptic
has been described as the technology doing for the sense of touch what computer graphics
does for vision [101].
The terminology haptics is frequently used to describe two types of sensation, tactile
and kinesthetic. The term haptic interface describes two diﬀerent kinds of interface,
tactile devices and kinesthetic devices [80]. They display tactile and/or force information
to an user interacting with a real or virtual environment [56]. These interfaces diﬀer in
the kind of information exchanged with the user and the hardware used to build them.
Tactile devices provide only tactile information to users, and none regarding kinesthetics.
Kinesthetic devices usually provide information about reﬂected forces, although they can
also provide tactile information.
2.2.1 The Importance of the Sense of Touch
The sense of touch is an inherent part of our lives but often is under appreciated. It is
diﬃcult to picture the implications of the lack of this sense. You can imagine what it
is like to lose other senses, for instance, for the sight you can cover your eyes with your
hands or you can even cover your ears for the hearing. In the case of smell and taste is
slightly more diﬃcult.
We may tend to perceive vision as the most important sense because it can provide
us with imminent information about proximal and distal events. Moreover, visual
impairments are more common than impairments that imply loosing the sense of touch.
Furthermore, it has always been neglected as a sense of communication [24, 102].
Regarding the human response characteristics, Figure 2.3 shows the input/output capa-
bilities of human operators. Experiments have shown that the human does not have one
single bandwidth [103]. Moreover, the human response can be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent based
on the situation. A human output perspective of 10 Hz would be more than suﬃcient
and from the human input perspective a bandwidth of 400 Hz is the minimum expected
for haptic ﬁdelity.
2.2.2 Tactile Interfaces
Currently there are many available multi-ﬁnger tactile technologies. Some examples that
show the potential of these applications are the following.
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Body
Brain
Muscles
Kinesthesia and tactile sensing
(1 – 400 Hz)
Limbs, Hands
and fingers
(2 – 10 Hz)
Haptic Device Slave Robot
Figure 2.3: Asymmetric input/output capabilities of human operators. Adapted from
[103, 104].
(a) TouchMaster by Exos Inc.
(b) Tactile Shape Display by Harvard
BioRobotics Lab. [105]
(c) TacTool System
(d) CyberTouch tactile system by Cyber Glove
Systems [106]
Figure 2.4: Examples of state of the art tactile interfaces
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TouchMaster The TouchMaster [107] by EXOS Inc. is a non-reactive, tactile feed-
back system speciﬁcally designed for experimentation in virtual environments. Tactile
feedback is implemented in the TouchMaster with a set of voice-coil displays which
provide variable frequency in the range of 50-200 Hz and variable amplitude vibro-tactile
stimulation to each ﬁnger or body part .
Tactile Shape Display The tactile display was designed by researchers at Harvard
Biorobotics Laboratory by using RC servomotors to provide a pin-based tactile display.
RC motors provide a highbandwidth, highdensity actuator, large vertical displacement,
and ﬁrm static response resulting in a relatively low cost and simple construction. This
display uses the servomotors to vertically actuate a 6x6 array of 36 mechanical pins at a
2 mm spacing to a height range of 2 mm with a resolution of 4 bits. These pin-actuators
can produce a force of up to 1.2 N per element [105].
TacTool System The TacTool system [108] is a device for designing and evaluating
visual user interfaces with tactile feedback. It is ﬁxed to the user ﬁngertips. The
controller can handle up to ten factors and provides an interface that can trigger every
factor independently.
Cybertouch CyberTouch features six vibro-tactile actuators; one for each ﬁnger and
one on the palm of the CyberGlove. The array of stimulators can generate simple
sensations such as pulses or sustained vibration, and they can be used in combination to
produce complex tactile feedback patterns. The operational vibration frequencies are in
the range of 0 − 125 Hz with a peak-to-peak vibrational amplitude of 1.2 N at 125 Hz
[106].
2.2.3 Kinesthetic Interfaces
Kinesthetic haptic devices display forces to the user that represent the physical interac-
tion with a virtual or real environment. These forces are transmitted to the user through
the end-eﬀector(s) of the haptic device. Two main types of kinesthetic devices can be
distinguished, grounded and wearable.
Grounded Haptic Devices
Fingertip Haptic Display The Fingertip Haptic Display is a ﬁvebar mechanism
developed at the University of Washington for haptic interaction with the ﬁngertip of
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(a) Fingertip Haptic Display [109] (b) The GRAB Haptic Interface [110]
(c) Magister-P system [111] (d) SPIDAR-8 system [112]
(e) Multi-ﬁngered haptic interface robot,
HIRO III [113]
Figure 2.5: Examples of state of the art grounded haptic devices for kinesthetic feedback
the operator. Direct drive with frictionless ﬂat-coil actuators ensures low torque ripple,
inertia, and static friction in the actuation system for high ﬁdelity haptic rendering. This
device is able to exert up to 6 N of ﬁnger tip force [109].
The GRAB Haptic Interface The Grab system [110] is composed of two robotic
arms with equivalent RRPRRR kinematics, that provide the forcefeedback for two
ﬁngers. Two interaction scenarios are possible. First, the user can use two ﬁngers of
the same hand (i.e. thumb and index ﬁnger) and second, one ﬁnger from each hand (i.e.
index ﬁnger of two hands). A set of thimbles of diﬀerent sizes allow any ﬁnger size to
properly ﬁt into the device.
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Magister-P Magister-P [111] is a haptic device based on a parallel structure that can
be used as a master interface in a teleoperation or haptic control architecture. The
mechanism is a modiﬁcation of the sixDoF StewartGough platform [114] where the
linear actuators have been replaced by cable-driven pantographs. This avoids the use of
reduction gears by means of cable transmission which increases sensing bandwidth.
SPIDAR-8 Researchers from Tokyo Institute of Technology constructed a multi-ﬁnger
haptic system that provides force feedback to eight ﬁngertips called SPIDAR-8. It can
measure the positions of eight points and provide force feedback by using strings. Force
feedback can be provided to a ﬁngertip by attaching a cap-like apparatus to the ends of
the strings and ﬁtting this apparatus onto the ﬁngertip [112].
Hiro Hiro is a ﬁve-ﬁnger haptic interface robot [113, 115]. It has a 15 DoF haptic hand
and a six DoF interface arm. This device can present high-precision three-directional
force at the ﬁve human ﬁngertips and has been applied to hand rehabilitation support
systems, medical surgery and palpation training.
Wearable Haptic Devices
The term wearable haptic devices refers to devices having ongoing contact with the part
of the subject's body that feels the reﬂected force. The whole device lays over the user,
therefore, without any interaction the user feels at least the weight of the device.
Rutgers Master II The Rutgers Master II-ND glove is a haptic interface designed
for dexterous interactions with virtual environments. The glove provides force feedback
up to 16 N with a bandwidth of up to 10 Hz for each of the ﬁngers. It uses custom
pneumatic actuators arranged in a direct-drive conﬁguration in the palm [116].
The portable Hand Exos The 2-Finger wearable haptic device [117] designed by
researchers at PERCRO institute, is a portable haptic interface that can provide force
feedback to the thumb and index ﬁngers of the hand. The device is composed of two
limbs, actuated through a bilateral tendon transmission. This device can provide a
continuous force of 4 N to the index ﬁnger and 4.4 N to the thumb; while the maximum
force at the index is 24.9 N and 27.2 N to the thumb.
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(a) RutgersMaster II system [116] (b) 2-Finger device by Percro [117]
(c) Exoskeleton Master Hand [118] (d) CyberGrasp system [119]
Figure 2.6: Examples of state of the art wearable haptic devices for kinesthetic feedback
Exoskeleton Master Hand This ﬁve-ﬁnger device was developed by the Harbin
Institute of Technology of China [118]. It consists of an exoskeleton for the ﬁngers formed
by fourbar mechanisms, one for each ﬁnger. The movement is transmitted using wires
connected directly to the mechanism links.
CyberGrasp The CyberGrasp [119] device is a lightweight, force-reﬂecting exoskele-
ton. The wired version ﬁts over a data glove, CyberGlove, and adds resistive force
feedback to each ﬁnger. Grasp forces are produced by a network of tendons routed to
the ﬁngertips via the exoskeleton. The device exerts grasp forces that are roughly per-
pendicular to the ﬁngertips throughout the range of motion, and forces can be speciﬁed
individually. It can exert a continuous force of up to 12 N per ﬁnger with a bandwidth
of up to 40 Hz.
Chapter 3
Internet-Based Supervisory
Teleoperation of Humanoid Robots
The proposed methods in this thesis cover three diﬀerent teleoperation levels of abstrac-
tion: supervisory teleoperation, guided telemanipulation and bilateral telemanipulation.
This chapter covers the ﬁrst level, supervisory teleoperation. It describes the approach
used for controlling the Atlas humanoid robot during the DARPA Virtual Robotics
Challenge that took place in June 2013. This work presents a proposal for overcoming
the restrictions on performance caused by limited bandwidth, high latency and the
eﬀects of signal degradation induced by Beyond Line-Of-Sight (BLOS) conditions, Radio
Frequency Interference (RFI), and other related circumstances. We have participated in
this challenge as part of the SARBOT Team1, composed by Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid, Universidad Carlos III, Universidad de Alcalá and the Centre for Automation
and Robotics UPMCSIC.
Due to the communication constraints, the proposed solution involves autonomous and
supervisory control. In order to cope with the complex problems related to the com-
petition, the overall challenge was divided in several functional parts according to the
expertise ﬁeld of the team participants. The contribution of this thesis to the ﬁnal solu-
tion was focused in two parts: i) the development of the autonomous object manipulation
pipeline, including both, perception and grasping; and ii) the supervisory teleoperation of
the robot which required the deﬁnition and integration of multiple autonomous behaviors
along with the humanrobot interfaces. This deﬁnition was done aiming to complete the
DARPA Virtual Robotics Challenge under the limitations of the communication channel
between the robot and the operator control station.
1http://www.sarbot-team.es/
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The use of a supervisory teleoperation approach is sustained by the fact that the current
state-of-the-art in robotics does not allow to perform the complex tasks of the DARPA
Robotics Challenge (DRC) with a fully autonomous solution. Moreover, all the partici-
pating teams used some level of supervisory teleoperation.
Experimental evaluation conﬁrmed the eﬀectiveness of our methods which present an
alternative for coping with constrained communication conditions during the control of
remote robots deployed at unattended areas. Furthermore, this supervisory teleoperation
allows the mobile robot to cover large human engineered workspaces where the constraints
are related to the power supply autonomy or the coverage of the communications link.
3.1 Introduction
The DRC2 program plans to conduct three competitions:
 The Virtual Robotics Challenge (VRC) in June 2013;
 The DRC Trials in December 2013;
 The DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) Finals in June 2015.
The primary technical goal of the DRC is to develop ground robots capable of executing
complex tasks in dangerous, degraded, human-engineered environments. Competitors in
the DRC are expected to focus on robots that can use standard tools and equipment
commonly available in human environments, ranging from hand tools to vehicles, with
an emphasis on adaptability to tools with diverse speciﬁcations.
3.1.1 The Atlas Robot
The Atlas robot, shown in Figure 3.1, is one of the seven robots used for the DARPA
Robotics challenge. Atlas is a bipedal human sized robot, with a height of 2.25 m and a
mass of 150 Kg.
It has been designed for rough terrains and is capable of coordinate actions such as
climbing. For that, it can use hands and feet to go through diﬃcult spaces.
Atlas has two arms with hands (Sandia Hand), two legs and a torso, 28 hydraulically-
actuated DoF (6 at each extremity, 3 at the torso and 1 at the neck). Each Sandia hand,
by Sandia National Laboratories, has four spherical DoF to enable dexterous tasks like
ﬁnger gating while maintaining form closure.
2http://www.theroboticschallenge.org/
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.1: The Atlas humanoid robot by Boston Dynamics. (a) Real robot; (b)
Simulation within Gazebo; (c) The robot grasping a hose that stands on top of a
table.
This robot is equipped with several sensors such as, stereo cameras on the head and
hands, a laser range ﬁnder at the head that allows 3D perception for complex tasks like
navigation and object recognition, an IMU in the pelvis for odometry, force sensors in
the robot's feet and wrists, eﬀort sensors in all the joints and tactile sensors at contact
regions of the hands.
3.1.2 The DRC Simulator
Gazebo [120] and ROS [121] are the basis for the DRC Simulator (DRCSim). The
DRCSim3 comprises additional worlds, models, and code that are speciﬁcally required
to simulate the DRC domain.
(a) Task 1 (b) Task 2 (c) Task 3
Figure 3.2: Tasks of the Virtual Robotics Challenge (VRC).
The VRC competition was comprised of three tasks (Figure 3.2) that are representative
of the challenges planned for the DRC Trials and DRC Finals. These tasks were:
3http://gazebosim.org/wiki/DRC/
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1. Walk a short distance to and climb into a utility vehicle, drive along a roadway at
no greater than 16 Km/h, climb out of the utility vehicle, and walk to the ﬁnish
area.
2. Walk over varied terrain. To complete the course, the robot exits the starting pen,
walks across ﬂat pavement, crosses a mud pit, crosses uneven hills, and traverses a
rubble pile.
3. Connect and operate a hose. The robot begins in a starting pen, walks to a table
on which the hose is located. The task is to pick up the hose so that the hose
connector lifts above the table surface, mate the hose connector to the standpipe
so that the two are aligned, attach the hose to the standpipe by rotating the hose
connector so that it threads onto the standpipe (approximately 2.5 revolutions)
and open the valve by rotating it one revolution (360 degrees).
For each task, there were ﬁve runs, giving a total of 15 trials. Between runs, the conditions
of the simulation environment (e.g. friction, damping) and the position and dimensions
of the objects were changed. Moreover, the communication parameters were varied to
simulate the eﬀects of signal degradation as discussed in Section 3.2.1.
This chapter presents an internet-based supervisory teleoperation approach and the
experimental results on the remote control between Madrid, Spain and Dallas, TX,
USA. Section 3.2 gives an overview of the system. The computing environment and
communications parameters are described. In Section 3.3 the proposed autonomous
behaviors are depicted. Section 3.4 presents the supervisory control proposal along with
the resulting user interfaces. In Section 3.5 the experimental results during the VRC
competition between Madrid, Spain and Dallas, TX, USA are provided to show the
relevance of the proposed internet-based supervisory teleoperation. Concluding remarks
follow in Section 3.6.
3.2 System Description
Figure 3.3 shows a block diagram of the computing environment for the Virtual Robotics
Challenge. Each run during the competition uses four cloud computers: one running the
simulator, two running Field Code, and one shaping traﬃc [122].
The DRC Simulator, running on a dedicated computer in the cloud (Dallas, TX, USA),
simulated the robot and the environment. During the VRC competition, a separate
instance of the DRC Simulator were run on a separate, dedicated machine for each team.
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Field Code runs on the two Field Computers, Field1 and Field2. These are two
computers in the cloud, serving as surrogates for the computers that will be tethered to
the Atlas robot in the DRC Trials. During the VRC our team ran perception, planning,
and control code on the Field1 and Field2. This code handled processes requiring high-
bandwidth communications with the robot. This approach reduced the data required to
ﬂow across the internet link.
Figure 3.3: VRC constellation computing environment block diagram [122]. Each block
represents a computer. Thick black line represents a high speed communication bus.
Dashed lines represent data ﬂow.
Operator Control Unit (OCU) code ran on one computer at the team facility (Madrid,
Spain). This computer served as the operator control station to command and control
the robot and ran the human machine interface. The machine containing OCU code was
on the other side of the datametered link from the Field Code. See the VRC Team
block in Figure 3.3.
The computer running the DRC Simulator and the Field1 were equipped with two
Intel Xeon E5- 2690 eight-core chips, 16 GB RAM, 1 TB HDD, and a NVIDIA TESLA
M2090 6 GB GPU, running on a 64-bit architecture. Field2 was equipped with two
Intel Xeon E5-2690 eight-core chips, 32 GB of memory, and 128 GB SSD, running on a
64-bit architecture.
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3.2.1 Communication Parameters
To simulate the eﬀects of signal degradation induced by Beyond Line-Of-Sight (BLOS)
conditions, Radio Frequency Interference (RFI), and other related circumstances, the
communications parameters were varied by the OSRF-controlled VPN [122] (see the
VPN block in Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.4: Induced latency during the Virtual Robotics Challenge (VRC). A target
value of 500 ms is divided evenly between inbound and outbound network links.
Each run began with the following conditions of time, latency, uplink bits limit and
downlink bits limit:
 Time: The time for each run shall be 30 minutes.
 Latency: To achieve a target latency value of 500 ms, the router induces latency
on both the incoming and outgoing links as shown in Figure 3.4.
 Uplink bits: The assumed average uplink bandwidths, and the corresponding
number of uplink bits allotted are shown in Table 3.1.
 Downlink bits: The assumed average downlink bandwidths, and the corresponding
number of downlink bits allotted are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Uplink and downlink data allotted per run during the Virtual Robotics
Challenge (VRC)
Run
Uplink Downlink
Bandwidth
Bits allotted
Bandwidth
Bits allotted
(bps) (bps)
1 16, 384 29, 491, 200 524, 288 943, 718, 400
2 4, 0964 7, 372, 800 262, 144 471, 859, 200
3 1, 024 1, 843, 200 131, 072 235, 929, 600
4 256 460, 800 65, 536 117, 964, 800
5 64 115, 200 32, 768 58, 982, 400
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Note that Table 3.1 lists the cases in descending order from least challenging to most
challenging. Each case diﬀers from neighboring cases by a factor of four for the uplink
and by a factor of two for the downlink.
3.3 Autonomous Behaviors
Considering the bandwidth limitations and the total data allotted, it was necessary
to implement autonomous behaviors in the robot onboard controllers (Field1 and
Field2 computers). This ﬁeld computers were able to handle processes requiring direct
highbandwidth communications with the robot. For instance, the cameras and laser
information had to be accessed only from the ﬁeld computers because from the OCU it
would have consumed the total downlink data allotted in less than a minute. Besides,
some behaviors were common for all the tasks such as navigation and localization. In
the following, the proposed methods to achieve certain autonomy level are described.
3.3.1 Localization and Navigation
For the three tasks, the robot required to walk a minimum distance. In the case of
tasks one and three, it was a short distance to reach the car and the manipulation table
respectively. The initial position of the robot was in the center of a starting pen and
it had to get out from there in order to be able to start the task. Therefore, the robot
needed to map the unknown environment, locate itself within the map and navigate
avoiding obstacles autonomously.
3D Mapping
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Task 2 of the VRC. 3D map using Octomap. (a) Simulated scenario; b)
Octomap representation of the task 2.
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The environment mapping is done using the laser mounted on the robot's head. A 3D
representation of the environment is obtained by rotating the laser 360 degrees. Thanks
to the laser's IMU is possible to transform the laser 2D points into a 3D point cloud.
Once the laser rotates one revolution, the 3D point cloud is converted into a discrete
representation based on Octomap [123], which is a probabilistic representation based on
Octrees that allows to render a full 3D environment minimizing memory requirements.
This representation along with an eﬀective movement model of the robot gives the
robustness needed to simultaneously locate the robot within the mapped environment.
Figure 3.5 depicts a 3D map of the environment for the task 2 of the VRC using Octomap.
Bipedal Navigation
Taking into account that navigation into 3D environments is a computationally expensive
task and the Atlas robot has a limited range of movement in the z axis, the 3D map
can be transformed into a 2D representation, which allows to plan optimal paths to be
followed while reducing computational costs. A 2D occupancy map is built using the
heights diﬀerences among 3D blocks. A point is deﬁned as occupied depending on the
robot capabilities to walk through diﬀerent heights.
Figure 3.6: Occupancy map representation. A section of the starting pen is shown
along with the calculated path to reach a goal pose (red arrow).
From the 2D occupancy map, it is possible to plan optimal paths. Given that the Atlas
is a bipedal robot, a footstep planner is required. For this, we use the anytime search-
based footstep planner proposed by Hornung et al. [124]. This algorithmic searches the
path avoiding rough turns at initial movements and employs a cost function based on the
Euclidean distance between the start pose, the goal pose and the number of steps that
the robot has to follow. In our implementation, the robot can walk straightforward,
turn and even walk backwards.
Figure 3.6 shows a 2D occupancy map representation along with the calculated path to
reach a goal pose. The colors indicate the steps correspondence, red for the left foot and
green for the right foot. The goal is marked with the red arrow.
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3.3.2 Object Manipulation
Once the robot reaches the workspace where the object manipulation will be perform, it
needs to identify and locate the objects of interest. Herein, we will focus on the approach
used to tackle with the task 3 of the VRC. This task is decomposed into four subtasks:
grasping and lifting up the hose, transporting it to the standpipe opening, connecting
the hose to the standpipe and opening the valve. To complete such task, the robot has
to understand its surrounding environment. This section focuses on the 3D perception
system for the hose connector detection and pose estimation, providing a collision map to
ensure that the arm motion and grasping is performed without collisions. Additionally,
a reactive grasping approach used to pick the hose connector is described.
3D Object Perception
To achieve autonomous object manipulation, the robot should be able to identify and
localize the objects to be grasped. The proposed perception process consists of several
steps such as segmentation, detection, recognition and location.
 Segmentation: A 3D point cloud is assembled using the laser sensor on the robot's
head. Given that the hose will be always on the table a plane segmentation is done
using RANdom Sampling Consensus (RANSAC) [125], which ﬁnds planes within
the 3D point cloud. The plane of the table and wall are added to the collision map
that will use the robot for avoiding obstacles while manipulating the hose.
 Detection: The hose is detected using the points on top of the table plane. These
points are clustered into individual objects using a Euclidean distance method.
Bounding boxes are used to locate the segments of the hose and other objects
above the table.
 Recognition: The hose is a composition of segments plus the connector and ac-
cording to the speciﬁcations of the task, the colors of the hose and the connector
are always diﬀerent. The connector is recognized using color-based region growing
segmentation [126]. The regions with a negligible color diﬀerence are merged and
the hose connector is deﬁned as the region located between two diﬀerent colors.
 Localization: The 3D coordinates of the hose connector are calculated with respect
to the robot's reference frame. First, the connector point cloud is approximated
to a cylinder, thus its position and dominant axis are available for the grasping
process.
Figure 3.7 shows the details of the hose detection for a speciﬁc run of the task 2.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.7: Details of the hose detection. The green point cloud corresponds to the
points classiﬁed as part of the table. (a) The full point cloud is shown. The orange
points represent the found planes; (b) Detail of the detected connector. The cylinder
model detection is applied. The ﬁtted model is shown as red points; (c) The major axis
and centroid pose of the hose connector is shown. It is represented with respect to the
robot's reference frame.
Reactive Grasping
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.8: Example of top-grasp along an axis perpendicular to the hose connector
centroid. (a) Pre-grasp position; (b) Grasp position; (c) Resulting grasp and pick of
the hose connector.
A simple but robust reactive grasping methodology was adopted to perform the object
manipulation sub-task. Once the object pose and major axis have been deﬁned, the
grasp can start. The aim is to move the arm to the goal pose while avoiding collisions
with the environment (i.e. the table) and to perform a stable grasp of the hose connector
that will allow picking it up. Three stages have been deﬁned in order to guarantee this
behavior:
1. Pregrasp: Considering the cylindrical shape of the hose connector and that it is
expected to be on top of a table, a pregrasp position is deﬁned, above the hose,
perpendicular to the table. This approximation position is required to perform
the collisionfree movement of the arm given that the hose connector centroid is
interpreted as a collision.
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2. Reactive movement: In this stage, the collision avoidance is disabled and the robot
moves the arm towards the connector centroid. While the movement occurs, the
tactile sensors on the robot hand are monitored to detect the contact with the
object.
3. Grasp: After the system detects the contact with the connector, the robot attempts
the grasp. The hand is conﬁgured to perform a cylindrical power grasp and the
tactile sensors are used to validate the quality of the grasp. In case of failure, the
robot opens the hand, moves back to the pregrasp position and starts again.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of a top-grasp along an axis perpendicular to the hose
connector.
3.4 Supervisory Teleoperation
To tackle the execution of the three VRC tasks we propose a supervisory teleoperation
approach. The main idea is to send highlevel commands that the robot will perform
thanks to the autonomous behaviors described in Section 3.3. The lowlevel and high
level controllers of the robot run over ROS, therefore, the supervisory teleoperation has
been implemented relaying in the same operative system.
The goal while doing supervisory control is to have enough feedback in the Operator
Control Unit (OCU), so that the user can send and verify the correct execution of the
commands. Both conditions have to be met while staying under the uplink and downlink
limits depicted in Table 3.1.
A system running ROS is characterized for having a rosmaster that provides naming and
registration services for the applications (nodes) in the system which enables individual
nodes to locate one another. The typical strategy is to have functional nodes that
pass messages between them synchronously (sevices) or asynchronously streaming data
over topics. Moreover, in distributed systems like the VRC's, all the controllers are
generally connected directly to the robot's rosmaster. Considering the communications
constraints, this alternative is unfeasible because it does not support unstable links and
requires highbandwidth data exchange. Further details regarding ROS concepts such
as packages, messages and topics are discussed in Appendix E.
To make the most eﬃcient use of the constrained communication parameters, our ap-
proach is based in connecting two separate instances of rosmaster, one running in the
VRC constellation and the other in the OCU. This scheme of type serverclient is shown
in Figure 3.9. This allows the use of existing ROS tools, like RVIZ which is a strong
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Figure 3.9: Serverclient scheme of the supervisory teleoperation approach used to
execute the VRC tasks. The VRC constellation refers to the simulation machine and
two ﬁeld computers. The Operator Control Unit (OCU) is a computer where the user
gives highlevel commands to the robot.
starting point for the development of humanrobot interfaces.
For connecting two rosmaster instances, the multimaster4 package can be used, but
due to its problems handling connection lost, we decided to use sockets implemented
with the ZeroMQ5 library as shown in Figure 3.9. Some of the main features to choose
this library [127] are:
 Performance: It is orders of magnitude faster than most Advanced Message Queu-
ing Protocol (AMQP) messaging systems.
 Simplicity: The API is plausibly simple which makes sending messages easy com-
pared with raw socket implementation. The integration with python allows serial-
ization of objects straight forward which for our application is crucial.
4http://ros.org/wiki/multimaster
5http://www.zeromq.org/
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 Scalability: ZeroMQ follows a broke-less design so that there is no single point of
failure.
 Transport variety: Supports a range of transport mechanisms for messages includ-
ing UDP and multicast (INPROC, IPC, MULTICAST, TCP).
Taking advantage of the ROS communication layer and specially the topics published by
the DRCSim, the information transmitted between the VRC constellation and the OCU
has been reduced to the minimal required to achieve enough feedback from the remote
environment.
Table 3.2 summarizes the messages sent from the VRC constellation to the OCU. The
message sizes are variable because they include information in the form of strings. The
server (located in one of the ﬁeld computers) reads, compresses and sends the messages
to the client (located in the OCU machine) through ZeroMQ sockets. The client receives
these messages and publishes them in the local instance of rosmaster. Using RVIZ, the
operator can visualize the robot state, the occupancy map and the poses of the objects
of interest.
Table 3.2: Topics received in the Operator Control Unit (OCU) for the supervisory
teleoperation approach during the Virtual Robotics Challenge (VRC).
Name Type Tag
Size
(bytes)
DRC Simulator Topics
/atlas/atlas_state AtlasState S1 1, 160
/atlas/atlas_sim_interface_state AtlasSimInterfaceState S2 905
/multisense_sl/camera/left CompressedImage S3 4, 795
/multisense_sl/camera/right CompressedImage S4 4, 795
Custom Topics
/sarbot/occupancy_grid OccupancyGrid C1 3, 482
/sarbot/ﬁltered_pcl PointCloud2 C2 3, 925
/sarbot/hose_pose PoseStamped C3 240
/sarbot/standpipe_pose PoseStamped C4 240
/sarbot/valve_pose PoseStamped C5 240
/sarbot/robot_position PoseStamped C6 240
Total 20, 022
3.4.1 On-Board Control Server
Figure 3.10 shows the interface used during the robot teleoperation in the server side
running in the ﬁeld computer 1. The simplicity of this interface is due to the mentioned
datalink limitations.
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Figure 3.10: Server side interface running on the on-board robot's controllers.
During the VRC competition the ﬁelds Remaining Downlink and Uplink showed the user
the remaining bytes in each case. This additional information can help the operator to
decide whether to start or stop exchanging the data (by pressing the D key).
In addition, before sending the data, the application calculates the packet size, p as
shown in Equation (3.1).
p =
a∑
i=1
αiSi +
b∑
i=1
βiCi (3.1)
where Si and Ci are the data sizes shown in Table 3.2 and αi∧βi ∈ {0, 1} are set through
the user interface shown in Figure 3.10. This information is displayed in the console.
3.4.2 Navigation Interface
The interface used during the navigation stage is shown in Figure 3.11.
The operator controls the motion of the robot by selecting a goal pose with the mouse,
see the green arrow in Figure 3.11. The robot generates automatically a trajectory and
moves towards the goal while the operator has visual feedback of the robot position
within the map.
The map is built with a grid size of 0.2 m, where a occupancy probability is assigned for
each cell in the areas that the robot can see. This resolution was chosen as a tradeoﬀ
between precision and speed during the mapping and navigation. The probability of
occupancy for each cell is given as a value between 0 and 100%.
The color convention for the map is as follow:
 Black: Indicates the occupied areas.
 Gray: Indicates the unknown areas.
 White: Indicates the unoccupied areas.
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Figure 3.11: Client side interface running in the OCU during the navigation stages of
the VRC
The operator can only select goals in the unoccupied and unknown areas (white and
gray), therefore, it is the operator who deals with the uncertainty in the unknown areas.
3.4.3 Manipulation Interface
Figure 3.12 shows the user interface used during the manipulation tasks.
The manipulation interface is intended only for visualization proposes and for particular
use during the VRC task 3. As shown, the operator can have visual information about
the perception pipeline for manipulation. Figure 3.12 shows the robot state, the pose
of the robot hands, the pose of the objects of interest (hose connector, standpipe and
valve), right and left camera images jpegcompressed with a 5% ratio and the ﬁltered
point cloud (PCL) assembled from the readings of the head mounted laser.
3.5 Results
The proposed methods in this chapter were evaluated during the 15 trials of the Virtual
Robotics Challenge (VRC). These trials were divided in ﬁve runs for each of the three
tasks described in Section 3.1.2. For each task, the most challenging conditions are
presented at the run 5, this is due to the limited uplink bytes allotted (14 KB, see
Section 3.2.1).
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Figure 3.12: Client side interface running in the OCU during the manipulation stages
of the VRC.
3.5.1 Uplink Data Consumption
Figure 3.13 shows the percentage of uplink data consumed for the 15 trials. As can
be seen, the uplink data used for runs 1 to 3 was under the 2%, indicating a very low
consumption of total data allotted.
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Figure 3.13: Percentage of uplink data consumed during the 15 trials of the Virtual
Robotics Challenge (VRC)
For the three tasks, in runs number 4, the percentage of data consumption had important
values, task 1 and task 2 were under the 8% but for the task 3 that value goes up until
20.5%.
The relevance of the proposed approach can be seen for the runs number 5, where only
14 KB were available (An old 312 inches ﬂoppy disk can store 1440 KB, 100 times more
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information). During task 1 and 3 we were able to bank bytes. For the former only
44.4% of the allotted bytes were consumed. During the later, this percentage increases
up to 55.8%. It was only during task 2 where the total allotted bytes were consumed.
3.5.2 Downlink Data Consumption
Figure 3.14 shows the percentage of downlink data consumed for the 15 trials. In this
case, due to a high amount of bytes available and the eﬃcacy of the proposed approach,
the data consumed was always under safe limits. For all the tasks in runs 1 to 3, the
required downlink data was under the 7% of total allotted.
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Figure 3.14: Percentage of downlink data consumed during the 15 trials of the Virtual
Robotics Challenge (VRC)
It was during the runs number 5 where the used data reached 49.1% for the task 2, 26.6%
for the task 3 and only 14.8% for the task 1. Even thought these percentages are low,
is important to take into account that for this challenging condition, the total available
bytes were only ∼ 7 MB (Table 3.1).
These results can be assigned to the fact that the images where compressed using a
very low (5%) compression ratio and that the operator was always controlling the data
streaming with the goal of avoiding unnecessary information feedback.
3.6 Discussion
Allowing the operator to have control over the data rate can reduce the required bytes for
diﬀerent types of task while teleoperating a humanoid robot in supervisory mode. From
the results obtained during the VRC, we can come to the conclusion that additional
work need to be done to improve tools that oﬀer similar solutions to the problem
that represents connecting two instances of rosmaster under limited communication
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conditions.
The use of the ROS communication topology (connecting all the systems to the same
rosmaster) could be adaptable but has communication overhead and was not suitable for
the VRC conditions. Using the existing package, multimaster, neither was appropriate
due its problems under data loss conditions and unstable link connections.
The proposed method in this work allowed us to have the required feedback from the
robot sensors without exceeding the downlink and uplink limitations imposed for the
challenge. This has proven the possibilities for deploying humanoid robots in unknown
and unstructured environments using and internet-based supervisory teleoperation and
has conﬁrmed the eﬀectiveness of our approach.
Concerning the image transport between remote locations, the use of classical compres-
sion techniques, such as jpegcompression, was enough for fulﬁlling the requirements
from the operator and the communication constraints. Nevertheless, the use of recent
video compression techniques like VP8 or theora can reduce even more the data required
for video transmission.
Further work may include investigating alternatives to extend the proposed method as
a generic tool for connecting two systems running ROS. Such tool can be an alternative
to the multimaster package.
3.6.1 Supervisory Teleoperation and ROS
ROS allows a ﬂexible, scalable and highly featured development environment for a wide
variety of robotics systems. It is commonly used for the highlevel control of complex
robotics applications, such as autonomous navigation [128], object recognition [129] and
humanrobot interaction [130]. Its use in teleoperation, such as control of mobile [131]
or humanoid robots [132] is well studied. This work has shown that the integration of
the features of ROS into a teleoperation system provides valuable improvements and
extensions. Moreover, during our participation in the VRC, ROS has proven to be an
excellent tool for supervisory teleoperation.
The supervisory teleoperation has been accomplished combining autonomous and su-
pervisory control. One of the most important aspects while developing this control
architecture was the deﬁnition of whether an action should be performed autonomously
or not. This deﬁnition requires the abstraction of lowlevel sequences of actions, like
move right leg then move left leg, towards highlevel commands such as go to
this position. A good practice when performing this abstraction is to select generic
autonomous behaviors that will be required in several scenarios. For instance, all the
VRC's tasks required the robot to walk a minimum distance from its starting point to
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the location of the main objects of the task. This made clear that the robot needed to
walk independently with minimal input from the operator. Another aspect that we found
useful is to estimate how diﬃcult is for an autonomous system to perform a task. In the
diﬃcult cases, a good idea is to rely on the cognitive abilities of the human operators.
For example, for the perception system, it is not straight forward to locate the vehicle
from task 1, but for an operator it will be only necessary one picture of the vehicle to
identify it.
In the framework of this thesis, the supervisory approach has been valuable in the sense
that it allowed to test the beneﬁts and limitations of ROS into a complex robotic system
such as a humanoid robot.
Furthermore, the human-robot interaction during the development of the tasks was
purely highlevel and the autonomous navigation capabilities allowed to cover large
unattended areas provided that the robot has low limitations regarding power supply.
For the development of similar solutions we recommend to establish methodologies to
determine the tradeoﬀ between autonomous behaviors and supervisory input from the
operator. Additional considerations must be taken regarding failsafe and recovery
modes. Moreover, during the VRC competition, our team lost an important amount
of points due to the lack of a rather simple recovery mode to rescue the robot after a fall.
Asides from this deﬁciency, the proposed solution using autonomous modes for bipedal
locomotion, mobile robot navigation, object recognition and object manipulation within
the ROS ecosystem has surpassed our initial expectations and proved the validity of the
proposed approach.

Chapter 4
Guided Telemanipulation Using a
CostEﬃcient Motion Capture Suit
The proposed methods in this thesis cover three diﬀerent teleoperation levels of abstrac-
tion: supervisory teleoperation, guided telemanipulation and bilateral telemanipulation.
This chapter focuses on the second level, guided telemanipulation. In this kind of control
the operator commands the slave robot in a continuous manner. The guidance situation
can be seen as a kind of lowlevel control given that the robot lacks of autonomous
behaviors as oppose to the supervisory control case. As presented in the previous
chapter, the supervisory approach requires sensors, actuators and controllers with high
performance, therefore very expensive hardware. Moreover, the Atlas robot is a state-
of-the-art humanoid robot that can be aﬀordable only by big companies or government
departments usually driven by military applications.
It is clear that making robots accessible and easy-to-use to everybody will generate
growth on the robotics ﬁeld. There are many factors that have delayed such growth
amount which the cost seems to be the biggest drawback for incorporating robots in the
day-to-day basis. A tradeoﬀ exists between costs and capabilities and therefore there is
the need for developing costeﬀective, highperformance devices to promote the use of
robots in small companies. This chapters attempts to contribute towards this tradeoﬀ
by using costeﬃcient robotics systems where a human-in-the-loop can compensate the
deﬁciencies of the devices. To give a small idea regarding what costeﬀective means
in the framework of this work, lets consider that the laser range plus the force/torque
sensors that the Atlas robot is equipped with, have the same cost as the robotic hardware
described in this chapter, that is, the bimanual humansafe robot, Baxter, acting as slave
and the motion capture suit, PrioVR Lite, acting as master.
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This work presents an immersive humanrobot interface where the operator can control a
remote robot using natural and intuitive movements. It shows that thanks to the human
capabilities to learn, adjust and correct on the ﬂy, the resulting system is capable of
performing diﬃcult tasks such as rings onto a peg. This task is a simple but quantiﬁable
task that requires multiple DoFs an gives a good measure of the performance of a tele-
manipulation system. Experimental results show the validity of the proposed approach
and how it can be useful to take advantage of a humanoid robot with a reach similar to
that of a human. Moreover, the use of this guidance interface could be combined with
supervisory control in order to extend the reachability of mobile robots interacting in
large workspaces.
This work is the result of a collaboration between researchers from the Harvard Biorobotics
Laboratory and the Centre for Automation and Robotics (UPMCSIC).
4.1 Introduction
This chapter studies the use of a costeﬀective input device for telemanipulation. In
particular, a lowcost, Motion Capture (MoCap) suit is used to control a humanoid
robot. The MoCap suit has eight Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors that capture
the movements of the operator upper limbs and head. The used humanoid robot is
Baxter [23]. It has two 7DoF arms and a reach similar to that of a human. This
commercial robot results of interest given that it has been conceived to promote its use
in small companies. Baxter has entered in such companies thanks to the possibility of
being programed by learning how to perform tasks. The operator can grab the robot
by the cuﬀ and show it how to move and manipulate objects. Currently, the robot has
been used to alleviate the boredom associated to tedious works such as manual packing
and box stacking. This chapter proposes to augment that idea and cover scenarios where
multiple robots located in diﬀerent places are taught remotely by the same operator.
The proposed system is a great case study about the role, requirements and limitations
of costeﬀective telemanipulation platforms. The motivation behind this application
is to extend the expertise of a human-in-the-loop that remotely teaches or supervises
several robots located in diﬀerent places by using a lowcost master device. As has been
discussed on previous sections, the human operator oﬀers a clear cognitive advantage
over autonomous systems and can help to overcome the problems that a robot faces
while working on unstructured environments.
This work also argues that a MoCap suit allows the operator to control a humanoid robot
in a natural and intuitive manner while maintaining the manipulation reachability of the
robot. In the case of robots working within large workspaces, this can be achieved by
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using a similar approach to that discussed in Chapter 5. In the current implementation,
the right arm of the operator controls the right arm of the robot. The coupling is done in
the task space, that is, the pose of the robot's endeﬀector follows the commands from
the pose of the operator hand. This method has proven to reduce the cognitive load
of the operator and to allow a very intuitive control of the robot. In contrast, Miller
et al. [133] presented results of the RealTime (RT) usage of an untethered MoCap
system for teleoperating the NASA Robonaut [134136]. They implemented a direct
joint by joint mapping that resulted in unnatural teleoperation and in a bigger cognitive
load of the operator given that every joint had to be carefully commanded. Moreover,
initial experiments performed within this thesis showed that this kind of mapping makes
the operator to move in a constrained manner and aﬀects the performance of the overall
system. This usually results in the operator becoming the slave of the robot movements.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the studied system and
gives details regarding the slave robot, Baxter, and the MoCap suit, PrioVR Lite. The
methodology used to couple the masterslave devices in the task space along with the
main issues of this kind of coupling are discussed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 describes
the task which has been used to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed methods. A
rings onto peg type of task has been suggest given its simplicity and generalizability.
The experimental results for diﬀerent aspects of the robotic system, such as, time to
task completion, are given in Section 4.5. Final remarks are supplied in Section 4.6
4.2 System Overview
4.2.1 Motion Capture Suit: PrioVR Lite
The PrioVR MoCap suit, shown in Figure 4.1, is a costeﬀective, IMU based system.
It uses inertial sensors to provide realtime motion tracking without the necessity of
cameras, optics, line-of-sight, or large, awkward equipment. It includes eight sensors:
chest, head, right upper arm, right lower arm, right hand, left upper arm, left
lower arm and left hand. Each of these sensors has an accelerometer, gyroscope and
magnetometer that make it possible to estimate its global orientation. Additionally, one
joystick for each hand can be used for conﬁgurable actions such as closing grippers. Each
joystick has two buttons and the stick has two movement axis.
The IMU sensors are placed on key points of the body to capture its movements and
translate them in realtime. The interface with the suit is wireless and during our
experiments it achieved sampling rates up until 30 Hz reading the orientation of the
eight sensors. Each sensor has an onboard controller that provides the estimation of
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Figure 4.1: IMUs placement of the PrioVR Lite Motion Capture suit. This version is
composed of eight sensors: chest, head, right upper arm, right lower arm, right
hand, left upper arm, left lower arm and left hand. Additionally, it has two
joysticks, one for each hand.
the orientation by fusioning the accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer readings.
An initial comparison between this orientation provided by the manufacturer's API and a
orientation obtained using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) showed better performance
for the manufacturer's estimation and therefore it is the one used within this work.
4.2.2 Slave Robot: Baxter
The Baxter robot (Rethink Robotics, Boston, MA) [23] has been used as slave. It is a
humanoid robot with two arms, each one with seven DoF. The actuators on Baxter arms
are serial elastic motors, which allows Baxter to be inherently compliant. In the current
version of its software (v1.0.0) this compliant behavior translates into position errors of
several millimeters at the endeﬀector, especially in the Z direction due to the gravity's
eﬀect.
Baxter can be customized to use diﬀerent grippers or robotic hands. Figure 4.2 shows
the robot with two Reﬂex hands (RightHand Robotics, Boston, MA) and the rings onto
peg setup used as experimental testbed for this work. Each arm has a payload of
2.3 Kg, maximum speed with no payload of 1 m/s. There are two version of the robot,
one commercial and one for research. In the research version, the onboard controller
is a machine running Gentoo Linux equipped with an Intel® Core i7-3770 CPU @
3.4 GHz, running on a 32-bit architecture. The OS is based in ROS, Groovy Galapagos
distribution and basic behaviors such as gravitycompensation and zeroforce modes
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Figure 4.2: Baxter robot with two Reﬂex hands along with the rings onto peg setup
used as experimental testbed to evaluate the performance of the robotic system.
are available. Basic controllers such as joint position, velocity or torque are accessible
through ROS APIs.
4.3 Baxter Teleoperation Using a Motion Capture Suit
This section addresses the main issues for mapping global sensor orientations from a
human performer onto the kinematics of a humanoid robot such as Baxter. In general,
two diﬀerent approaches can be used to couple this kind of masterslave systems. The
most intuitive alternative may appear to be a coupling in the joint space, that is, the
angles of the human joints control directly the joints of the slave robot. As noted by
Miller et al. [133], for this method is preferred to have a robot kinematically similar to
the human body and even with similar frequency responses in order to avoid unnatural
control and delays between the human and robot movements due to the dynamics of the
system.
Considering the non-anthropomorphic design of Baxter arms and the low velocities that
it can achieve compared with a human performer, the joint to joint mapping has been
neglected.
The other alternative is to perform the coupling in the task space. That is, the pose
of the operator's hand controls directly the pose of the robot's endeﬀector. For this
approach the following aspects need to be considered:
1. The parentchild order placement of the sensors: Given that each sensor reports
the global orientation of the link that is attached to, the estimation of each joint
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orientation is done using the two adjacent sensors. For instance, the elbow joint
orientation is estimated using the upper arm and lower arm sensors.
2. Human performer Forward Kinematics (FK): Using the human joint orientations,
the pose of the hand needs to be calculated solving the forward kinematics of the
chain formed by the arm.
3. Baxter task space control: The robot receives the commands in the task space and
it requires to calculate the joint angles that can achieve the desired pose. Classical
methods to tackle this are those used for the Inverse Kinematics (IK) problem or
impedance based controllers.
Figure 4.3 shows the block diagram of the system developed to teleoperate Baxter using
the PrioVR suit as master. The movements captured by the suit are converted to pose
commands xd. These commands are sent to Baxter and using a Jacobian Transpose
(JT) controller the system performs position control in the task space. The current
implementation maps the right arm in both sides, that is, the right arm of the operator
controls Baxter's right arm.
PrioVR FK JT Controller Baxter
+xd xe τ x
-
Figure 4.3: Block diagram with the system architecture developed to teleoperate the
Baxter robot using the PrioVR MoCap suit as master.
4.3.1 Suit Forward Kinematics
The starting point to solve the Forward Kinematics (FK) problem of the PrioVR Lite suit
is the parentchild order placement of the sensors. Table 4.1 shows the sensor hierarchy.
The eight sensors can be group in three kinematic chains where the chest acts like the
root for all of them:
1. Right arm: Formed by the chest, right upper arm, right lower arm and right
hand sensors.
2. Left arm: Formed by the chest, left upper arm, left lower arm and left hand
sensors.
3. Head: Formed by the chest and head sensors.
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Table 4.1: Sensor hierarchy of the PrioVR MoCap suit. The parentchild relationship
is given by the sensor placement in the body to be motion captured.
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Figure 4.4: Right arm kinematic chain used to estimate the hand's pose.
In order to solve the kinematics structure shown in Figure 4.4, each joint orientation
needs to be deﬁned in its local frame. Each sensor of the MoCap suit provides the
orientation with respect to a global frame. To determine the joint orientation we use the
parentchild relationship of the sensor's placement shown in Table 4.1.
Let Gqi be the global orientations measured by the sensor i, respectively. As
Gq0 (chest)
is considered to be the root of our sensor hierarchy, it does not need any corrections.
However, the other sensors (0 < i < 8) need to be transformed to their respective local
frame using Equation (4.1),
i−1qi =
Gq
−1
i−1 ⊗ Gqi 0 < i < 8 (4.1)
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where ⊗ denotes the quaternion multiplication and rotations i−1qi are expressed in
their local frames. Therefore, the right arm FK can be solved using the homogeneous
transformation matrices as shown in Equation (4.2),
0T 4 =
0T 1
1T 2
2T 3
3T 4 (4.2)
where i−1T i represents the transformation between frames i− 1 and i.
A2 =

0 0 −1
0 1 0
1 0 0
 A4 =

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 −1
 (4.3)
0T 1 =

0
0R1 0
d1
0 0 0 1
 1T 2 =

d2
A2
1R2 0
0
0 0 0 1
 (4.4)
2T 3 =

0
2R3 0
−d3
0 0 0 1
 3T 4 =

0
3R4A4 0
−d4
0 0 0 1
 (4.5)
Each transformation matrix, see Equations (4.4)(4.5), is obtained using the joint ori-
entations and the body ratios shown in 4.2. The additional rotations, A2 and A4 in
Equation (4.3) are used in order to correct the initial orientation of the sensors due to
its placement on the body.
Table 4.2: Body ratios used for the Forward Kinematics (FK) of the right arm. These
ratios are with respect to the operator height.
Parameter Symbol Male Female
Chest d1 0.172 0.171
Shoulder d2 0.079 0.075
Upper arm d3 0.159 0.160
Lower arm d4 0.143 0.142
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4.3.2 Exploiting Baxter Redundancy: Jacobian Transpose Cartesian
Controller
Figure 4.5 shows the Jacobian Transpose (JT) controller used to control the pose (posi-
tion and orientation) of each Baxter arm. This controller performs motion control of the
endeﬀector in the task space and is based on the selection of the generalized operational
forces f as a command vector. This forces are produced sending the corresponding torque
commands τ .
kp
du
dt
kv
JT
k0
(
I − JT J¯T
)
Baxter
+xd xe +
+
f τ x
-
+
+
Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the JT controller. It includes joint limit avoidance using
the inertiaweighted pseudoinverse J¯ to project the required torques into the null space
without adding forces into the task space.
This controller is based in Khatib framework [137] for redundancy resolution in the task
space control. The joint torque command is formulated as,
τ = JTf + τnull (4.6)
τnull = k0
(
I − JT J¯T
)
qe (4.7)
J¯ = M−1JT
(
JM−1JT
)
(4.8)
qe = q¯ − q (4.9)
where J¯ is the inertiaweighted pseudoinverse and τnull is an arbitrary torque vector.
In this work, we choose τnull as a function of the distance qe from the middle value
of the joint range (q¯i), thus redundancy is exploited to keep the joint variables as close
as possible to the center of their ranges. It can be shown that the inertiaweighted
pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix is the unique choice which dynamically decouples
the joint torque vector τ into the task space forces f and the torques acting only on
the null space motions of the manipulator τnull [137139]. In other words, the null space
term in Equation (4.6) does not produce any force, and thus motion, in the task space.
Moreover, the null space term can be reformulated for a convenient utilization of redun-
dant DoFs. Typical objective functions are:
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 The manipulability index, deﬁned as
w (q) =
√
det
(
JJT
)
. (4.10)
This term vanishes at singular conﬁgurations, therefore, redundancy is exploited
to move away from singularities.
 The distance from obstacles, deﬁned as
w (q) = min
p,o
‖p (q)− o‖ (4.11)
where o is the position vector of a deﬁned point on the obstacle (its center, for
instance, if the obstacle is simpliﬁed as a sphere) and p is the position vector
of generic points along the robot structure; thus, by maximizing this distance,
redundancy is exploited to avoid obstacle collisions.
4.4 Experimental Setup
The peg-in-hole is a common manipulation task that requires multiple DoFs [140, 141].
This is a simple but fully quantiﬁable way of measuring the dexterous performance of
a telemanipulation system and is therefore a good test in regards to generalizability
and simplicity of implementation. Peg-in-hole setups are generally characterized using a
precision value deﬁned as,
I = log 2
(
dH
dH − dP
)
(4.12)
where dH is the diameter of the hole and dP is the diameter of the peg. Table 4.3 shows
the parameters of our rings onto a peg setup. The precision value of this setup is I = 3.7
bits. Other studies have used precision values within the same order of magnitude [140,
141].
Table 4.3: Parameters of the rings onto a peg task used for the assessment of the guided
telemanipulation system.
Parameter Symbol Value
Hole diameter dH 15.6 mm
Peg diameter dP 14.4 mm
Peg height h 170 mm
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Note that this measure ignores the translation component and focuses instead on the
diﬃculty of insertion and extraction of the rings once they are properly positioned. The
Fitts measure [140] incorporates the translation portion of a peg-in-hole task as
IF =
1
T
log 2
(
2A
dH − dP
)
(4.13)
where A is the distanced moved to reach the hole and T is the time to complete the
movement an insertion. Our task included translations between 200 − 400 millimeters
that were accomplished in the best trial at 5 seconds, thus, the maximun Fitts rate of
our task was about 2 bits/s.
Figure 4.6: Rings onto a peg task used for the evaluation of the PrioVR suit to command
the Baxter robot.
Figure 4.6 shows the rings onto a peg task used for the evaluation of the Baxter's guidance
using the PrioVR suit. The diﬀerence with respect to the classical peg-in-hole task is
that in this scenario the rings are the ones that are transported in order to be inserted
onto a peg. It can be consider even a more diﬃcult task since it requires a wide grasp
and increases the possibility of misalignment of the grasped object while moving the ring
or performing the insertion.
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4.5 Results
This section evaluates diﬀerent aspects that aﬀect the performance of the developed
system. The components are analyzed in a separate manner. First, the integration
drift of the suit's IMUs is assessed. Considering the lowcost condition of the equip-
ment it is an important feature to be characterized. Specially because small errors in
the orientation estimation (around 5 degrees) can translate in centimeters in the hand
position estimation. Even one of the best MoCap systems based on IMU sensors, XSens
(Enschede, Netherlands) [142], suﬀers integration drifting and only guaranties precisions
of around 1 degree.
In the slave robot side, the performance of the cartesian controller is evaluated. Although
the human-in-the-loop can compensate for the slow movements of the robot, it forces the
operator to adopt a move and wait strategy that will translate in large times to complete
the task and even may increase the perception of how diﬃcult the task really is.
Finally, a user study with 6 participants has been conducted in order to validate the
proposed methods. The time to task completion is used to establish the eﬃcacy of the
suit to guide the slave robot and it is compared against one of the most known commercial
haptic devices, the PHANToM Omni. This haptic device is one order of magnitude more
expensive than the PrioVR suit.
4.5.1 Suit Performance: Integration Drift
The principal drawback while using Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors is due to
integration drift.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Integration Drift). A position estimation can be performed using acce-
leration and angular velocity measurements. Small errors in these measurements are
integrated into progressively larger errors in velocity, which are compounded into still
greater errors in position. Since the new position is calculated from the previous calculated
position and the measured acceleration and angular velocity, these errors accumulate
roughly proportionally to the time since the initial position was input.
The most common approach for RealTime (RT) estimation of rigid-body orientation is
to use an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [143]. Each IMU of the PrioVR suit contains a
three-axis magnetometer, a three-axis angular rate sensor, and a three-axis accelerometer.
The ﬁlter represents rotations using quaternions rather than Euler angles, which elimi-
nates the long-standing problem of singularities associated with attitude estimation. The
iterative algorithm ﬁnds the best quaternion that relates the measured earth magnetic
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ﬁeld and accelerations in the body coordinate frame to estimated values in the earth
coordinate frame.
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Figure 4.7: PrioVR suit integration drift of the four Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs)
that form the right arm kinematic chain.
To quantify the integration drift, the PrioVR sensors were placed over a table so they
maintained a static position. The orientation estimation was logged during ten minutes.
Figure 4.7 shows the RollPitchYaw (RPY) angles of the four Inertial Measurement
Units (IMUs) that form the right arm kinematic chain. Due to the initialization of
the iterative algorithm and lowspeed convergence, during the ﬁrst three minutes the
suit always presented large estimation errors. This behavior was expected since the suit
manufacturer recommends at least two minutes for warm-up.
During these three minutes, the integration drift induced an oscillatory error of up
to 0.23 radians (13.2°) in the pitch estimation of the right lower arm sensor. This
error was consistent with all the other sensors. The three minutes warm-up time was
required every time the suit was switchedon which clearly indicates that it is due to
the convergence speed of the iterative estimation algorithmic. Once the warm-up time
passes, the integration drift is more stable and for all the trials it was under a range of
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0.06 radians (3.4°). Figure 4.7 also shows the oscillatory response because of the constant
correction action where the system uses the magnetometer readings to adjust the pitch
value.
4.5.2 Robot Controller Performance: Tracking Error
On the slave robot side, it is of interest to evaluate the implemented cartesian controller.
Given the nature of telemanipulation tasks, the slave is expected to follow the input
trajectory as accurate and fast as possible in the task space.
Figure 4.8 shows the tracking performance for each (x, y, z) axis during a complete rings
onto peg task.
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Figure 4.8: Performance of the Jacobian Transpose (JT) controller implemented for the
Baxter robot. The tracking for each (x, y, z) axis during a complete rings onto peg task
is shown.
4.5.3 Time to Task Completion
The eﬀectiveness of the system has been assessed using the rings onto peg setup described
in Section 4.4. The task consists on inserting the rings onto the peg in a speciﬁc order.
The order of the pieces is given by their size going from the biggest to the smallest.
During this study, three diﬀerent methods have been used to control Baxter's right arm
while performing the evaluation task:
 Manual: The operator holds Baxter's right arm by the cuﬀ and moves it to the
desired locations. It uses the default gravitycompensation, zeroforce mode of
Baxter.
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 PHANToM Omni master: Baxter's right arm is controlled using pose commands
from the PHANToM device. It is done without any haptic feedback in order to
perform a fair comparison with the MoCap suit. The gripper is commanded using
the gray button of the device. To cover all the arm workspace a simple indexing was
implemented. The white button enables/disables the control, so that the operator
can move away the PHANToM from an undesired position while the arm halts its
position.
 PrioVR suit master: Baxter's right arm is controlled using pose commands from
the PrioVR suit. The gripper and the indexing is commanded using the two
buttons of one of the suit joysticks. The operation is identical to the PHANToM
implementation. This allows a proper comparison between masters and reduces
the cognitive fatigue on the operators.
For the three control methods, Baxter's right arm starts at the same position (the one
shown in Figure 4.6). The time to task completion is determine as the required to insert
properly all the rings onto the peg. The task ﬁnishes once the last ring is inserted.
Manual Task Completion
The most notable characteristic of the Baxter robot is the possibility to program it by
simply showing how to perform tasks. It has a gravitycompensation, zeroforce mode
that allows to grab the robot by the cuﬀ and move it to the desired locations. It also
has a set of pushbuttons to open/close the grippers.
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Figure 4.9: Time to task completion for ten trials moving directly Baxter right arm.
The user grabs the robot's cuﬀ and moves it throughout the task.
An experiment was devised to determine the eﬀectiveness of the teaching by example
feature. It was used to establish the best time to complete the rings onto peg task that
will be possible to achieve with the robot.
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The experiment consisted of ten trials. For each trial the robot starts at the initial
position. Once the operator grabs the cuﬀ the timing starts. The operator guides Baxter
right arm throughout the complete task. In the cuﬀ there are two buttons one for opening
and the other for closing the gripper.
Figure 4.9 shows the times to task completion for the ten trials. The range of the times
is 19.3 to 28.7 seconds with a mean value of 23.1 seconds. This in conjunction with a
low standard deviation (3.4 s) indicates that the times across trials are similar. A minor
learning eﬀect can be notice given that from trial eight to ten the time to task completion
was under 20 seconds.
Comparison Between PHANToM Omni and PrioVR Suit
Figure 4.10: Setup used for completing the rings onto a peg task using two diﬀerent
master devices: PHANToM Omni (left) and the PrioVR suit (right). The operator
point of view is the same in both cases which removes the variables related with the
quality of the visual feedback.
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Figure 4.11: Detail of the time to task completion for both systems, PHANToM Omni
and the PrioVR suit. Six users performed three trials per system.
To determine the eﬃcacy of the PrioVR suit while performing dexterous telemanipulation
a set of experiments were conducted. Six participants completed the rings onto a peg
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ANOVA Table
Source SS df MS F p-value
Columns 1141.5 1 1141.53 0.75 0.3936
Error 51983.7 34 1528.93
Total 53125.3 35
Figure 4.12: ANOVA: Comparison of the time to task completion between both systems,
PHANToM Omni and the PrioVR suit.
task using two diﬀerent master devices: PHANToM Omni and the PrioVR suit. The
additional details of the task were kept equal between masters. For instance the operator
point of view is the same in both cases and the starting point of Baxter's arm is also the
same. Figure 4.10 shows pictures of both setups.
For each master, the participants were asked to perform the task three times giving a
total of 36 trials (six per participant, 18 per master device). Across the six participants
the initial device was changed, that is three participants started with the PHANToM
device and the other three with the PrioVR suit.
The following procedure was adopted for the experiments:
1. The participants were given time to become familiar with the interface and task
elements. A number of practice runs were conducted until they were comfortable
with the system.
2. For each trial, the time and accuracy of the task were recorded.
3. At the end of each trial, they were given time to stretch and rest.
4. There was time at the completion of all the trials for them to share any reﬂections
they had about the diﬀerent trials. These comments, as well as any part of the
experiment, were completely voluntary.
Figure 4.11 shows the time to task completion for the 36 trials. It shows that the
experience with telemanipulation systems plays an important role. For instance, User
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1 has a wide experience working with diﬀerent masterslave systems and he is the only
one that completed the six trials below 60 seconds. In the case of users 5 and 6, that
were not familiarized with robotics systems, all their trials were above 80 seconds.
Finally, Figure 4.12 shows an oneway ANOVA performed to compare the means of the
time to task completion for the two master devices. The high p-value (0.39) indicates
that there is not signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the PHANToM and the PrioVR suit.
Learning Eﬀect
Another aspect of interest is the learning eﬀect when using a master device to perform
the same task. Figure 4.13 shows the time improvement for each master device. This
improvement has been calculated with respect to the ﬁrst trial. For example, the User
6 using the PrioVR suit completed the task during the second trial 45.3 seconds faster
than during the ﬁrst trial. For the 3rd trial this improvement was of 47.5 seconds.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the learning eﬀect between PHANToM Omni and the
PrioVR suit. For each system, the time improvement with respect to the ﬁrst trial is
shown.
In general, for the PHANToM all the users improved their time to task completion for
the last trial. Nevertheless, this improvement is small (< 25 seconds) in comparison with
some of the ones using the PrioVR suit (> 40 seconds). This suggests that once that the
operator gets used to the suit, the task can be completed in even less time than using
the PHANToM.
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4.6 Final Remarks
This chapter has presented how a costeﬃcient humanrobot interface can be used to
guide a remote robot, Baxter, to perform dexterous telemanipulation. The remote robot
is controlled by an operator using natural and intuitive movements that are detected
with a Motion Capture (MoCap) suit based on IMU sensors. Both devices, the PrioVR
suit and the Baxter robot, are characterized for being costeﬀective systems that oﬀer
capabilities comparable to devices one order of magnitude more expensive than them.
Diﬀerent aspects of the proposed approach have been evaluated. First, the components
have been considered in a separated manner and then, the overall system has been
assessed using a rings onto a peg setup. Given that the coupling between the suit
readings and the remote robot has been done in the task space, the separated evaluations
included the performance of suit orientation estimation and the implemented Baxter's
cartesian controller. On the suit side, the integration drift (associated to IMU sensors)
has been quantiﬁed. Experimental results have shown that the operator is not aﬀected
by the low orientation estimation errors (< 3.4 degrees) and revealed that the suit
requires a warm-up time of three minutes to achieve stable results. Regarding the
cartesian controller implemented for Baxter, we have taken advantage of its redundancy
(it has seven DoF) and used a Jacobian Transpose (JT) controller resulting in more than
acceptable tracking results. The beneﬁts of the JT controller are: it is computationally
inexpensive (compared with other Jacobianbased approaches) and it optimizes the
velocities in the joint space which avoids large joint movements, therefore reducing joint
velocities and accelerations.
The coupling in the task space has been chosen over joint to joint mapping considering
the results obtained in our initial experiments with the suit which are similar to those
obtained by Miller et al. [133]. Two problems can arise with the joint to joint mapping:
singularities in the orientation estimation and diﬃculty to control the system in an
intuitive manner. First, the human joints are very complex and some of them have
several DoFs, therefore, each human joint could be mapped to more than one robot
joint. For instance, in biomechanical literature, the representation of the human arm
as three rigid segments, connected by frictionless joints with a total of seven DoF, is a
generally accepted model [144]. The extraction of each individual DoF from the three
joints require the use of special orientation representations such as Euler angles which
suﬀer from the problem of singularities. The second problem is associated to the fact that
Baxter's arms do not have an anthropomorphic design (like most commercial humanoid
robots), therefore, even overcoming the orientation singularities, the cognitive load on
the operator makes the robot diﬃcult to control and forces a scenario where the user
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feels like the slave of the remote robot because has to move carefully to avoid unwanted
or unexpected movements.
The evaluation of the overall system has been done using a rings onto a peg setup. This
kind of testbed is a common manipulation task that requires multiple DoFs. It is a
simple but fully quantiﬁable task. A set of experiments have been carried out with
six participants of diﬀerent levels of expertise. They tested the MoCap suit and the
PHANToM Omni haptic device while performing the task. These experiments have
shown that the time to task completion between master devices are similar even though
the PHANToM is one order of magnitude more expensive than the suit. Moreover, all
the participants expressed that using the suit was more intuitive and even funnier.
Additionally, the time to task completion using the suit took only three times more than
the manual task completion scenario. In a real application where a remote operator
oversees multiple robots located at diﬀerent locations, this performance will be more
than acceptable given that it is a one-time type of task because once the robot learns
how to complete the task, it will switch back to an autonomous control mode where
repeats the learned movements.
To conclude, a costeﬃcient humanrobot interface has been presented. It has real-world
application and considering the reachability of the human operator, this method can be
extended to control remote robots interacting in large workspaces. Several experiments
have validated our methods and have shown how a good tradeoﬀ between costs and
performace can be achieved in robotics systems that have a human-in-the-loop.
Chapter 5
RatePosition Haptic Controller for
Telemanipulation in Large
Workspaces
The proposed methods in this thesis cover three diﬀerent teleoperation levels of abstrac-
tion: supervisory teleoperation, guided telemanipulation and bilateral telemanipulation.
This chapter concentrates on the third level, bilateral telemanipulation. It presents a
novel haptic rate-position controller. This controller has been design to overcome the
problems related to the control of a slave with large workspace using a small haptic
device1 during bilateral telemanipulation.
Considering the two previous chapters where supervisory and guided control are studied,
this chapter moves one more step lower in the levels of abstraction. Bilateral telemani-
pulation can be seen as the ﬁnal stage of humanrobot interaction where the operator,
besides commanding the slave robot in RT, can feel the interaction forces with the
remote environment through the haptic device. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, these
systems require high update rates (1 KHz is recommended) to ensure the haptic feedback
ﬁdelity and full attention of the human-in-the-loop during task execution. From the point
of view of autonomous robotics, the independent behaviors of the system are reduced to
the minimal such as selfcollision avoidance or haptic cues in the form of virtual ﬁxtures
[43]. During bilateral telemanipulation all the highlevel cognitive decisions are made
directly by the operator.
1Small in the sense of desktop devices. One example of a small device is the PHANToM Omni
described in Section D.3. It has a workspace of 160 x 120 x 70 mm
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The advantages of bilateral systems over other alternatives have been highlighted in a
large number of experiments [140, 145147] but its beneﬁts have not yet been system-
atically assessed. The ﬁeld with the major discussions about the importance of haptic
feedback is remote surgery [43, 148, 149]. Several studies have evaluated the beneﬁts of
this kind of feedback to the operator but all of them tend to be taskdependent and
diﬃcult to extrapolate to other applications even within the same ﬁeld.
This work does not attempt to perform such systematic assessment but rather focuses on
the advantages of using hybrid bilateral architectures. A large variety of bilateral control
architectures has been developed in the past two decades. The choice depends on the
intended application; the kind of devices used and communication issues play a role.
It goes beyond the scope of this thesis to provide complete overview over all available
approaches.
The rateposition controller can be used to couple kinematic dissimilar masterslave
systems. The eﬀectiveness of the proposed method increases when the workspace ratio
(slave to master) is greater than the unit.
It is able to swap between control modes automatically. It uses haptic aids to inform the
user about changes in the control mode. This automatic approach presents advantages
against pressing a button or a pedal to switch between modes, reducing the cognitive
load of the operator and making teleoperation more natural and intuitive for the user.
It allows performing tasks in a large remote environments using a haptic device with a
reduced workspace.
The rateposition controller is evaluated through two case studies. First, a welding
and cutting task is emulated. The user has to follow the curve line with the maximum
accuracy possible. Second, the telemanipulation of fragile objects in unstructured en-
vironments is studied. The user has to grasp a light bulb, transport it to a designated
point and place it back in the initial position. These two case studies require accurate
and precise movements, which is an excellent manner to judge the performance of the
proposed algorithm. The results obtained show that the accuracy is improve and the
time to task completion is similar when comparing the rateposition controller against
alternative methods such as positiononly or indexing control.
This chapter is organized as follows; Section 5.1 gives a brief motivation regarding the idea
of combining control modes during telemanipulation, Section 5.2 explains the proposed
method in detail, Section 5.3 describes the testbed used for the evaluation of the rate
position controller. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 present the results obtained from the experiments
carried out during the two case studies and ﬁnally, a discussion is provided in Section 5.6.
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5.1 Introduction
In teleoperation, two control modes are usually used for guiding a remote robot: position
control and rate control. The decision of using any of the two control modes is mainly
inﬂuenced by the task characteristics and the features of the master and slave devices.
Several works [150, 151] have been carried out to determine how task performance is
aﬀected by the control mode. Kim et al. [150] found that the position control can be 1.5
times faster than the rate control when the master and slave workspaces are similar. In
contrast, the rate control reaches better performance when the slave workspace is larger
than the master's.
Position control has been proven as suitable for task where short and precise movements
are involved. Moreover, rate control has shown better performance for tasks that involve
long and precise movements in an extremely rigid environment. An example of rate
control can be the manual operation of a crane. The crane itself is the slave device
which is commanded by the operator using several joysticks (usually one for degree of
freedom). The joysticks movements deﬁne the speed and direction of the diﬀerent crane
degrees of freedom. On the other hand, position control is frequently applied in robotics
applications where movements of the slave are expected to imitate the movements exe-
cuted by the master device. As mentioned, this kind of control is better when the master
and slave have similar workspace, which means a direct kinematic relation between the
master and slave devices.
At the present time, the current commercialized teleoperation systems do not allow
combining position and rate control. In fact, when there is a substantial diﬀerence
between the device workspace, rate control or position control with workspace indexing
is used. Indexing the workspace of the master consists on performing unlinking when
the master reaches its mechanical limit. The master device is then relocated to a new
position that shall permit the guidance process to continue. The problem with indexing
is that it generates disorientation on the operator since references frames are changed.
Productivity of the system is thereby aﬀected due to the downtime caused by the operator
in getting accustomed to the new references.
Although some rate-position approaches have already been developed for mobile robots
[152] or virtual haptic applications [153], there is no development which has been specially
designed for telemanipulation systems. Other typical scaling and indexing methods
require the user to press a button in order to swap from one method to another, however
the proposed algorithm does not require pressing any button to swap from position to
rate control. Due to these features, the proposed method is considered more intuitive for
the users since they can change between control modes more naturally.
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5.2 Description of the Rate-Position Controller
A new algorithm which is able to swap from position control to rate control has been
designed. Only haptic information is used to inform the operator about the transitions
between position and rate control, therefore, pressing a button or pedal to change between
control modes is not required.
The rateposition control architecture is conﬁgured so that the change between position
and rate control happens automatically. This automatic switching presents some advan-
tages against pressing a button. The main advantage is related to the fact that operators
already have to be aware of diﬀerent buttons for instance to change the viewpoint in the
screen or to actuate some tools. This makes teleoperation more confusing i.e. less
transparent when the number of buttons needed to perform a task increases. When we
interact with our surrounding environment to manipulate objects in our daily live, we
focus on things like grasping and moving the arms; hence a system that maintains this
philosophy when designing telerobotic solutions would be more natural and intuitive to
the user.
Figure 5.1: Deﬁnition of the position and rate control regions within a haptic interface.
In of our implementation for the PHANToN Omni, we use an ellipsoid as 3D primitive.
To make this control switching intuitive, the workspace is divided in two diﬀerent
volumes: i) a volume reserved for position control, and ii) a volume reserved for rate
control. These areas can be represented by diﬀerent geometrical primitives such as an
ellipsoid volume. The center of this ellipsoid is ﬁxed to be located in the center of the
haptic device's workspace. This concept is shown in Figure 5.1.
It results in a large accuracy when the slave robot is commanded using the position
mode. Large displacements can also be carried out when the remote robot is guided
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using the rate mode. As a result of the combination of both methods, accuracy can be
gained in a large workspace while using small haptic devices.
5.2.1 State Machine of the RatePosition Controller
Five discrete states have been deﬁned in order to perform the automatic change between
position and rate control. Figure 5.2 shows the implemented state machine diagram of
the rate-position controller. It can be seen how it evolves from one state to another
depending on the events that occur during telemanipulation. Some of the deﬁned states
allow displaying haptic information to the user in order to be informed about the change
that occurred in the control mode of the remote robot. Additionally, state transitions
have been properly deﬁned to assure the stability of the system at every moment.
go to centerSTART
postion control vibratory phase
rate control
rate collision
stay in position
leave position
collision
leave rate
stay in rate
Figure 5.2: State machine of the rate-position controller. The entry point is the go to
center state. The state machine will be executed until the user stops the controller.
State: go to center
This state brings the operator to the center of the master workspace by means of a
springdamper force, Fc in Equation (5.1).
Fc = Kc xm +Bc x˙m (5.1)
where xm is the master position from the workspace center, Kc is the stiﬀness parameter,
x˙m is the master velocity and Bc is the damping parameter.
This is the machine state entry point. It is usually activated after entering the position
region coming from the rate control region. During this transition state the slave robot
maintains its current position and it is not aﬀected by the displacements that bring the
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master device to the center, thus, it can be seen as an haptic indexing process where the
master goes to the center of its workspace while the slave holds its position.
The importance of this state relies in the fact that allows re-synchronization between
the masterslave devices just right after the initialization of the controller. It also allows
the transition from rate to position control in the two possible scenarios: i) because the
operator intents to change the control mode or ii) a collision occurs.
During the initialization phase, the haptic device is held in the center until the user
helps the haptic device to get closer. This is a desired behavior that allows to start the
controller even when the master is unattended without causing unwanted movements in
the slave side.
[x, y, z]← xm
x2 + y2 + z2 ≤ h2tol (5.2)
The condition to leave this state is that the master current position is inside a hysteresis
circle with radius htol and centered in the device workspace, see Equation (5.2). Once
this condition is met, the controller automatically moves to the next state: position
control.
State: position control
In this control mode the force reﬂected to the operator (fm) should be proportional
(Cm) to the interaction force between slave and environment (f e) and the slave local
controller (Cs) uses the master position xm as reference.
This is known as a bilateral forceposition architecture which block diagram is shown in
Figure 5.3. The accuracy of the movements carried out can be adjusted according to the
features of the master and slave robot and the task to be performed. The position of the
slave robot is updated according to the movements performed by the master device.
In this state, the controller checks whether the position of the master device is within
the position region. In order to cover a wide variety of haptic devices we propose using
an ellipsoid volume (Figure 5.4) to deﬁne the position control region.
Given the ellipsoid semi-axes a, b and c is easy to check whether or not the current
position of the master xm lays inside the ellipsoid using Equation (5.3). The case where
a = b = c is the degenerate case of a sphere.
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the bilateral forceposition architecture. m stands for
master and s for slave.
Figure 5.4: Tri-axial ellipsoid with diﬀerent semi-axes a, b and c. An ellipsoid is deﬁned
in cartesian space as:
x2
a2
+
y2
b2
+
z2
c2
= 1
[x, y, z]← xm
x2
a2
+
y2
b2
+
z2
c2
≤ 1 (5.3)
In case the user leaves the position region, the controller moves to the next state:
vibratory phase.
State: vibratory phase
This transition state informs to the user when the controller is changing from position
to rate control mode. It generates a vibratory stimulus, Fvib in Equation (5.4), to let the
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Fvib = Ae
−Ct sin (2pift)
Figure 5.5: Example of a vibratory force generated with the following parameters:
A = 2 N, C = 5 s−1 and f = 30 Hz.
user know that a new operation mode has been activated. The use of haptic information
avoids using buttons to switch from position to rate control, making the teleoperation
more natural. Furthermore, the vibratory stimulus plays a key role since the user knows
that a new operation mode is being used, avoiding unexpected behaviors of the system.
Fvib = Ae
−Ct sin (2pift) (5.4)
The vibratory stimulus is a damped oscillatory signal, it is generated using Equa-
tion (5.4), where A is the amplitude in Newtons, C the decay rate parameter in seconds−1
and f is the frequency of the signal in Hertz. During our experiments, we have found
that the user can react properly when the duration of the vibratory stimulus is between
250500 milliseconds. This range is consistent with the human response characteristics
for expected stimuli [103, 104].
Once the vibratory phase ﬁnishes, the state machine continues to the rate control
mode.
State: rate control
This state allows controlling the slave robot using rate commands. The exit point from
the position region over the ellipsoid is chosen as pivot position xpiv and from there the
penetration p into the rate control region is calculated, see Equation (5.5).
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p = xpiv − xm (5.5)
Fr =
{
Krp+Brx˙m if ‖p‖ > htol
0 if ‖p‖ ≤ htol
(5.6)
x˙rate =
{
Grp if ‖p‖ > htol
0 if ‖p‖ ≤ htol
(5.7)
The force feedback Fr in Equation (5.6) and the velocity command x˙rate in Equa-
tion (5.7), are proportional to the penetration p.
This approach allows reﬂecting the velocity of the slave robot to the operator by means
of the springdamper system with a stiﬀness constant Kr and damping coeﬃcient Br.
According to the Equation (5.7), the further the user enters intro the rate region, the
faster the slave robot moves, proportional to the rate gain Gr.
Figure 5.6: Detailed description of the rate control region. During rate control a
spring-damper force indicates the operator the magnitude of the velocity command.
Additionally, a hysteresis region (htol) is deﬁned in order to avoid force glitches in
accidentally changing the controller from rate control to position control or vice versa.
This is also a zero velocity area and therefore no velocity commands are sent to the
slave robot and no force feedback is displayed to the user. Figure 5.6 shows a detailed
description of the rate control region.
Controlling the slave robot in velocity requires the user to keep the master robot in the
rate control area. In case a change of direction in velocity is required, the user just needs
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to change the position of the master towards the desired direction and without leaving
the rate control region.
Finally, in this state, a continuous polling is carried out in order to identify if a collision
occurs or a swap to a position control mode is required for the user. In order to come
back to a position control mode the user needs to move the master robot towards the
position ellipsoid. This action will activate the state go to center in order to properly
synchronize the master and slave robots.
State: rate collision
A collision with the remote environment when the slave robot is guided in rate control
mode can be very dangerous. This state checks2 for collisions and using force feedback
makes it possible to implement safety measures to inform the human-in-the-loop that a
collision has occurred.
In case of rate collision, the rate commands, which are being sent to the slave, are
immediately stopped and a signiﬁcant opposition force is displayed to the user so as to
be led to the center of the workspace and consequently, to come back to the position
control mode.
The main goal of this state is to bring back the user to the workspace center so that
the controller can be swapped to a position control mode operation. This will allow
interacting with the remote environment in a safe manner. Thus, when the haptic device
is next to the center of the workspace area, the controller will move to the next state, go
to center, before reaching the position control mode.
5.3 Experimental Setup
A test-bed has been designed in order to evaluate the proposed rate-position algorithm.
On the operator side, two haptic devices have been used, the commercial PHANToM
Omni device and the 3-Finger Haptic Device (3FHD) developed in our research group,
the Centre for Automation and Robotics (CAR) UPMCSIC. More details about PHAN-
ToM Omni and the 3FHD can be found in Section D.3 and D.4 respectively.
On the remote environment site, the Grips slave robot has been used. The slave robot
has a complex kinematic conﬁguration and the Iterative Decoupling Algorithm presented
2The collision checking system is expected to be already implemented. Herein check refers to the
action of communicating with such system but not to the action of performing the computations to
determine whether the slave robot has collided or not.
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in Section 6.1.1 has been adopted to solve the IK problem. Further details about the
Grips manipulator are given in Section D.1.
Table 5.1: Workspace comparison of the PHANToM Omni and 3FHD devices against
the Grips manipulator. The workspace of the Grips manipulator is ∼ 16 times bigger
than the PHANToM and ∼ 8 times bigger than the 3FHD in the three dimensions
Workspace
Width Depth Height
PHANToM Omni∗ 160 mm 70 mm 120 mm
3-Finger Haptic Device (3FHD)+ 290 mm 90 mm 320 mm
Grips Manipulator 2578 mm 1289 mm 1998 mm
∗ Force feedback workspace from the device data-sheet
+ Workspace of the 3-ﬁnger triangle middle point
Given that the workspace of the Grips manipulator is ∼ 16 times bigger than the
PHANToM and ∼ 8 times bigger than the 3FHD in the three dimensions, see Table 5.1,
the relevance of the proposed method can be better appreciated. These workspace
diﬀerences are a suitable choice to assess the improvements provided by the rateposition
controller.
Table 5.2: Rateposition controller parameters used for each haptic device: the
PHANToM Omni and the 3-Finger Haptic Device (3FHD)
Description Symbol PHANToM 3FHD Units
Position ellipsoid
Width a 120 140 mm
Depth b 55 55 mm
Height c 80 100 mm
Hysteresis htol 5 5 mm
Position ratio 1:3 1:3
Rate Gain Gr 0.01 0.001
go to center FFB
Stiﬀness constant Kc 0.15 0.2 N/mm
Damping coeﬃcient Bc 0.003 0.003 N · s/mm
rate control FFB
Stiﬀness constant Kr 0.15 0.2 N/mm
Damping coeﬃcient Br 0.003 0.003 N · s/mm
Vibratory Stimulus
Amplitude A 2 6 N
Decay Rate C 5 5 s−1
Frequency f 30 30 Hz
Duration 0.3 0.3 s
Complete details regarding the parameters used for the rateposition controller for each
haptic device can be found in Table 5.2.
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In the following, two case studies are presented. First, a welding and cutting task is
emulated by attaching a compliant bolt to the tip of the slave robot that acts as electrode
and using a curve line that acts as base material. For this task, the user has to follow
the line with the maximum accuracy possible. Second, the telemanipulation of fragile
objects in unstructured environments is studied. The user has to grasp a light bulb,
transport it to a designated point and place it back in the initial position. These scenarios
require accurate and precise movements, which is an excellent manner to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm. The experimental setups used for these case
studies are shown in Figure 5.7.
(a) Welding and cutting task (b) Fragile object task
Figure 5.7: Experimental setup used for the evaluation of the rateposition controller.
Two case studies are considered.
5.4 Case Study - Welding and Cutting Task
This section shows the experimental results obtained using the new rate-position control
algorithm.
A curvature path following task has been emulated. The proposed controller has been
compared with the classical force-position control algorithm. A metal proﬁle with a M12
bolt has been ﬁxed to the gripper. This bolt mimics an electrode and the line on the table
the base material of a welding and cutting task. The performance of this kind of task
using Remote Handling (RH) technologies are of interest for on-site manufacturing and
maintenance of the thick-wall structure of ITER [154]. The user had to follow the bend
line with the maximum accuracy possible. The results obtained are compared between
methods in order to properly evaluate the real advantages provided by each one.
Given that these kinds of telemanipulation tasks are usually carried out by advanced users
with the proper training, this experiment was performed for an experienced teleoperator
from our research group. This person performed the same task ten times with each
control algorithm. The most important parameters which describe the task such as the
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time to task completion and the trajectory were recorded, making it possible to assess
the accuracy achieved for each case.
5.4.1 Accuracy and Trajectory Analysis
Figure 5.8a shows the trajectories carried out when the rateposition control is used to
guide the slave robot. As can be seen from the ﬁgure, all trajectories are very close to the
reference curve which should be followed by the operator. In addition, the trajectories
are very smooth without jumps or any movements away from the reference. This is
possible because the slave robot is halted in its last position until the master device is
properly synchronized.
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Figure 5.8: Slave robot trajectories comparison between rateposition control and
position control. For each method there are ten trials.
On the contrary, the path trajectories obtained when the task is performed using the
force-position control algorithm have much more irregularities and oscillations, see Fig-
ure 5.8b, in comparison to the path trajectories obtained with the rate-position control,
see Figure 5.8a. In general, force-position control algorithm show that all the trajectories
are further away from the reference line, displaying bigger errors and much less accuracy.
A detailed analysis of the accuracy obtained by each control algorithm has been carried
out. The average error obtained with each method is depicted in Figure 5.9. The average
error of the rate-position control method is 4.03 millimeters which is signiﬁcantly lower
than the average error of 11.6 millimeters obtained in the force-position control. It means
that the error generated using the new rate-position controller is a 34.64% of the error
shown in the force-position controller. In addition to this, the standard deviation of
the rate-position control method is 4.2 in comparison with the 9.9 millimeters of the
force-position control mode.
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Figure 5.9: Trajectory average error comparison between rateposition control and the
position control.
These results clearly show that the accuracy of the new rate-position algorithm is signi-
ﬁcantly better than the results obtained with the classic force-position control method.
5.4.2 Time to Task Completion
A detailed analysis of the time to task completion is also performed. Figure 5.10 show the
average time required depending on the control algorithm used. Although the average
time is very similar regardless of the used controller, the position method is slightly
faster 36.77 seconds in comparison to the 38.15 seconds required to complete the task
when the new rateposition method is used. The standard deviation is also higher in the
rate-position controller 7.05 seconds versus 4.93 seconds in the position controller.
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ANOVA Table
Source SS df MS F p-value
Columns 2.185 1 2.1846 0.06 0.8111
Error 667.619 18 37.09
Total 669.804 19
Figure 5.10: ANOVA: Comparison of the time to task completion between the rate
position controller and a position controller.
From the experimental results, it seems that the required time to swap between the
states of the rateposition controller aﬀect the total time to task completion. Some
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states require to resynchronize master and slave devices properly before continuing with
the normal operation. This can take some time aﬀecting the general velocity to perform
a task.
5.5 Case Study - Telemanipulation of Fragile Objects in
Unstructured Environments
This section evaluates the rateposition controller by comparing it against other methods
available and widely used in telerobotics. The most widely used methods for remote
teleoperation in large environments are either use a master device which is kinematically
identical or similar to the slave device. However, it is common to ﬁnd haptic devices
which have a signiﬁcantly lower workspace than those found in the slave devices; for
these cases, methods such as indexing or scaling are usually implemented.
In this section, the rateposition method, the indexing method and the use of kinemat-
ically similar devices are compared. The scaling option is not compared here, since it
would imply a signiﬁcant loss in precision which would not be safe for a robot that is
transporting a fragile robotic hand at the endeﬀector.
5.5.1 Indexing Method
The indexing method has been implemented for the 3-Finger Haptic Device device so
that, while the user presses a button (space bar at the keyboard), the movement of the
master device endeﬀector is decoupled from the movement of the slave device. When
the user releases the button, the position of the haptic device endpoint and the slave
endeﬀector are synchronized and the system continues in position control mode. In
our implementation, the orientation is not indexed since the orientations that the haptic
device and the slave robot can achieve are the same.
5.5.2 Kinematically Similar MasterSlave: Manufacturer controllers
The Grips Manipulator system by Kraft Telerobotics, includes a slave and a haptic master
device that are kinematically equivalent and hence a joint-to-joint control is suﬃcient to
teleoperate the system covering the reachable workspace (Figure 5.11a).
Also, the robotic hand is provided with a user interface that includes some slider bars to
control each joint of the 3-Finger Adaptive Gripper by Robotiq (Figure 5.11b).
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(a) Grips master by Kraft Telerobotics. (b) Control interface for the gripper by Robotiq.
Figure 5.11: Control interfaces provided by the manufacturers of the Grips master and
the 3-Finger adaptative gripper.
5.5.3 Experimental Procedure and Results
The experimental task consists on manipulating a fragile object, in this case a light bulb.
The steps for the task are the following:
1. The task begins with the robot in a designated position, located at a distance of
one meter away from the target;
2. The user has to approximate to the manipulation area where the light bulb is
located on top of a glass and position the robot in the pre-grasp pose;
3. The user will command the robotic hand to grasp the light bulb;
4. The user will command the robot back to the starting position without breaking
or releasing the light bulb;
5. The user will move back to the manipulation area (still holding the light bulb)
where the fragile object was located and position the robot in a pre-release pose.
6. The user will command the robotic hand to place the light bulb at its starting
position.
During the experiment, two subjects carried out the task 30 times for each of the three
methods; since the task involved performing manipulations with a robot that included a
fragile robotic hand at the endeﬀector, a mistake by the operator would cause the hand
to break; therefore, we were not allowed to perform this experimental procedure with
people from outside our group. Users had previous experience with the 3-Finger Haptic
Device and with the manufacturer controllers. However, they were not familiar with the
indexing nor the rateposition controller. Preparatory trials were not performed given
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Figure 5.12: An user performing the dexterous teleoperation task with the 3-Finger
Haptic Device. The grasping of the light bulb is shown.
that the operators were used to the haptic device, allowing to evaluate the intuitiveness
and learning eﬀect for each control. Figure 5.12 shows an user during the grasping stage
of the task.
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ANOVA Table
Source SS df MS F p-value
Columns 17401 2 8700.51 52.64 1.04× 10−15
Error 14378.6 87 165.27
Total 31779.6 89
Figure 5.13: ANOVA: Timing comparison when performing a dexterous manipulation
task with diﬀerent control methods.
As it is shown in Figure 5.13, the time to perform the fragile dexterous manipulation
task, for the rateposition controller is in average, 68.9 seconds; while for the indexing
control, the average time spent to perform the task is 75.33 seconds and for using the
kinematicallysimilar master with the robotic hand controllers the time spent in average
is 70.67 seconds. It can be seen that the indexing method has a higher average time
to complete the task than any of the others. Moreover, subjects expressed that they
were more exhausted after ﬁnishing the trials with the indexing method. The very small
p-value indicates that diﬀerences between column means are highly signiﬁcant. This is
mainly because they had to move their arm back and forth continuously and press a
button when covering large distances.
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The rate-position method is similar in time to those obtained by using a kinematically
similar master and some sliders by two people, which is intuitive since one person is only
focused in the control of the hand, while the other subject is in charge of moving the
robotic arm with a scale 1:1.
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Figure 5.14: Successful manipulations when performing a dexterous manipulation task
with diﬀerent control methods
Moreover, in Figure 5.14 it can be seen that while the rateposition and indexing
controllers have achieved a 100% success rate; for the manufacturer controllers, this
percentage drops to 93.33%. After questioning the subjects, they mentioned that the
main diﬃculty when using the manufacturer controller was the coordination between
ﬁngers when closing the hand with the sliders and keeping the robotic arm still while
doing this. 93.33% may seem a high success rate, but for some situations that involve
risk such as bomb dismantling, tele-surgery or maintenance of nuclear reactor, a drop of
6.67 points in the percentage may not be admissible.
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Figure 5.15: Training time when performing a dexterous manipulation task with
diﬀerent control methods
Figure 5.15 shows that the training time for the rateposition control drops from 70
to 45 seconds after ﬁve trials; for the indexing mode it remains constant at about 80
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seconds, and does not reduces during the 15 trials; for the manufacturer controller, the
time lowers from 65 to 45 seconds after the 3rd trial. This shows that ﬁve trials are
enough to get used to the rateposition control method to perform a dexterous task;
which is admissible. Since subjects are usually trained to use computer interface with
an indexing control mode, such as a computer mouse; it seemed very intuitive for them
to move the robot around with this control. However, the longer time is due to the fact
that they had to move more distance in the slave device than in the master device and
they needed to keep a button pressed in order to decouple both systems.
5.6 Summary
A haptic rate-position controller is presented in this chapter. This method is especially
designed for the teleoperation of a slave robot with a large workspace, using a haptic
device (master) with a smaller workspace. The master controls the slave robot using
both, position and rate control modes. The controller swaps automatically between
modes depending on the user input. Haptic cues inform the user about the change in
the control mode and avoid unwanted transitions. Moreover, the designed state machine
guaranties the stability of the teleoperation system given that the transitions do not
aﬀect the overall stability. Zhu and Salcudean [155] have shown that the transition from
position to rate control is stable. On the other hand, the transition from rate to position
control has an intermediate state (go to center) that halts the position of the slave
robot and assures a stable behavior.
A welding task has been emulated following a bend track with the slave robot. The same
experiment has been carried out several times using both the proposed rateposition
algorithm and classic position controller. Analyzing the result obtained, the rateposition
algorithm has proven to be 65.36% more accurate than the classic control algorithm. It
is due to the fact that two modes are deﬁned (position and rate control) to control the
entire workspace. However, in terms of time, the classic position control seems to be
slightly faster since it does not need to change between operation modes.
Experimental results performing dexterous manipulation of a fragile object, a light bulb,
with diﬀerent control methods have shown that by using the rate-position control method,
the time to task completion is reduced and the accuracy of the system allows for full
dexterity and correct completion of the task. This has been compared with state-of-
the-art methods such as indexing control and the use of controllers supplied by the
manufacturer of the robotic hand and the slave robot.
To conclude, the main strengths of this method are, the possibility to control a slave
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with large workspace using a small haptic device and the great accuracy achieved due to
the combination of the two operation modes.
Chapter 6
Analysis of Dexterous Grasping for
Telemanipulation
Discussions in teleoperation and telemanipulation tend to point towards two main as-
pects. First, the tradeoﬀ between autonomous and manual (human operator) con-
trol, where supervisory control gives more relevance to autonomous behaviors; and
the guidance or bilateral control alternatives advocate for a masterslave system fully
commanded by the human operator. The second aspect is related with the humanrobot
interfaces and how they can increase the performance of the telemanipulation system.
For instance, in bilateral control the research has been mainly focused on increasing the
system transparency to make the operator feel like in the remote environment.
This chapter makes contributions into two neglected requirements while performing
dexterous grasping for telemanipulation: the inverse kinematics problem for the slave
robot and the grasping itself of the objects. For the general case of controlling a slave with
large workspace using a comparable small haptic master, Chapter 5 presents a hybrid
bilateral control. While a serial robot is naturally described and actuated in the joint
space, its operation is conveniently speciﬁed in terms of a pose, which typically deﬁnes the
location of the robot's endeﬀector in a suitable deﬁned task space. Due to the kinematic
dissimilarity between the master and slave devices the coupling needs to be done in such
task-space. From the master side it requires to cope with the Forward Kinematics (FK)
problem, which can be easily solved using techniques such as the displacement matrices
method described in Appendix B. On the other hand, the relationship between the
slave manipulator's taskspace and jointspace is expressed by the Inverse Kinematics
(IK) which is an open challenge in robotics research as discussed in the state-of-the-art
(Section 2.1.3).
A numerical IK method is proposed, the Iterative Decoupling algorithm. This method is
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valid for sixDoF robots in which the last three DoF can be used to orientate the robot
but they do not intersect at a common point, as in a spherical wrist. The eﬀectiveness
of this IK method is compared against state-of-the-art numerical methods.
Additional interest has been put in the grasping process during telemanipulation tasks.
Grasping in unstructured environments promises to enable a wide range of important
realworld applications. The implementation of a robust grasp mapping between a 3
ﬁnger haptic device and a robotic hand is presented. Moreover, the proposed mapping
can be extended for controlling a wide range of diﬀerent robotic hands with the same
haptic device.
6.1 The Inverse Kinematics Problem
During telemanipulation of kinematic dissimilar masterslave systems, the endeﬀector
of the slave robot receives pose (position and orientation) commands from the master
haptic device. A solution of the slave Inverse Kinematics (IK) problem is needed in order
to transform those pose commands into joint angles.
In this section, a numerical method, with simple equations, easy to implement and that
converges to the solution is proposed. This method is valid for six DoF robots in which
the last three joints are mainly used to orientate the robot. Examples of manipulators
that satisfy these requirements, include those valid for Pieper's formulation, as well as
some manipulators in which the last three DoFs do not intersect at the same point such
as the Grips manipulator and the arms of the Atlas robot by Boston Dynamics.
6.1.1 Iterative Decoupling Algorithm
The aim of the proposed algorithm is to generalize the inverse kinematic solution for
robots where the last three DoF do not intersect at a common point. As for Pieper's
formulation, the robot is divided into two robots. The ﬁrst three DoF are used to obtain
the position of a deﬁned middle point 0p3 and the last three DoF are used to correct
the orientation of the end-eﬀector.
Algorithm 6.1 shows the methodology followed by the iterative decoupling method for a
generalized six DoF manipulator. The steps are as follows:
1. The algorithm requires the goal transformation T goal, the maximum number of
iterations and an initial seed qseed for the joint positions.
2. Using the initial seed, estimates the transformations 0T˜ 3 and 3T˜ 6.
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Algorithm 6.1 Iterative decoupling algorithm for a generalized six DoF robot.
Input: T goal, qseed, max_iterations
Output: qn := joint values that achieve T goal
1: qi ← qseed
2: 0R6 ← T goal [1 : 3, 1 : 3]
3: 0p6 ← T goal [1 : 3, 4]
4: for i := 1 to max_iterations do
5: {Estimate the middle point 0p3}
6: 0T˜ 3 ← 0FK3 (qi)
7: 0R˜3 ← 0T 3 [1 : 3, 1 : 3]
8: 3T˜ 6 ← 3FK6 (qi)
9: 3p˜6 ← 3T 6 [1 : 3, 4]
10: 0p˜3 ← 0p6 − 0R˜3 3p˜6
11: {Compute the new q1, q2, q3}
12: [q1, q2, q3]← 0IK3
(
0p˜3
)
13: {Estimate the orientation 3R6}
14: 0T˜ 3 ← 0FK3 ([q1, q2, q3])
15: 0R˜3 ← 0T˜ 3 [1 : 3, 1 : 3]
16: 3R˜6 ← 0R˜−13 0R6
17: {Compute the new q4, q5, q6}
18: [q4, q5, q6]← 3IK6
(
3R6
)
19: qi ← [q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6]
20: if qi is valid solution and is within limits then
21: qn ← qi
22: break
23: end if
24: end for
3. Then, ﬁnds the middle point 0p˜3 using
0T˜ 3, 3T˜ 6 and the endeﬀector goal position
0p6.
4. Next, the ﬁrst three DoF joint values [q1, q2, q3] are updated from the middle
point approximation 0p˜3 using the Inverse Kinematics
0IK3 ( ) of the ﬁrst robot.
5. Now, with the updated [q1, q2, q3] and the previous [q4, q5, q6] (given by qseed for
the ﬁrst iteration), the orientation 3R˜6 is calculated.
6. The new [q4, q5, q6] values are obtained based on the rotation 3R˜6. This is the
orientation of the endeﬀector with respect to the middle point 0T˜ 3.
For this step the IK equations for the last three IK 3IK6 ( ) are used.
7. The algorithm stops when it ﬁnds a valid solution within the joint limits of the
robot.
Deﬁnition 6.1 (Twist). A twist represents the velocity of a rigid-body as angular velocity
around an axis and a linear velocity along this axis.
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A solution is consider as valid when the norm of the twist (see Deﬁnition 6.1) required to
get from the solution to the goal transformation is lower than an epsilon value . Unless
indicated otherwise, the epsilon value used for all the numeric IK methods in this thesis
is  = 10−5.
Regarding the robot dependent expressions needed by the iterative decoupling algorithm,
Table 6.1 lists them and for convenience it shows the input/output for each of the
expressions.
Table 6.1: Robot dependent expressions required by the iterative decoupling algorithm
Expression Input Output
Forward Kinematics
0FK3 ( ) [q1, q2, q3] 0T 3
3FK6 ( ) [q4, q5, q6] 3T 6
Inverse Kinematics
0IK3 ( ) 0T 3 [q1, q2, q3]
3IK6 ( ) 3T 6 [q4, q5, q6]
6.1.2 Real Example: Grips Manipulator Inverse Kinematics
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Figure 6.1: Kinematic diagram for the Grips manipulator
The Grips manipulator (further details in Section D.1) is used to show a real implemen-
tation of the iterative decoupling method. The kinematics diagram of the robot is shown
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in Figure 6.1. This robot does not have three consecutive revolute joint axes intersecting
at a common point which makes it a perfect example to show the beneﬁts of the iterative
decoupling algorithm.
First, the robot has to be divided in two simpliﬁed ones. Taking into account that Grips
has six DoF, the robot is divided into two parts, each one with three DoF. Therefore,
the robot dependent expressions needed correspond to the ones shown in Table 6.1.
Robot Dependent Expressions: Forward Kinematics
The FK robot dependent expressions are obtained using the displacement matrices
method explained in Appendix B.
For each part, the transformations that relate the coordinate system in the endeﬀector
to the base coordinate frame when the robot is in the zero position are:
[
0T 3
]
0
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 d3
0 0 1 d1 + d2
0 0 0 1

[
3T 6
]
0
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 d4 + d5
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

Table 6.2 shows the kinematic parameters used to calculate the displacement matrices
D.
Table 6.2: Kinematics parameters for the two parts of the Grips manipulator.
Joint Direction Vector ki Point at the Axis pi
First three DoF
1 [0, 0, 1] [0, 0, 0]
2 [1, 0, 0] [0, 0, d1]
3 [1, 0, 0] [0, 0, d1 + d2]
Last three DoF
4 [1, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0]
5 [0, 0, 1] [0, d4, 0]
6 [0, 1, 0] [0, 0, 0]
From that, the resulting FK expressions are shown in Equations (6.1)(6.2).
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0T 3 =

c1 −c23s1 s23s1 s1 (d2s2 − d3c23)
s1 c23c1 −s23c1 −c1 (d2s2 − d3c23)
0 s23 c23 d1 + d2c2 + d3s23
0 0 0 1
 (6.1)
3T 6 =

c5c6 −s5 c5s6 −d5s5
s4s6 + c4c6s5 c4c5 −c6s4 + c4s5s6 c4 (d4 + d5c5)
−c4s6 + c6s4s5 c5s4 c4c6 + s4s5s6 s4 (d4 + d5c5)
0 0 0 1
 (6.2)
Robot Dependent Expressions: Inverse Kinematics
(a) Initial position, qi = 0 ∀ i (b) Displaced position
Figure 6.2: Detail of the ﬁrst three DoF of the Grips Manipulator
The value of q1 can be obtained from the position component 0p3 of the transformation
0T 3 in Equation (6.1). For q2 and q3 it is possible to take advantage of the geometric
characteristics of the robot.
Figure 6.2 shows the detail of the ﬁrst robot part. Using the law of cosines and basic
trigonometric functions the angles γ, β and α are obtained.
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[px, py, pz]← 0p3
r = sign (py)
√
p2x + p
2
y
cos γ =
d22 + d
2
3 − p2x − p2y − (pz − d1)2
2 d2d3
sin γ =
√
1− cos2 γ
γ = arctan
(
sin γ
cos γ
)
β = arctan
(
pz − d1
r
)
α = arctan
(
d3 sin γ
d2 − d3 cos γ
)
Finally q2 and q3 are determined in order to comply with the initial position of the robot.
The initial position is deﬁned as the one shown in Figure 6.1
q1 = − arctan
(
px
py
)
(6.3)
q2 = β + α− pi
2
(6.4)
q3 = γ − pi
2
(6.5)
For the last three DoF, using the rotation matrix 3R6 ≡ 3T 6 [1 : 3, 1 : 3] from Equa-
tion (6.2), the values of q4, q5 and q6 can be obtained as
q4 = arctan
(
3R6 [3, 2]
3R6 [2, 2]
)
(6.6)
q5 = arcsin
(−3R6 [1, 2]) (6.7)
q6 = arctan
(
3R6 [1, 3]
3R6 [1, 1]
)
(6.8)
The robot dependent expressions for the Grips manipulator are summarized in Table 6.3.
Despite the fact that the iterative decoupling algorithm requires robot speciﬁc expres-
sions, the fact that the robot is divided into two parts makes a simple task to obtain
such expressions.
Equations (6.1) to (6.8) show that the calculations needed to update the result for each
iteration are very simple. This method only takes into account kinematic relationship
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Table 6.3: Robot dependent expressions required by the iterative decoupling algorithm
for the Grips slave robot.
Description Expression
Forward Kinematics
0FK3 ( ) Equation (6.1)
3FK6 ( ) Equation (6.2)
Inverse Kinematics
0IK3 ( ) Equations (6.3)(6.5)
3IK6 ( ) Equations (6.6)(6.8)
for each iteration, as opposed to other methods such as the NewtonRaphson [88] or the
LevenbergMarquardt [96] methods that require real-time computation of the Jacobian,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), and other mathematical expressions that increase
the requirements for the control system. As it has been mentioned before, for the
implementation of bilateral control architectures with haptic feedback, a real-time update
rate of 1 KHz is advisable. Reducing the complexity of these equations to solve the inverse
kinematics would be a great beneﬁt for these systems.
6.1.3 Performance of the Iterative Decoupling Algorithm
The developed algorithm has been implemented to solve the IK problem of the Grips
manipulator. A simulation of the Grips slave robot has been developed in order to
test these algorithms and compare their performance before implementing them in the
real hardware. The simulation has been done in the Gazebo Simulator [120]. Gazebo
is a multi-robot simulator for diﬀerent environments that runs under Robot Operating
System (ROS) [121]. Further details about the simulation can be found in Section E.2.
The diﬀerent algorithms compared in this study have been implemented by using the
Kinematics and Dynamics Library (KDL) library of Open Robot Control Software (ORO-
COS). KDL includes implementations of diﬀerent Inverse Kinematics methods, such as
NewtonRaphson or the LevenbergMarquardt solvers. The developed Iterative Decou-
pling method has been implemented using the same architecture.
The described method as well as NewtonRaphson and LevenbergMarquardt methods
have been implemented in order to compare the beneﬁts and drawbacks of each of these
algorithms. Moreover, this will allow deciding which of these methods is better for
bilateral control of the Grips manipulator.
Diﬀerent aspects and conditions that inﬂuence the performance of the proposed method
have been evaluate. The experimental dataset consisted on 100,000 randomly generated
poses for the endeﬀector of the robotic manipulator. All these poses were obtained
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Figure 6.3: Simulation of the Grips slave manipulator in Gazebo. The grasping of a
cordless drill is shown. For the assessment of the iterative decoupling algorithm the
robot has been placed alone and without any obstacles within its reachable workspace.
through the FK of the robot and therefor should be solved by the IK; the initial position
of the robotic manipulator was the same for every trial; the robot started at its home
position, qi = 0 ∀ i.
Maximum Angle Delta per Iteration
One of the major challenges when using iterative methods is how to avoid local optimums.
In the case of the iterative decoupling algorithm we noted that when the robot was at
diﬃcult conﬁgurations or when considerable diﬀerences between the initial seed and the
solution existed, the method was failing to ﬁnd the solution within the maximum deﬁned
iterations.
Algorithm 6.2 Clamping of the joint angle delta
Input: Joint value qnew, previous value qold, maximum joint increment imax, attenuation
factor λ
Output: Clamped joint value qc
1: qinc = qnew − qold
2: if abs (qinc) > imax then
3: qinc = imax · sign (qinc)
4: imax = λ · imax
5: end if
6: qc = qold + qinc
Similar to Buss [99] we found that it is a good idea to clamp the maximum angle change
in a single update to avoid bad behavior from unwanted large instantaneous changes in
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the joint values. Additionally, an attenuation factor λ has been included. Algorithm 6.2
shows the details of the joint angle delta clamping strategy.
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Figure 6.4: Eﬀectiveness and speed of the iterative decoupling algorithm for diﬀerent
joint angle deltas. Maximum number of iterations = 500.
In order to quantify the eﬀect of the clamping strategy in the eﬀectiveness and speed
of the method, 24 diﬀerent angle deltas were tested with the same 100,000 randomly
generated poses. Figure 6.4 shows the results for all the angle deltas. As expected, the
speed (solver rate) is greatly aﬀected by small angle deltas. In the other hand, it seems
strange that the percentage of solutions is low (under 75 %) for the case of an angle delta
below 0.01 radians. This last behavior can be explained from the fact that a step of 0.01
for a maximum number of 500 iterations cannot achieve the solution if the diﬀerence
between the initial position and the solution is farther than 5 radians in the joint space.
An important conclusion can be drawn from Figure 6.4, the best angle delta per iteration
is between 0.5 − 6 radians given that maximizes the performance of the solver (solved
poses above 88%) and oﬀers feasible solving rates (up to 780 Hz).
Performance Comparison
To our knowledge the NewtonRaphson [88] and LevenbergMarquardt [96] numerical
methods are the most widely used to cope with the Inverse Kinematics problem in robotic
applications. For that reason it is interesting to compare their performance against the
Iterative Decoupling algorithm (ID).
The Iterative Decoupling algorithm, for this experiment, is also the method with faster
convergence in terms of iterations. The number of iterations that it needs to converge to a
ﬁnal solution with the same eﬀectiveness as the LevenbergMarquardt method is less than
three times. For instance, in Figure 6.5, to achieve a 70% of eﬀectiveness the Iterative
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Decoupling requires 12 against 40 iterations for the LevenbergMarquardt method. In
the other hand, the Newton-Raphson requires the same number of iterations for solving
percentages under 50% but cannot get more than 65% of the solutions at any number
of iterations. In general, the performance of the iterative decoupling algorithm for all
the maximum iterations tested is better than the LevenbergMarquardt and Newton-
Raphson.
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Figure 6.5: Eﬀect of the maximum number of iterations in the eﬀectiveness of the three
numeric IK methods considered: Iterative Decoupling algorithm, NewtonRaphson and
LevenbergMarquardt. The joint angle delta used for the ID method was imax = 0.75
Additionally, the OpenRAVE IKFast solver has been considered. IKFast [156, 157]
analytically solves robot IK equations and generates optimized C++ ﬁles. The C++
ﬁles are compiled into a dynamically loadable object and called when required.
Using IKFast in our implementation was feasible thanks to the diﬀerent tools that allow
the conversion of robot deﬁnitions between diﬀerent robotic environments. The Grips
simulator uses the Uniﬁed Robot Description Format (URDF) robot representation which
has been converted to COLLAborative Design Activity (COLLADA) [158] since IKFast
requires this speciﬁc format to generate the kinematics solution.
Table 6.4 shows the performance comparison for the 100,000 random poses within the
robot reachable workspace. The seed position qseed for all the test points was equal to
the home position of the robot (qi = 0 ∀ i).
Although the robustness and speed of the NewtonRaphson and LevenbergMarquardt
solvers is improved in several ways they are 20 points in eﬀectiveness below the proposed
iterative decoupling algorithm.
Finally, a detail time comparison is shown in Figure 6.6. Given that the ANOVA p value
is equal to zero, it can be hypothesized that the mean time over the four methods is
diﬀerent and despite the fact that the IKFast is a closeform solution it is the one that
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Table 6.4: Performance comparison for 100,000 random poses within the robot reachable
workspace. The seed position qseed is equal to the home position of the robot (qi = 0 ∀ i)
Method Solved [%] Median [ms] Mean [ms]
NewtonRaphson (NR) 63.5 0.67 0.83
LevenbergMarquardt (LM) 69.9 1.12 1.19
IterativeDecoupling (ID) 90.6 1.70 2.47
IKFast 99.6 2.23 2.24
N–R L–M I–DIKFast
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ANOVA Table
Source SS df MS F p-value
Columns 145164.5 3 48388.2 20754.12 0
Error 754644.8 323674 2.3
Total 899809.3 323677
Figure 6.6: ANOVA: Time comparison for 100,000 random poses within the robot
reachable workspace. Seed position qseed equal to the zero position (qi = 0 ∀ i)
takes the longest time in average. Other point to consider is that the Iterative Decoupling
algorithm is not the fastest method. This suggest that the current implementation
requires numerical optimization given that it was not conceived with that constraint.
The beneﬁt of using the IKFast solution is the high eﬀectiveness, 99.6%, and that all
the possible discrete solutions are calculated (for a sixDoF can be up to 16 without
considering the mechanical limits of the robot).
6.2 Grasp Mapping Between a 3-Finger Haptic Device and
a Robotic Hand
This section presents the implementation of a robust grasp mapping between a 3-Finger
Haptic Device (3FHD) and a robotic hand. Mapping is based on a grasp equivalence
deﬁned considering the manipulation capabilities of both devices. The metrics that
translate the human hand gesture to the robotic hand workspace are obtained through
an analytical user study. This allows a natural control of the robotic hand. The grasp
mapping is accomplished deﬁning four control modes that encapsulate all the grasping
gestures considered.
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Transition between modes guarantee collision-free movements and no damage to grasped
objects. Detection of contact with objects is done by means of customized tactile sensors
based on MEMS barometers.
The methodology herein presented can be extended for controlling a wide range of
diﬀerent robotic hands with the 3-Finger Haptic Device.
The aim of this work is to obtain an intuitive grasp mapping for a 3-ﬁnger haptic device
[61] that allows us to control a wide range of robotic hands.
The proposed mapping is derived from the taxonomies presented by Cutkosky and Howe
[159] and Feix et al. [160]. This work argues that it is possible to cover several grasps
in the human hand workspace with only three ﬁngers and speciﬁcally knowing only the
position of the thumb, middle and index ﬁngers. Cobos et al. [161] showed that the
model of the human hand can be simpliﬁed from 24 to nine DoFs with only a 10% error.
However, the hand gesture in the human hand space should be mapped to another gesture
at the robotic hand space. This requires an initial study of the hand morphology through
simulation or real experimentation that calculates what is the most appropriate gesture
to grasp a speciﬁc type of object.
6.2.1 Experimental Setup
(a) 3-Finger Haptic Device (b) Robotic Hand
Figure 6.7: Experimental setup used for the deﬁnition and evaluation of the proposed
grasp mapping. The robotic hand is located facing down
The experimental setup (Figure 6.7) consists of a 3-ﬁnger haptic device acting as master
that controls a robotic 3-ﬁnger hand acting as slave. The robotic hand (Figure 6.7b) is
located facing down in order to evaluate stable grasps [162].
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3-Finger Haptic Device
The 3-ﬁnger haptic device shown in Figure 6.7a has ten actuators and 19 DoFs for
movements.
Each ﬁnger has its own mechanical structure with six DoF. The ﬁrst three DoF are
actuated and allow reﬂecting forces to the user in any direction. The last three allow to
reach and measure any orientation within the device workspace.
The mechanical structures of the three ﬁngers are linked to the base through a redundant
actuated joint that increases the workspace to a shape similar to a torus [61].
Finger tip positions are calculated from the actuators encoders. Orientations can be
obtained from encoders located at the gimbal rotations. Furthermore details can be
found in Section D.4.
Robotic Hand
The robotic hand shown in Figure 6.7b is the 3-ﬁnger adaptive robot gripper by Robotiq1.
It has four actuators and 10 DoFs with under-actuated design that allows the ﬁngers to
automatically adapt to the grasped object shape and also simpliﬁes the control [163].
Tactile Sensors
The tactile sensing system is based on MEMS Barometers encapsulated in rubber,
and vacuum-degassed to provide a direct transmission between surface and sensor [164]
(TakkTile LLC, Cambridge, MA). This approach provides sensitive and robust feedback
while the outline of the sensors could be easily customized. The sensors are developed for
the ﬁngertips of the gripper as these are the points of initial contact during manipulation.
11 mm
8 mm
(a) MEMS barometers
6 mm
(b) Cast sensor (c) Fingertip mounting
Figure 6.8: TakkTile sensors for Robotiq Adaptive Gripper
Four MPL115A2 MEMS barometers (Freescale, Austin, TX) along with an ATtiny24
microcontroller (Atmel, San Jose, CA) are mounted on a custom PCB. The barometer
1http://www.robotiq.com/
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spacing provides eﬀective sensing over the pad of the ﬁngertip under 6mm rubber (see
Figure 6.8). The microcontroller is embedded to provide chip-select functionality during
sampling. The sensors are cast in urethane rubber (Vytaﬂex 20, Smoothon Inc.) in
custom designed molds.
The pressure readings are zeroed immediately before each grasp to eliminate thermal
drift.
6.2.2 Grasp Mapping
The hand gesture in the human hand space  captured by the 3-ﬁnger haptic device 
should be mapped to another gesture in the robotic hand grasp space.
Table 6.5 shows the proposed grasp mapping between the master and slave devices. In
total we suggest 12 possible grasps based on the taxonomies proposed by Cutkosky and
Howe [159] and Feix et al. [160].
Theses grasps are chosen considering the capabilities of the robotic hand. The hand can
perform them in a stable manner [162] with only 3 ﬁngers thanks to its under-actuated
design.
Grasp Identiﬁcation: User Study
In order to identify the intended grasp an analytical user study is performed. Moreover,
the grasp has to be detected in the early stages of the approaching movement so that
the control of the robotic hand can conﬁgure the gesture mode before starting to move.
Five users wearing the 3-ﬁnger haptic device  without any experience with the device
and no prior knowledge about grasping taxonomies  repeated 50 times four diﬀerent
grasping gestures that encapsulate all the proposed grasps in Table 6.5: Basic, Pinch,
Scissor and Ring.
Each user opens the hand, then closes to grasp the object and ﬁnally opens again to
continue with the next grasp.
Metrics Since the user can grasp at any point of the haptic device workspace, relative
distances between the ﬁngers are used, see Figure 6.9 and Equation (6.9). Furthermore,
every person has diﬀerent hand size, hence it's convenient to normalize these distances
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Table 6.5: Equivalent grasps between the haptic device and the robotic hand
Name 3-Finger Device Robotiq Hand Type Gesture
1 Large
Diameter
Power Basic
2 Small
Diameter
Power Basic
3 Medium
Wrap
Power Basic
4 Prismatic
2-Finger
Precision Basic
5 Power Disk Power Basic
6 Power
Sphere
Power Basic
7 Precision
Disk
Precision Basic
8 Palmar
Pinch
Precision Pinch
9 Precision
Sphere
Precision Pinch
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Table 6.5: (Continued)
10 Parallel
Extension
Precision Pinch
11 Adduction
Grip
Precision Scissor
12 Ring Power Ring
between 0 and 1, see Equation (6.10).
pc =
(pm − pi)
2
.
d0 = ‖pc − pt‖ d1 = ‖pm − pi‖ d2 = ‖pi − pt‖ d3 = ‖pm − pt‖ . (6.9)
xˆ =
x−min ‖x‖
max ‖x‖ −min ‖x‖ . (6.10)
pt
pi
pm
pc
d 2
d1
d3
d0
Figure 6.9: Metrics of the human hand used for the grasp identiﬁcation. The subindices
t, i and m correspond to the thumb, index and middle ﬁngers respectively. The vector
pc gives the position of the middle point between the index and middle ﬁngers.
Grasp Detection We detect the grasp using a simpliﬁed approach that considers the
distances d1, d2 and d3. Moreover, from the area  Equation (6.11)  of the triangle
formed between the ﬁngers it is possible to determine when the grasp starts and ends.
A =
√
s (s− d1) (s− d2) (s− d3) with s = d1 + d2 + d3
2
(6.11)
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Figure 6.10 shows ﬁve grasps for all the studied gestures. For each grasp the start and
end point is shown. The grasps are segmented detecting the zero crossing point of the
area derivative dAdt . This derivative is calculated using a digital low-pass diﬀerentiator
[165] with a constant window of 100 ms.
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Figure 6.10: The grasp detection is done using the area of the triangle formed between
the 3 ﬁngers.
The grasp starts when the area derivative crosses zero going negative and ends when
crosses zero going positive.
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Figure 6.11: Area derivative at the grasp begging. Five users performed each gesture
50 times giving a total of 250 values for each gesture.
Figure 6.11 shows a box plot of the area derivative value when the grasp starts. In our
implementation, a threshold of 0.4 (normalized) has been chosen for detecting in Real
Time (RT) when the grasp starts. Therefore, we consider that the user has started a
new grasp command if the area derivative ≥ 0.4.
Robotic Hand Control
The 3-ﬁnger robotic hand behaves in an anthropomorphic way but cannot perform some
of the transitions while avoiding collisions between the ﬁngers. For example, in a change
from 3 Medium Wrap to 5 Palmar Pinch the middle and index ﬁngers will collide.
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The human hand lacks of this problem because the ﬁngers can be overlapped.
To guarantee collisionfree transitions Figure 6.12 shows the proposed control modes to
perform all the grasps in Table 6.5.
Halt
Basic
(3 Fingers)
(1-7)
Pinch
(1 + 2 fingers)
(8-10)
Scissor
(Index + Middle)
(11)
Ring
(Thumb + Middle)
(12)
3-finger mode
2-finger mode
Figure 6.12: Grasp modes proposed to encapsulated the 12 grasp types deﬁned in
Table 6.5. Numbers show the correspondence between grasp mode and grasp type.
Halt Starts when the user opens the hand, then monitors the area derivative until it
exceeds the detection threshold and depending on the ﬁnger velocities p˙t, p˙m and p˙i
selects the control mode that corresponds to the user intention.
Basic Mode Covers seven of the 12 possible grasps. In this 3-ﬁnger mode the open-
ing/closing is mapped to the distance d0. The distance between the middle and index
ﬁngers is ﬁxed to avoid ﬁnger collisions. The diﬀerentiation between power and precision
grasp is accomplish using the position where the tactile sensors detect the contact.
Pinch Mode This 3-ﬁnger mode is useful to perform precision grasps of small objects.
Similar to the Basic Mode the opening/closing is mapped to the distance d0. The middle
and index ﬁngers move together to act as one big ﬁnger.
Scissor Mode The middle and index ﬁngers act as a scissor in this 2-ﬁnger mode.
The opening/closing is mapped to the distance d1. This mode lacks of tactile feedback
due to the location of the tactile sensors.
Ring Mode The user can perform equivalent grasps to those achievable using a classic
2-ﬁnger gripper. It uses the thumb and middle ﬁngers and therefore the opening/closing
is mapped to the distance d3.
6.2.3 Results
In order to validate the robustness of the grasp identiﬁcation algorithm an experiment
of 360 diﬀerent samples has been carried out.
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Six users  without any training and no experience with the haptic device  perform 60
random grasps, 15 for each control mode.
Table 6.6: Results of the grasp identiﬁcation, 94.7% of the samples are correctly
classiﬁed.
Grasps
Predicted group membership
Basic [%] Pinch [%] Ring [%] Scissor [%]
Basic 90 0 10 0
Pinch 0 100 0 0
Ring 8.9 0 91.1 0
Scissor 2.2 0 0 97.8
The proposed method classiﬁes correctly 94.7% of the samples with a conﬁdence level of
99%. Table 6.6 shows the percentage of eﬃciency for each grasp identiﬁcation.
The relationship among the predicted group membership and the intended grasp shows
an important error between Basic and Ring grasps. This error is due to the coupling
between the index and middle ﬁngers. This results in similar movements during both
grasp modes, with the only diﬀerence been that Basic is a 3ﬁnger mode and Ring is a
2ﬁnger mode.
Depending on the application, the use of the Ring gesture can be avoided to increase the
classiﬁcation eﬃciency up to 97.8%. Other alternative can include force readings from
the 3-ﬁnger haptic device to improve the discrimination given that the force exerted by
the index ﬁnger during the Ring grasp is almost zero.
6.3 Discussion
Controlling multi-DoF robotic systems with haptic feedback adds very demanding re-
quirements to the system in terms of control frequency, number of signals that are sent
over the network and highcomputation that has to be done in RealTime to assure the
required ﬁdelity of the haptic interaction. In order to provide realistic haptic feedback
avoiding undesired vibrations and instabilities, a RealTime control architecture that
assures a control frequency of 1 KHz is required. Moreover, a large number of signals
have to be acquired, processed, sent over the network and mathematical calculations, such
as Forward Kinematics, Inverse Kinematics, jacobian, contact impedance estimation and
grasp detection, have to be performed in RT to assure the required realism of the haptic
feedback.
To cope with the Inverse Kinematics (IK) problem, a numerical method has been con-
ceived, the Iterative Decoupling algorithm. This method is valid for sixDoF robots in
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which the last three DoF can be used to orientate the robot but they do not intersect at
a common point, as in a spherical wrist. This method is useful for kinematic dissimilar
masterslave systems where the coupling is done in the task space. The Iterative Decou-
pling algorithm has proven to be 20.7% more eﬀective than state-of-the-art numerical
methods such as NewtonRaphson and LevenbergMarquardt. The Iterative Decoupling
algorithm algorithm shows a eﬀectiveness of 90.6% for 100,000 random poses within the
robot reachable workspace of the studied robot.
The algorithm's speed (thanks to its fast convergence) is even comparable to an IKFast
closeform solution. For the set of 100,000 random poses the median time has been
1.7 ms. Considering that our current implementation has not been computationally
optimized, it suggest that the speed may be equivalent to the fastest method (Newton
Raphson, 0.67 ms median time) with an eﬀectiveness increase of 26.5%.
Methods such as LevenbergMarquardt requires exhaustive analysis to specify diﬀerent
parameters such as weight coeﬃcients and damping factors. A remarkable feature of the
Iterative Decoupling algorithm is that it only needs the deﬁnition of typical parameters
in numerical methods, that is, the number of iterations allowed per solution and the
maximum angle delta per iteration. This chapter provides tools for the selection of these
two parameters and shows how they aﬀect the speed and eﬀectiveness of the algorithm,
giving clear ideas of the optimal values to be used depending on the application.
On the other hand, a robust grasp mapping between a 3ﬁnger haptic device and a
robotic hand has been deﬁned. The grasp equivalence has been established considering
the capabilities of both, the haptic device and the robotic hand. The proposed mapping
allows natural control of the robotic hand using only three ﬁngers. Moreover, the
methodology presented can be extended for controlling a wide range of diﬀerent robotic
hands with the 3ﬁnger haptic device given that the gestures in the human hand space
are translated into gestures in the robotic hand space. This approach can be specially
useful when dealing with dissimilar master and slave hands.
Furthermore, the results reveal that suﬃcient separation exists between the two larger
groups  Basic and Pinch  which allows to discriminate them clearly.
The grasp identiﬁcation is based on the results of an analytical user study. The algorithm
identiﬁes the grasp in the early stage of the approaching movement using a time window
of 100 ms. This fast reaction time allows the robotic hand to change the grasp mode
before starting to move.
The proposed method correctly classiﬁes 94.7% of the samples and depending on the
application this percentage of eﬃciency can be increased up to 97.8%. All users that
performed the experiments had no experience with the haptic device and no prior
knowledge about grasping taxonomies, which suggests that a natural control of the
robotic hand is accomplished.
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Finally, the combination of the grasp identiﬁcation and control modes allows collision-
free movements and coherent force feedback to the user while interacting with grasped
objects.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis has presented a step forward in the humanrobot interaction technologies
and methods for teleoperation. It has contributed in diﬀerent areas of telemanipulation
such as supervisory control, guided control, bilateral control and the manipulation and
grasping problems.
It has been organized moving down into levels of abstraction from the higher (supervisory
control) to the lower (bilateral control and manipulation) and always focusing on the im-
provement of the control interfaces while covering large workspaces during teleoperation
applications.
Chapter 3 presented an approach to perform supervisory teleoperation with humanoid
robots. The goal was to control ground robots capable of executing complex tasks in
disaster relief environments. The integration between autonomous behaviors and the
human-in-the-loop input allowed to teleoperate the humanoid robot using a constrained
communication channel between the remote robot and the operator control station.
The whole solution has been implemented over the Robot Operating System (ROS)
which allowed us to assess the usability of this rather popular robotic OS. It has been
shown that the use of ROS for highlevel control of complex robotics applications is
possible and that it allows the development of ﬂexible, scalable and highly featured
solutions. The experimental results demonstrated the eﬃcacy of the proposed tools and
layers of software. Regarding the communication constraints, the proposed methodology
has proven to reduce the required data for diﬀerent types of task while teleoperation
a humanoid robot in supervisory mode thanks to the operator control over the data
ﬂow. Important attention must be payed when designing systems like this given that
the deﬁnition of the proper autonomous behaviors along with enough feedback from the
remote environment plays a key role in the correct execution of complex task such as
locomotion and manipulation. This supervisory approach has allowed us to test the
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beneﬁts and limitations of ROS and a human-in-the-loop into a complex robotic system.
In the framework of robots working into large workspaces, the autonomous navigation
capabilities lets the robot to cover wide areas only limited by other factors such as
communications coverage and autonomous power supply.
Chapter 4 covered the use of cost-eﬃcient devices for guided telemanipulation. It moves
down one level of abstraction with respect to supervisory control. The lack of complex
autonomous behaviors in the slave robot requires constant input from the operator,
therefore, the communication channel needs to provide a high-bandwidth and a low-
latency link. This work has been also implemented in ROS, hence, it has been possible
to test some of its lowlevel capabilities and has shown that it can close control loops
at rate up to 500 Hz. A necessary condition for this kind of telemanipulation system
is a high update-rate in both sides, master and slave, in order to avoid glitches during
the guidance process. The movements of the operator have been read using a IMU
based MoCap suit which has achieved a natural and intuitive control of the remote robot
when compared against classical devices such as the PHANToM Omni. The system
was evaluated using a rings onto a peg setup. This is a typical testbed used for
the assessment of telemanipulation systems given that it requires multiple DoFs. The
comparison between the MoCap suit and the PHANToM while performing the rings
onto a peg task has shown that the time to task completion is equivalent across the
two input devices even though the suit is one order of magnitude less expensive than
the PHANToM. Experimental results showed that the operator can compensate for the
performance deﬁciencies of such costeﬃcient system and according to the participants
(some of them without any experience with robotic systems) the suit was more intuitive
and natural considering that they found easier just to move their arms to control the
robot. This work was the result of a collaboration between researchers from the Harvard
Biorobotics Laboratory and the Centre for Automation and Robotics (UPMCSIC).
Chapter 5 presented a rateposition haptic controller for bilateral telemanipulation sys-
tems where the workspace diﬀerence between the master and slave devices is around one
order of magnitude. It has been conceived in a mode that allows to swap between control
modes automatically and haptic cues inform the operator about coming transitions. This
haptic controller has been specially devised to couple kinematic dissimilar master-slave
systems and its eﬀectiveness increases when the workspace ratio (slave to master) is
greater than the unit.
The proposed method commands the slave robot in rate and position control and the
change between modes is automatic and intuitive. The methods developed were vali-
dated when performing a dexterous manipulation of a fragile object, a light bulb. This
experiment showed that the proposed control methods reduces the time to completion
task and increases the system's accuracy. It allowed full dexterity and successful task
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completion. The rateposition controller was compared with classical approaches such as
scaling and indexing control. Additionally, it was compared against the manufacturer's
controllers of the manipulator.
Using this approach, the user can control the pose of the robotic arm with highprecision
while performing dexterous manipulations. Also, they can control the velocity and
direction when approaching the manipulation area or when displacing a load within
a large workspace.
Chapter 6 discussed two speciﬁc requirements while performing dexterous grasping for
telemanipulation.
Fist, the inverse kinematics problem was considered. Moreover, a numerical IK method
has been proposed, the Iterative Decoupling algorithm. This method is valid for six
DoF robots where the last three DoF do not intersect at a common point, as in a
spherical wrist, but they can be used to orientate the robot. It has been compared
against state-of-the-art numerical methods such as NewtonRapshon and Levenberg
Marquardt. Experimental results with 100,000 random reachable poses have shown the
superiority of the Iterative Decoupling algorithm eﬀectiveness. Moreover, the algorithm's
speed and the required number of iterations for convergence make it a great alternative
for telemanipulation application given than the changes between commands (every 1 KHz
for high haptic ﬁdelity) are small in the task-space. Strengths of this algorithm are speed,
eﬀectiveness and that it does not require extra parameters such as weight coeﬃcients and
damping factors.
Second, a grasp taxonomy for the 3-Finger Haptic Device (3FHD) has been presented as
well. This taxonomy allowed natural control of diﬀerent robotic hands through a grasp
equivalence deﬁned considering the manipulation capabilities of the 3FHD. This resulted
in an intuitive grasp mapping that allows us to control a wide range of robotic hands
and even gives the opportunity of adding haptic feedback in dexterous manipulation.
Furthermore, the robotic hand can be commanded through the relative movements of
the thumb, middle and index ﬁngers of the user. The relative distances between human
ﬁngers are used to discriminate human hand gestures during the early stage of the
approximation-to-the-object phase. Experiments to map the position gesture captured
with the 3FHD to the movement of robotic hands were developed and validated through
user studies.
7.1 Future Work
This research opens a number of directions for further exploration and several future
projects that will beneﬁt from the methods described in this work have been identiﬁed.
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Following the adopted order for the abstraction levels, lets consider ﬁrst the supervisory
teleoperation case. The architecture and methods presented for supervisory control in
this work has been tested in a simulated environment and they clearly would beneﬁt
from a real-world implementation. Considering the modular and scalable design, it does
not need to be a humanoid robot, it could be tested in any mobile robot with bimanual
capabilities.
In the guided telemanipulation case, it would be of interest to extend the implementation
to the bimanual case. The experimental results suggest that using the complete suit
readings (the two arms of the operator) would considerably increase the beneﬁts when
compared against alternatives such as two PHANToMs. Furthermore, the inclusion of
additional feedback in the form of located vibrations may increase the performance of
the overall telemanipulation system.
Finally, for the rateposition haptic controller, the addition of sensing capabilities such
as tactile information combined with methods to properly extract the interaction forces
between the robot's endeﬀector and the environment would allow to correctly assess the
role of diﬀerent kinds of sensor during bilateral telemanipulation.
We hope that the ideas presented in this dissertation will help future iterations of system
design for robots operating in unstructured environments and will contribute to make
robots more accessible and easy-to-use for everybody.
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Appendix B
Kinematics Using Displacement
Matrices
The method proposed by Denavit and Hartenberg [166, 167] is the most popular to
solve the Forward Kinematics (FK) of a manipulator. It assigns a coordinate system
to each link at the joint axis and then expresses the relationship between consecutive
coordinate systems with homogeneous transformation matrices. All of the individual link
transformation matrices may then be multiplied together to produce one transformation
that relates the coordinate system at the end-eﬀector to the base coordinate frame.
The resulting matrix is a function of the joint displacement variables and the various
parameters that describe the geometry of the manipulator.
To simplify the derivation of each link transformation matrix, Denavit and Hartenberg
developed a set of rules for locating the various coordinate systems. Following these
rules ensures that every transformation matrix has the same functional form and that
the geometric parameters are well deﬁned.
When the manipulator has special kinematic conﬁguration, these rules require extra
dummy links to maintain the consistency between coordinate frames. Many alterna-
tives exist to deal with such special conﬁgurations but they have been eclipsed by the
popularity of the Denavit and Hartenberg (DH) method. Some examples are the use of
dual numbers [168, 169], dual quaternions [170] and product of exponentials [171].
In this work, the displacement matrices method [172] is used. This method leads to the
same result as the product of exponentials but avoids the complex selection of the DH
coordinate frames.
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B.1 Forward Kinematics
The displacement matrices method only requires to identify the axis of movement for
each joint (rotation or translation depending on the joint type), a (x, y, z) point over this
axis and the transformation T 0 that relates the coordinate system at the end-eﬀector to
the base coordinate frame when the robot is in the initial position (qi = 0 ∀ i)
Algorithm B.1 Forward kinematics using the displacement matrices method
Input: n > 0, T 0, ki ∀ i, pi ∀ i
Output: T n := end-eﬀector transformation
{Vectors and transformations referred to the robot base frame}
1: n← number of DoF
2: T 0 ← transformation at home position (qi = 0 ∀ i)
3: I ←
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

4: T n ←

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

5: for i = 1 to n do
6: ki ← joint axis direction vector, | ki |= 1
7: pi ← any point (x, y, z) over the axis
8: if joint i is prismatic then
9: Di ←
[
I ki
T · qi
0 1
]
10: else if joint i is revolute then
11: skew (k)←
 0 −kz kykz 0 −kx
−ky kx 0

12: Ri ← I cos qi + kikTi (1− cos qi) + skew (ki) sin qi
13: Di ←
[
Ri (I −Ri)pTi
0 1
]
14: end if
15: T n ← T nDi
16: end for
17: T n ← T nT 0
18: return T n
Algorithm B.1 shows that, similar to the DH convention [166], the displacement matrices
method can be systematically implemented.
Place the robot at its initial position (qi = 0 ∀ i), ﬁnd the homogeneous transformation
T 0 that locates the robot's end-eﬀector reference frame relative to the base frame.
In the same position and for each DoF qi obtain the displacement matrix Di:
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 Identify the joint axis direction vector ki relative to the base frame.
 Select any point pi over the joint axis.
 Calculate the displacement matrix Di associated to the DoF depending on the
type of joint: prismatic or revolute, see Algorithm B.1 at lines 8-14.
 The FK is obtained as: T n = (
∏n
i=0Di) · T 0
B.2 Diﬀerential Kinematics
Algorithm B.2 Computation of the Geometric Jacobian using displacement matrices
Input: T n, Di ∀ i, ki ∀ i, pi ∀ i
Output: J := Geometric Jacobian
1: n← robot DoFs
2: Rj ←
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

3: Dj ←

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

4: 0pe ← T n [1 : 3, 4] {End-eﬀector position (x, y, z)}
5: for i = 0 to n do
6: Rj ← Rj ·Di [1 : 3, 1 : 3] {Rotation part of the displacement matrix}
7: kj ← Rj · ki T
8: Dj ←Dj ·Di
9: if joint i is prismatic then
10: J [:, i]←
[
kj
0
]
{Populate the jacobian column by column}
11: else if joint i is revolute then
12:
[
pj
1
]
←Dj ·
[
pi
T
1
]
13: jpe ← 0pe − pj
14: J [:, i]←
[
kj × jpe
kj
]
{Populate the jacobian column by column}
15: end if
16: end for
17: return J
Besides the FK information, the diﬀerential kinematics is an important tool for robot
control an analysis.
Deﬁnition B.1. Diﬀerential kinematics is the relationship between motion in the joint
space and the motion in the task space.
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This relationship is given by the Jacobian matrix J , for instance for the velocity case,
vx
vy
vz
wx
wy
wz

= J

q1
q2
...
qn
 (B.1)
Additionally, forces in the task space can be transformed into torques in the joint space,
τ = JT w ⇒

τ1
τ2
...
τn
 = JT
[
f
f × p
]
(B.2)
where τ is the torque command to the joints, w is the desired wrench (force and torque
assembled screw) and JT is the transpose of the robot Jacobian.
Algorithm B.2 shows how to obtain the columns of the Geometric Jacobian using the
displacement matrices parameters.
Appendix C
Estimation of the Environment
Properties
Recent advancements in diﬀerent ﬁelds such as computing technologies and fast commu-
nication channels has lead to increased interest in masterslave systems and their various
applications for the teleoperation ﬁeld. When investigating masterslave systems, the
most common research approaches attempt to provide better performance by improving
the stability and transparency of the system. This has lead to a large amount of diﬀerent
control schemes that intent to optimize these aspects. This section presents a study that
focuses on the environment modeling in the slave side of the bilateral teleoperation
system.
In general, bilateral teleoperation research has focused on the master side, trying to
improve the ﬁdelity of the haptic device force feedback. There are some application where
the measurement of the force interaction between the slave system and the environment
is not available due to the challenge that presents using force/torque sensors on the
slave. Examples of such applications are telesurgery [173, 174] and remote handling in
nuclear environments [175178]. In the former, the reduced size of the surgery tools and
the fact that many of them need to be disposed after the ﬁrst use make it unfeasible
to have force sensors. In the latter, the radiation levels does not allow the use of most
of the electronics required by the sensors [179]. Therefore, an approach to estimate the
environment impedance is needed. The beneﬁts of this approach have been shown in
terms of ﬁdelity improvement [180] and in terms of an improved feeling of perceived
realism [181].
This approach can be used in model-mediated telemanipulation where rather that di-
rectly sending slave sensory data to the operator, the system abstracts that data to
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form a model of the environment. The advantage of such model is that the master can
haptically render it for user feedback without any lag under communication delays.
The model-mediated telemanipulation method introduced by Mitra and Niemeyer [182]
appears to be a feasible tool to cope with these kind of distortions. These limitations are
overcome by estimating the geometric shape and the material properties of the object
in the remote environment and rendering a corresponding virtual model on the operator
side.
A study is done using a masterslave testbed of one DoF but the results and conclusions
herein presented are also applicable to more complex systems.
In robotics, the identiﬁcation problem is of the parametric type, i.e. a mathematical
model is given and the problem is to estimate a set of unknown but constant parameters.
This problem has been addressed [183, 184] to identify the constant parameters of the
dynamical model of robot manipulators.
In general, if the system can be expressed as a linear combination of constant parameters
Θ ∈ Rm, known functions Φ(t) ∈ Rm and y(t) ∈ R, such that,
Φ(t)TΘ = y(t) , (C.1)
then the parameters are said to be linearly identiﬁable, where,
 Φ(t) = [ φ1(t) φ2(t) · · · φm(t) ] is a vector of functions of time,
 Θ = [ θ1(t) θ2(t) · · · θm(t) ] is the vector of unknown parameters and
 y(t) is a scalar function of time.
Recently, special attention has been paid to the fast online estimation of constant and
time-varying parameters due advancements in diﬀerent ﬁelds such as computing tech-
nologies and fast communication channels. This has led to applications such as, contact
impedance estimation for robotic systems [76], robot control [185] and environment
estimation in telemanipulation systems [66, 173, 186].
In the following, we present the parameter estimation methods studied in this work.
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C.1 Online Parameter Estimation Methods
C.1.1 Recursive LeastSquares
The original Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) algorithm is given as:
e(n) =y(n)− θˆT (n− 1)Φ(n) , (C.2)
L(n) =
P (n− 1)Φ(n)
λ+ ΦT (n)P (n− 1)Φ(n) , (C.3)
θˆ(n) =θˆ(n− 1) + L(n) e(n) , (C.4)
P (n) =
1
λ
[
P (n− 1)− L(n)ΦT (n)P (n− 1)] , (C.5)
where n is the time index in the discrete domain, θˆ(n) ∈ RN is the unknown parameters
vector to be estimated, Φ(n) ∈ RN is the input vector (position, velocity, acceleration),
y(n) is the desired scalar output signal such that y(n) = θ∗TΦ(n)+w(n), where θ∗ is the
true parameter vector and w(n) is the measurement noise. e(n) is the a priori estimation
error, L(t) is the adaptation gain vector, P (n) ∈ RN×N is the covariance matrix and λ
is the forgetting factor that for the classic RLS algorithm is λ = 1.
C.1.2 SelfPerturbing Recursive LeastSquares
The Self-Perturbing Recursive Least-Squares (SPRLS) proposed in [187] can be sim-
ply realized adding a value proportional to the square error to the covariance update
dynamics, Equation (C.5), such that,
P (t) =
1
λ
[
P (n− 1)− L(n)ΦT (n)P (n− 1)]+Q(n) (C.6)
Q(n) =βNINT
(
γ e2(n)
)
I (C.7)
where β is a design constant, I ∈ RN×N is an identity matrix, NINT is a round-oﬀ
operator of the nearest integer and γ is the sensitivity gain parameter adjusted according
the system measurement noise.
C.1.3 Fast Tracking and NoiseImmunised Recursive LeastSquares
Eom et al. [188] suggested an improved SPRLS with fast tracking capabilities and
robustness against various measurement noise levels. They proposed to determine the
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Q(n) value in Equation (C.6) such that,
Q(n) = βNINT
(
γ
∣∣∣∣ e¯2(n)− σ2σ2
∣∣∣∣) I (C.8)
e¯2(n) = ρ e¯2(n− 1) + (ρ− 1) e2(n) (C.9)
where σ2 is the measurement noise variance and 0 < ρ < 1. In Equation (C.8) and (C.9),
ρ and γ do not have to be selected depending in the noise conditions hence σ2 in the
denominator regulate Q(n) depending in the measurement noise level.
C.1.4 Gauss Newton Variable Forgetting Factor Recursive LeastSquares
The Gauss Newton Variable Forgetting Factor Recursive Least-Squares (GN-VFF-RLS)
proposed in [189] adjusts de forgetting factor λ using a cost function such that,
λ(n) = λ(n− 1) + α∆λ(n) (C.10)
where ∆λ(n) =
∂2J ′(n)
∂λ2
and λ is the convergence rate. The complete updating equations
are,
∆′λ(n) =(1− α)∆′λ(n− 1) + αψT (n− 1)Φ(n)ΦT (n)ψ(n− 1) (C.11)
λ(n) =λ(n− 1) + αRe
[
ψT (n− 1)Φ(n) e(n)]
∆′λ(n)
(C.12)
M(n) =λ−1(n)
[
I − L(n)ΦT (n)]M(n− 1) [I − Φ(n)LT (n)]
+ λ−1(n)L(n)LT (n)− λ−1(n)P (n)
(C.13)
ψ(n) =
[
I − L(n)ΦT (n)]ψ(n− 1) +M(n) θˆ(n) e(n) (C.14)
where ψ(n) = ∂θˆ(n)∂λ and M(n) =
∂P (n)
∂λ .
C.1.5 Integral Error Criterion
Using the Integral Error Criterion (IEC) [190], the vector of estimated parameter Θˆ in
Equation (C.1) is obtained by,
Θˆ =
[∫ t
t0
Φ(t)ΦT (t)dt
]−1 ∫ t
t0
Φ(t) y(t)dt (C.15)
Is important to quote some remarks:
 The estimation time t may be small, resulting in fast estimation.
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 The noise eﬀect is attenuated by the iterated integrals, which behave as a lowpass
ﬁlter.
 The computational complexity is low.
C.1.6 Algebraic Approach
The algebraic approach [190] is input-output based and does not require derivatives of
the inputs to estimate the parameters of a given model. This goes in contrast with other
online identiﬁcation methods that require time derivative measurements. See sections
C.1.1 and C.1.5.
The algebraic approach has successfully been applied for load parameter identiﬁcation
of a boost converter [191], fault diagnosis and perturbation attenuation [192], unknown
mass identiﬁcation at the tip of singlelink ﬂexible manipulators [193] and non-linear
control for magnetic levitation systems [194].
In the following we present four examples using the algebraic method to demonstrate how
it can be implemented. Further details about convergence and mathematical background
of this method can be found in [190].
Example C.1. Algebraic Approach: Unknown Mass Identiﬁcation.
Consider the problem of dragging an unknown mass along a straight line over a friction-
less horizontal surface. The model of the system is, from Newton's second law, given
by,
mx¨(t) = f(t) (C.16)
where x¨(t) is the mass acceleration and f(t) is the applied force which is assumed to be
non identically zero over any open interval of time. If we integrate this equation twice in
order to solve it, the result will depend on the initial velocity and acceleration.
m [x(t)− x0 − x˙0 (t− t0)] =
∫ t
t0
∫ τ
τ0
f(τ)dτdt (C.17)
One can reach the conclusion that our mass identiﬁcation process should not depend on
any of the initial conditions. To achieve this independence let us multiply the system
equation by [t− t0]2,
mx¨(t) [t− t0]2 = f(t) [t− t0]2 (C.18)
Integrating once Equation (C.18) between t and t0,∫ t
t0
mx¨(t) [t− t0]2 dt =
∫ t
t0
f(t) [t− t0]2 dt (C.19)
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Using integration by parts on the left side of (C.19),
m
[
[t− t0]2 x˙(t)− 2
∫ t
t0
[t− t0] x˙(t)dt
]
=
∫ t
t0
f(t) [t− t0]2 dt
m
[
[t− t0]2 x˙(t)− 2 [t− t0] x(t) + 2
∫ t
t0
x(t)dt
]
=
∫ t
t0
f(t) [t− t0]2 dt (C.20)
The expression in Equation (C.20) does not depend on initial conditions but still needs
the mass velocity x˙(t). To avoid this dependency we can integrate once again,
m
[
[t− t0]2 x(t)− 4
∫ t
t0
[t− t0] x(t)dt+ 2
∫ t
t0
∫ τ
τ0
x(τ)dτdt
]
=
∫ t
t0
∫ τ
τ0
f(τ) [τ − τ0]2 dτdt (C.21)
This expression allows us to estimate the mass m using any of the presented methods
(RLS, SPRLS, Integral Error Criterion) given that,
Θ = [m]
Φ(t) =
[
[t− t0]2 x(t)− 4
∫ t
t0
[t− t0] x(t)dt+ 2
∫ t
t0
∫ τ
τ0
x(τ)dτdt
]
y(t) =
∫ t
t0
∫ τ
τ0
f(τ) [τ − τ0]2 dτdt
Example C.2. Algebraic Approach: KelvinVoigt Identiﬁcation.
For the following cases, we assume that t0 = 0 in order to simplify the ﬁnal expressions.
Consider the Kelvin-Voigt model,
k x(t) + b x˙(t) = f(t) (C.22)
In this case, since the system is ﬁrstorder we multiply the system equation by t,
k t x(t) + b t x˙(t) = t f(t) (C.23)
Integrating once Equation (C.23),
k
∫ t
0
t x(t) dt+ b
∫ t
0
t x˙(t) dt =
∫ t
0
t f(t) dt (C.24)
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This expression is independent from the velocity x˙(t) and only requires the position
measurement x(t),
k
[∫ t
0
t x(t) dt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ1(t)
+ b
[
t x(t)−
∫ t
0
x(t) dt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ2(t)
=
∫ t
0
t f(t) dt (C.25)
This expression allows us to estimate the stiﬀness k and the damping b, i.e. using the
Equation (C.15) given that ,
Θ = [ k b ]
Φ(t) = [ φ1(t) φ2(t) ]
y(t) =
∫ t
0
t f(t) dt
Example C.3. Algebraic Approach: Hunt-Crossley Identiﬁcation.
For this case, consider the Hunt-Crossley model linearization,
ln (k) + n ln (x(t)) +
b x˙(t)
k
= ln (f(t))
Multiplying this expression by t,
ln (k) t+ n t ln (x(t)) +
b t x˙(t)
k
= t ln (f(t)) (C.26)
Integrating once the resulting expression,
ln (k)
∫ t
0
t dt+
b
k
∫ t
0
t x˙(t) dt+ n
∫ t
0
t ln (x(t)) dt =
∫ t
0
t ln (f(t)) dt (C.27)
We obtain the corresponding result that is independent from the velocity x˙(t),
ln (k)
∫ t
0
t dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ1(t)
+
b
k
[
t x(t)−
∫ t
0
x(t) dt
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ2(t)
+ n
φ3(t)︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ t
0
t ln (x(t)) dt =
∫ t
0
t ln (f(t)) dt (C.28)
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This expression allows us to estimate the parameters using any of the presented methods
(RLS, SPRLS, Integral Error Criterion) given that,
Θ =
[
ln (k)
b
k
n
]
Φ(t) = [ φ1(t) φ2(t) φ3(t) ]
y(t) =
∫ t
0
t ln (f(t)) dt
C.2 Persistent Excitation Requirement
The performance of the online parameter estimation is inﬂuenced mainly by the correct-
ness of the model in capturing the material behavior and the trajectory followed by the
probe device that should properly excite the system to guarantee that the parameters
converge to the true values [76]. The requirement of persistent excitation means that
the input has suﬃciently rich frequency content [195]. A heuristic rule says, that n2
distinct non-zero frequencies are necessary for a model of order n to guarantee persistent
excitation [196]. As all environment models in our approach are of order one, also one
non-zero frequency should be contained in the input signal. In teleoperation, due to the
natural tremor of human arm movements [197], the operator unconsciously provides input
signals with at least one non-zero frequency component and, thus, persistent excitation
is guaranteed.
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Figure C.1: Position proﬁle used for the online parameter estimation. The same proﬁle
has been used for both, the simulated and the real environments.
Taking into account the principle of persistent excitation and the fact that the studied
models are ﬁrstorder systems, a sinusoidal position proﬁle with one frequency has been
used, see Figure C.1.
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C.3 Case Study - Simulated Environment with Constant
Parameters
Figure C.2: Experimental setup used to simulate an environment with constant
parameters. It consists of two linear actuators, each one with one DoF. One of actuators
acts as the environment (left) and the other as the probe (right).
First, we present the simulations done in order to assess the capabilities of the studied
methods in the parametric estimation for the more commonly used models: KelvinVoigt
and HuntCrossley.
Figure C.2 shows the experimental setup used to simulate an environment with constant
parameters. The setup consists of two linear actuators, each one with one DoF. During
the simulations, one actuator acts as a probe. It will move until a contact is detected
between them and from there it will move according to the position proﬁle shown in
Figure C.1.
Table C.1: Parameters and methods used for the constant parameters simulations
Model Parameters Considered Methods
Kelvin-Voigt
k = 1500 RLS
b = 50 IEC
Algebraic
Hunt Crossley
RLS
k = 1500 SPRLS
b = 50 GN-VFF-RLS
n = 1.5 IEC
Algebraic
The following simulations intend to verify the correct implementation of the methods
as well as to assess any frequency dependency in the parameter convergence. Table C.1
summarizes the parameters and methods used for each model.
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C.3.1 KelvinVoigt Model Estimation
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Figure C.3: Parameter convergence for the simulation performed with the KelvinVoigt
model
Figure C.3 presents the results obtained using diﬀerent parametric estimation methods
and diﬀerent frequencies for the position proﬁle. As shown in Table C.1 the real param-
eters for the KelvinVoigt model are: k = 1500 and b = 50. As can be seen, the three
methods successfully converge to the real parameters. The IEC is the one with better
performance in terms of convergence speed and zero over shoot.
For the other two cases (RLS and Algebraic methods), a clear dependency between the
frequency and the convergence time appears. This relation is inversely proportional, that
is, the bigger the frequency the smaller the convergence time. The range of frequencies
has been selected taking into account that a classic mechanical system has a maximum
bandwidth of around 10 Hz [61].
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Figure C.4: Parameter convergence for the simulation performed with the Hunt
Crossley model
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C.3.2 HuntCrossley Model Estimation
Figure C.4 presents the results obtained using diﬀerent parametric estimation methods
and diﬀerent frequencies for the position proﬁle. As shown in table C.1 the real param-
eters for the HuntCrossley model are: k = 1500, b = 50 and n = 1.5. As can be seen,
the ﬁve methods successfully converge to the real parameters with the exception of the
damping b estimation obtained with the IEC method.
In general, the inversely proportional dependency between the frequency and the con-
vergence time appears as well.
C.3.3 Results
The Normalized Root-Mean-Square Error (NRMSE) between simulated and estimated
forces is calculated in the direction of penetration as shown in Equation (C.29),
NRMSE =
1
fmax − fmin
√√√√∑Nn=1 (fn − fˆn)2
N
(C.29)
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Figure C.5: Normalized Root-Mean-Square Error (NRMSE) of the estimated forces for
the simulated environments. The diﬀerence between the three studied methods (RLS,
IEC and Algebraic) across the two models (KV and HC) is almost imperceptible. This
is due to the highprecision of the linear actuator that simulated the environments.
Figure C.5 depicts the Normalized Root-Mean-Square Error (NRMSE) for three estima-
tion methods and compares them between a range of diﬀerent frequencies for the position
proﬁle. For all the studied models, the error remains almost constant. This fact also
allows to select the frequency for the experiments. Given that the ﬁnal proposal of this
study is its application in telerobotics applications, a highfrequency on the operator
side (f > 3 Hz) can be unexpected, therefore, the following experiments were developed
with f = 3 Hz.
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C.4 Case Study - Real Environment with Constant Param-
eters
Figure C.6: Experimental setup used for the model estimation of silicone cubes
This section depicts results obtained with the setup shown in Figure C.6. This setup is
intended to allow the model estimation of a silicone cube using a linear actuator that
will exert the position proﬁle, shown in Figure C.1, just after impacting the cube. As
mentioned before, the proﬁle frequency selected is 3 Hz.
C.4.1 KelvinVoigt Model Estimation
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Figure C.7: Parameter convergence for the KelvinVoigt model with the silicone cube
Figure C.7 depicts the results obtained for the parameter convergence trying to estimate
a KelvinVoigt model from the silicone cube. For this case, the approximate values are:
k = 3600 and b = 20. As can be seen, the results obtained with the RLS method are
more stable. Although the algebraic approach probes to be a feasible option.
C.4.2 HuntCrossley Model Estimation
Figure C.8 depicts the results obtained for the parameter convergence trying to estimate a
HuntCrossley model from the silicone cube. For this case neither of the three methods
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Figure C.8: Parameter convergence for the HuntCrossley model with the silicone cube
converge to a constant value. The Algebraic approach is the only one that seems to
stabilize to a constant value.
C.4.3 Results
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Figure C.9: Force tracking comparison between the KelvinVoigt (KV) and Hunt
Crossley (HC) models for a silicone cube
Figure C.9 shows the force tracking comparison between the KelvinVoigt and Hunt
Crossley models for the three estimation methods. Despite the fact that the Hunt
Crossley model does not converge, the force tracking is better which can be seen as
a indication of a better approximation of the material dynamics. On the other hand,
although the KelvinVoigt converges really fast, (t ' 1) seconds, the force tracking is
bad, specially during the changes of movement direction.
Finally, Figure C.10 shows the NRMSE between measured and estimated forces using
the three estimation methods and two diﬀerent models. The RLS method presents the
best performance in the estimation of both material models. Regarding the material, the
HuntCrossley model is the one that better emulates the silicone cube properties with a
very low NRMSE (< 5.2% across estimation methods).
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Figure C.10: Normalized Root-Mean-Square Error (NRMSE) between measured and
estimated forces to the silicone cube using three estimation methods, RLS, IEC and
Algebraic.
C.5 Discussion
The need to represent accurately the contact dynamics between a robotic system and a
compliant object requires the choice of a suitable model and of an online estimation al-
gorithm. In this chapter, the properties of the HuntCrossley model have been discussed
and compared with those of the traditional linear KelvinVoigt model. However, the
nonlinearity of the former model requires designing an online recursive estimator that
combines eﬃciency and good convergence properties. The studied algorithms have been
used to experimentally identify parameters characterizing a soft material, and the results
for simulated and real experiments have been reported and discussed. In the case of a
stiﬀ material, the advantages of the HuntCrossley model are more limited, while for a
silicone cube, it has been shown that the classical KelvinVoigt model does not provide
satisfactory results.
Three methods to estimate the environmental force for bilateral control architectures have
been presented. These methods can be used to provide force information without the
direct employment of force sensors while preserving the better position tracking ability of
the control architecture. Simulation and experimental results show that the estimation
is eﬀective, and the error becomes negligible after a short period. The transparency is
maintained without giving rise to any instability. The experiments demonstrate how
the model choice impacts the overall estimation, as long as the model captures the
environment adequately, i.e. the model has an excellent predictive power, it does not
result in performance degradation.
The force-estimation results have been shown to be accurate for a oneDoF slave ma-
nipulator. It is to be noted that we have not neglected any unwanted dynamics or
disturbances and that all possible dynamic interactions have been considered. The basic
motivation behind choosing a oneDoF system as a test-bed was to verify whether an
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algorithm works in the presence of disturbances such as coupling eﬀects, friction and
modeling errors. Since all these dynamic eﬀects have been included in the formulation,
these results should extend to six-DoF systems. For scenarios when the environment can
have very diﬀerence characteristics, the use of multiple models in one controller should
be explored in future works.
Appendix D
Robotic Hardware
The methods presented in this work are sustained by a set of experiments. This section
gives more details about the robots used for testing and veriﬁcation.
D.1 Grips Telemanipulation System
Figure D.1 shows the general architecture layout of the Grips system. It requires only
one electrical connection and a pressure and return hydraulic connection. All valves
are packaged as an integral part of the manipulator arm, eliminating the cumbersome
hydraulic lines that would be necessary with a remote valve package. A square, four-bolt
ﬂange makes mounting the arm simple.
Figure D.1: General architecture layout of the Grips system. Herein the commercial
system as sold is shown. The communication channel in our robots (telemetry options)
is optic ﬁber.
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Intuitive masterslave control allows even an inexperienced operator to perform tasks
with human like motion and speed. Force feedback dramatically improves operator
awareness and allows the operator to perform complex tasks quickly. In addition to
improved telepresence [140, 198], the compliant nature of a force feedback system greatly
reduces the risk of accidental damage to both the work site and the manipulator arm.
The main components of the Grips system are: master, slave, control systems and the
communication channel.
D.1.1 Grips Master
Figure D.2 shows the Grips master robot. The last three DoF intersect at common point
forming a spherical wrist. Two counterweights are used to compensated SE and EL joints.
A potentiometer for each joint provides absolute positioning. The ﬁrst ﬁve DoF (SA,
SE, EL, WY, WP) are active by means of electrical motors to give force feedback to the
operator. This device has also been used by NASA for a proposal for the International
Space Station [199].
Figure D.2: Grips master robot. The robot has six DoF, ﬁve of them active, therefore
it can apply force feedback in all the joints except the wrist roll joint (WR)
Two additional potentiometers can be used to close the gripper and rotate the wrist in
continuous mode. Additional push-buttons can be used to halt/resume the slave robot,
change the wrist control mode (slave/continuous) and lock the gripper (opened/closed),
see Figure D.3.
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(a) Wrist detail
(b) Hydraulics ON/OFF push-button
(c) Status LEDs
Figure D.3: Grips master robot push-buttons, leds and potentiometers
Table D.1: System speciﬁcations of the Grips slave robot.
Horizontal Reach 1289 mm
Vertical Reach 1566 mm
Stowed Height 877 mm
Maximum Lift Capacity 82 Kg
Lift Capacity at Full Extension 45 Kg
Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) 6 plus gripper
Wrist Rotate Torque 20 Nm
Gripper Jaw gripper
Opening 100 mm
Grip Closure Force 0-890 N
Joint Range of Motion
SA  Shoulder azimut 180°
SE  Shoulder elevation 120°
EL  Elbow pivot 110°
WP  Wrist pitch 100°
WY  Wrist yaw 105°
WR  Wrist rotate:
Mode 1 (slaved mode) 180°
Mode 2 (continuous) 0-40 rpm
Weight
In Air 59 Kg
In Seawater 41 Kg
Hydraulic Power Requirements
Operating Pressure 104-207 bar
Flow Rate 11 lpm
Filtration 25 micron
Pressure line No. 6 JIC
Tank line No. 8 JIC
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D.1.2 Grips Slave Manipulator
Grips is a 7-function (sixDoF plus gripper), hydraulic manipulator for use on both
manned and remotely operated vehicles. Design features which make Grips a good
choice for many applications include a four bar linkage design, which allows most of the
arm's weight to be located around its base, and the use of zero leakage rack and pinion
actuators which allow Grips to be conﬁgured for either baseup or basedown mounting.
It is largely used for heavy duty applications, such as subsea lifting operations, which
is reﬂected in its high maximum lifting capacity of 82 Kg with a robust but imprecise
control. Table D.1 shows the main characteristics of the grips slave robot.
Table D.2: Characteristics of the Grips slave control servovalves. The robot has seven,
one for each DoF and the gripper.
Description Value Units
Nominal Flow 1.5 gpm
∆P 1000 psi
Nominal Pressure 1500 psi
Solenoid impedance 125 Ω
Solenoid current 20 mA
In the hydraulic side, it has three types of valves. First, a solenoid valved is used to
switch on/oﬀ the hydraulic ﬂow. Second, a regulation valve keeps the working pressure
at 1500 psi while allows the use of hydraulic pumps up to 3000 psi. Finally, the robot
has seven servovalves, one for each DoF and the gripper. The main characteristics of the
servolvalves are shown in Table D.2.
D.1.3 Control Signals of the Grips System
Tables D.3 and D.4 summarize the control signals of both, master and slave, robots. All
these signals are required to control the robots.
D.1.4 Grips Slave Forward Kinematics
Figure D.4 shows the kinematic diagram of the Grips slave robot. It does not have three
consecutive revolute joint axes intersecting at a common point.
In order to solve the FK problem of this robot we use the displacement matrices method
described in Appendix B. First, we obtain the transformation matrix that relates the
coordinate system at the endeﬀector to the base coordinate frame when the robot is in
the home position T 0,
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Figure D.4: Kinematic diagram for the Grips manipulator. It does not have suﬃcient
conditions for a closedform solution.
T 0 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 d3 + d4 + d5
0 0 1 d1 + d2
0 0 0 1
 (D.1)
Table D.5: Forward Kinematics (FK) parameters of the Grips slave robot.
Joint Direction Vector ki Point at the Axis pi
1 [0, 0, 1] [0, 0, 0]
2 [1, 0, 0] [0, 0, d1]
3 [1, 0, 0] [0, 0, d1 + d2]
4 [1, 0, 0] p3 + [0, d3, d2]
5 [0, 0, 1] p4 + [0, d4, 0]
6 [0, 0, 1] p5 + [0, d5, 0]
Table D.5 shows the remaining kinematic parameters: the rotation axis for each joint
and a point (x, y, z) over this axis.
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0T 6 =

nx ox ax px
ny oy ay py
nz oz az pz
0 0 0 1
 (D.2)
Herein the abbreviated parameters are deﬁned as follows; si = sin(qi), sij = sin(qi + qj),
ci = cos(qi) and cij = cos(qi + qj).
nx =c1c5c6 − c2c3s1s4s6 − c2c4s1s3s6 − c3c4s1s2s6 + s1s2s3s4s6 − c2c3c4c6s1s5
+ c2c6s1s3s4s5 + c3c6s1s2s4s5 + c4c6s1s2s3s5
ny =c5c6s1 + c1c2c3s4s6 + c1c2c4s3s6 + c1c3c4s2s6 − c1s2s3s4s6 + c1c2c3c4c6s5
− c1c2c6s3s4s5 − c1c3c6s2s4s5 − c1c4c6s2s3s5
nz =c2s3s4s6 − c2c3c4s6 + c3s2s4s6 + c4s2s3s6 + c2c3c6s4s5 + c2c4c6s3s5
+ c3c4c6s2s5 − c6s2s3s4s5
ox =c2c5s1s3s4 − c2c3c4c5s1 − c1s5 + c3c5s1s2s4 + c4c5s1s2s3
oy =c1c2c3c4c5 − s1s5 − c1c2c5s3s4 − c1c3c5s2s4 − c1c4c5s2s3
oz =c5 (c2c3s4 − s2s3s4 + c2c4s3 + c3c4s2)
ax =c1c5s6 + c2c3c6s1s4 + c2c4c6s1s3 + c3c4c6s1s2 − c6s1s2s3s4 − c2c3c4s1s5s6
+ c2s1s3s4s5s6 + c3s1s2s4s5s6 + c4s1s2s3s5s6
ay =c5s1s6 − c1c2c3c6s4 − c1c2c4c6s3 − c1c3c4c6s2 + c1c6s2s3s4 + c1c2c3c4s5s6
− c1c2s3s4s5s6 − c1c3s2s4s5s6 − c1c4s2s3s5s6
az =c2c3c4c6 − c2c6s3s4 − c3c6s2s4 − c4c6s2s3 + c2c3s4s5s6 + c2c4s3s5s6
+ c3c4s2s5s6 − s2s3s4s5s6
px =d2s1s2 − d5c1s5 − d3c2c3s1 + d3s1s2s3 − d4c2c3c4s1 + d4c2s1s3s4 + d4c3s1s2s4
+ d4c4s1s2s3 + d5c2c5s1s3s4 + d5c3c5s1s2s4 + d5c4c5s1s2s3 − d5c2c3c4c5s1
py =d3c1c2c3 − d5s1s5 − d2c1s2 − d3c1s2s3 + d4c1c2c3c4 − d4c1c2s3s4 − d4c1c3s2s4
− d4c1c4s2s3 − d5c1c2c5s3s4 − d5c1c3c5s2s4 − d5c1c4c5s2s3 + d5c1c2c3c4c5
pz =d1 + d2c2 + d3c2s3 + d3c3s2 + d4c2c3s4 + d4c2c4s3 + d4c3c4s2 − d4s2s3s4
+ d5c2c3c5s4 + d5c2c4c5s3 + d5c3c4c5s2 − d5c5s2s3s4
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D.2 Teleoperation Platform Based on the Grips Telemani-
pulation System
This section presents an advanced teleoperation platform developed in the framework of
this work. This platform has been design as the main testbed to support the methods,
algorithms and set of experiments developed in this thesis. The starting elements for the
platform design have been the existing devices in our research group. The developing
process of such platform requires great eﬀort (both in the economical and temporal
context), therefore, the platform has been design to be open, modular, reconﬁgurable
and to have highperformance.
 Open: The platform is required to interact with diﬀerent systems, either at high
level (e.g. image processing, object tracking) or lowlevel (e.g. sensor and actuator
drivers). It should make possible the use of alternative master or slave devices (real
or simulated). For this reason the platform should use a standard communication
protocol.
 Modular: A modular design guarantees costeﬃcient modiﬁcations and improve-
ments of the system. Currently, all the teleoperationrelated devices (robotic hand;
master and slave robots; force and tactile sensors) available in our research group
have been integrated into the platform. One example of modularity can be the use
of diﬀerent master devices to control the same slave robot.
 Reconﬁgurable: This refers to the capability to allow changes with the same
devices. A simple example of this scenario will be the use of diﬀerent control
architectures with the same setup just changing the controller program. This
feature allows fast prototyping and testing of new teleoperation techniques.
 Highperformance: It needs to have enough computing capabilities that allow
multiple control loops at highrates (e.g. 1 KHz. in haptic applications). The
control system is expected to run in a RealTime Operating System (RTOS) to
assure that the controllers behave deterministically.
D.2.1 LowLevel Control Architecture
This layer processes measurements from the sensors to transform them into meaningful
information about the system, such as positions, velocities, accelerations and torques.
The system needs to be able to control two interactions: ﬁrst, between the operator
and the master device and second, between the environment and the slave robot, while
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maintaining the stability of the system and giving as much transparency as possible to
the operator.
D.2.2 Electronic Control Hardware
Due to the requirements of haptic applications and to the large amount of signals
that have to be managed and controlled, selecting the correct hardware is essential to
guarantee a good performance.
For the Grips telemanipulation system, a PXI1 based system from National Instruments
(Figure D.5) was chosen. This system consists of: instrumentation electronics, power
electronics and two RealTime Controllers, one for the master and other for the slave.
Table D.6: Number of control signals required for the Grips telemanipulation system
Master Slave
Digital Inputs 4 −
Digital Outputs 4 1
Analog Inputs 8 7
Analog Outputs 10 12
The ﬁrst step required is the selection of the RT controller. This selection was made
considering the amount of control signals in the system, the 1 KHz realtime control
update rate and the availability of a fast and standard communication channel. Table D.6
shows the total control signals required for controlling both the master and slave devices.
Details about these signals can be found in Section D.1.3.
RealTime Controller
The selected controller for each robot incorporates a 2.53 GHz Dual-Core RealTime
embedded controller NI PXIe-8108 running IntervalZero Phar Lap ETS RealTime Op-
erating System (RTOS). As mentioned, the controller will be in charge of reading the
state of the robot sensors and commanding the actuators.
Additionally, it is expected to oﬀer the possibility of controlling a complete Grips master
slave system using only one controller given that in our research group there are two
telemanipulators. For that reason, and assuming that the system will need to control
additional hardware, such as robotic hands and force sensors, the chassis was chosen to
have spare slots. Figure D.5 shows the selected hardware for controlling one robot, either
master or slave. Details about the bill of materials are given in Table D.7.
1http://www.ni.com/pxi/
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Figure D.5: PXI chassis with the embedded controller and the three DAQ cards. The
controllers of the master and slave have the same conﬁguration.
Table D.7: Bill of materials of the NI PXI RealTime Controller
Qty Reference Description
1 NI PXIe-1078 9-slot chassis, up to 250 MB/s per-slot, 1 GB/s total system
bandwidth.
1 NI PXIe-8108 2.53 GHz Dual-Core PXI express embedded controller, 4GB
DDR2 RAM, running IntervalZero Phar Lap ETS RTOS.
1 NI PXIe-6363 32 analog inputs, 1 MS/s multichannel, 4 analog outputs,
2.86 MS/s, 16-bit resolution, ±10 V, 48 digital I/O lines.
2 NI PXI-6733 8 analog outputs, 1 MS/s multichannel, 16-bit resolution,
±10 V, 8 digital I/O lines.
4 NI SCB-68 Shielded I/O connector block for DAQ devices with 68-Pin
Connectors.
As can be seen, one robot only requires four out of the nine available slots. For the case
of controlling the two robots with the same controller it is only necessary to add one NI
PXIe-6363 (Analog inputs) card and two NI PXI-6733 (Analog outputs) and therefore
the total slots required in the tworobot scenario are seven slots out of nine.
Many of the applications covered in this thesis have been implemented in only one
controller which is able to close all the required control loops without aﬀecting the RT
update rate of 1 KHz.
Instrumentation of the Grips Telemanipulation System
Figure D.6 shows the master robot control signals and how the electronic card interfaces
them with the PXI DAQ cards.
Digital and analog inputs of the DAQ cards are wired directly to the sensors (poten-
tiometers, push-buttons). The digital outputs are protected using Operational Ampliﬁers
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Figure D.6: Control Signals for the master device of the Grips Telemanipulation system.
(OpAmps) that act as voltage buﬀers and provide electrical impedance. In the case of
the two-phase AC motors, after the voltage buﬀers, the signal is ampliﬁed from 2.84 Vpp
to 60 Vpp. For the indication leds, the DAQ cards switch between 5 V and ground since
they are connected to pullup resistors.
Figure D.7: Control Signals for the slave device of the Grips Telemanipulation system.
Figure D.7 shows how the instrumentation of the slave robot control signals is done.
The same ideas as for the master robot are applied in this case. The only special case is
related to the main hydraulic solenoid that feeds the whole slave robot. This is a +24 V
solenoid that consumes up until 1 A. To cope with this, we use a AQY27X (Panasonic,
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Tokyo) optocoupler that allows 2 A load and can be controlled with a 5 mA current
signal.
These electronic cards have been designed and built within the scope of this thesis.
D.2.3 HighLevel Control and Setup for Telemanipulation
In this section, the diﬀerent components that have been developed to deﬁne a dexterous
robotic manipulation system will be integrated. The designed control architecture to
teleoperate the diﬀerent components of the slave system with the 3-Finger Haptic Device
(3FHD) over the network will be described. Moreover, the diﬀerent materials that
compose the slave system manipulator, robotic hands and force sensing systems will be
described.
General Control Architecture
Figure D.8 shows the dexterous robotic manipulation system that has been deﬁned in
this work. It is composed by the following components:
1. A six DoF Grips Hydraulic Manipulator by Kraft Telerobotics Inc.
2. A ten DoF haptic master. The 3-Finger Haptic Device (3FHD) designed in our
research group.
3. A four DoF 3-Finger Adaptive Gripper by Robotiq.
4. A six DoF Force/Torque Sensor Gamma SI-130-10 by ATI Automation.
5. Tactile sensors by Takktile LLC.
The base for the teleoperation platform has been the commercial telemanipulator Grips
[200] from Kraft Telerobotics Inc. This general purpose telemanipulator is of the master
slave type, largely used for heavy duty applications, such as subsea lifting operations or
hazardous environments, which is reﬂected in its maximum lifting capacity of 82 Kg with
a robust but imprecise control. Further details regarding the Grips masterslave system
can be found in Section D.1.
The design of the control architecture allows to share the devices information over
Ethernet. For our implementation, the information between the operator side (3F
HD) and the remote environment (robotic manipulator, robotic hand and force sensing
systems) is transmitted through a LAN network using the UDP protocol.
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Figure D.8: Bilateral control framework developed for dexterous telemanipulation
D.3 PHANToM Omni Haptic Device
Figure D.9: PHANToM Omni haptic device. This commercial device has six DoF where
the ﬁrst three are actuated in order to display force vectors to the user.
The PHANToM Omni is a haptic device that makes possible for users to touch and
manipulate virtual objects.
It is a commercial device, has six DoF, the ﬁrst three are actuated in order to display force
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vectors to the user. Despite its reduced workspace, it is a suitable choice for application
that require haptic feedback.
It was the ﬁrst high ﬁdelity commercial device with three degrees of freedom for force
applications. It represents quite convincingly interactions with solid objects in 3D and
perceives textures and diverse eﬀects that are easily sensed by human tact.
This device can be manipulated with a pen-type adapter, can exert forces in the three
directions and gives the position and orientation of the endeﬀector.
The maximum force that it can exert ranges to 3.3 Newtons. The PHANToM can be
programmed via the OpenHaptics SDK, which is a powerful library of classes in C++ for
the development of applications in 3D haptics. This highlevel library applies a group of
threedimensional primitive geometries and diﬀerent physical properties such as mass,
rigidity and roughness.
D.4 3-Finger Haptic Device
Figure D.10: 3-Finger Haptic Device. It has 19 DoF for movement, six per ﬁnger
module plus a redundant joint where the three ﬁngers are linked.
The 3-ﬁnger haptic device shown in Figure D.10 has ten actuators and 19 DoFs for
movements.
Each ﬁnger has its own mechanical structure with six DoF. The ﬁrst three DoF are
actuated and allow reﬂecting forces to the user in any direction. The last three allow to
reach and measure any orientation within the device workspace.
The mechanical structures of the three ﬁngers are linked to the base through a redundant
actuated joint that increases the workspace which results in a shape similar to a torus
[61].
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D.4.1 3-Finger Haptic Device Forward Kinematics
Given the special kinematic conﬁguration of the 3-Finger haptic device, the use of the
DH convention [166] would require dummy links to overcome the constraints that have
to be met between coordinate frames. Speciﬁcally, it would require a total of 14 joints
for each ﬁnger. As an alternative, the displacement matrices approach is also used.
Thumb Finger Forward Kinematics
Figure D.11 shows the kinematic diagram of the thumb ﬁnger of the 3FHD.
Figure D.11: Kinematic diagram for the Thumb Finger module of the 3-Finger Haptic
Device (3FHD)
The transformation matrix T 0 for the endeﬀector with respect to the base coordinate
frame when the thumb ﬁnger is at the initial position qi = 0 ∀ i is given by,
T 0 =

0 1 0 −d2 + d6
1 0 0 a1 + a2 − d4
0 0 −1 d1 + d3 − d5
0 0 0 1
 (D.3)
Table D.8 shows the additional kinematic parameters: the rotation axis for each joint
and a point (x, y, z) over this axis.
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Table D.8: Forward Kinematics (FK) parameters parameters of the 3FHD Thumb
ﬁnger
Joint Direction Vector ki Point at the Axis pi
1 [0, 0, 1] [0, 0, 0]
2 [−1, 0, 0] [0, a1, d1]
3 [0, 0, 1] [−d2, a1 + a2, 0]
4 [0, 0, 1] [−d2, a1 + a2 − d4, 0]
5 [1, 0, 0] [−d2 + d6, a1 + a2 − d4, d1 + d3 − d5]
6 [0, 1, 0] p5
7 [0, 0, 1] p5
Middle Finger Forward Kinematics
Figure D.12 shows the kinematic diagram of the middle ﬁnger of the 3FHD.
Figure D.12: Kinematic diagram for the Middle Finger module of the 3-Finger Haptic
Device (3FHD)
The transformation matrix T 0 for the endeﬀector with respect to the base coordinate
frame when the middle ﬁnger is at the initial position qi = 0 ∀ i is given by,
T 0 =

0 1 0 d2 − d6
1 0 0 −a1 + a2 − d4
0 0 −1 d1 + d3 − d5
0 0 0 1
 (D.4)
Table D.9 shows the additional kinematic parameters: the rotation axis for each joint
and a point (x, y, z) over this axis.
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Table D.9: Forward Kinematics (FK) parameters parameters of the 3FHD Middle
ﬁnger
Joint Direction Vector ki Point at the Axis pi
1 [0, 0, 1] [0, 0, 0]
2 [1, 0, 0] [0, −a1, d1]
3 [0, 0, 1] [d2, −a1 + a2, 0]
4 [0, 0, 1] [d2, −a1 + a2 − d4, 0]
5 [−1, 0, 0] [d2 − d6, −a1 + a2 − d4, d1 + d3 − d5]
6 [0, 1, 0] p5
7 [0, 0, 1] p5
Index Finger Forward Kinematics
Figure D.13 shows the kinematic diagram of the index ﬁnger of the 3FHD.
Figure D.13: Kinematic diagram for the Index Finger module of the 3-Finger Haptic
Device (3FHD)
The transformation matrix T 0 for the endeﬀector with respect to the base coordinate
frame when the index ﬁnger is at the initial position qi = 0 ∀ i is given by,
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T 0 =

0 −1 0 −d3 + d5
− cos pi4 0 − sin pi4 (a2 + a3 − d4 − d6) cos pi4
− sin pi4 0 cos pi4 d1 + d7 + (−a2 + a3 + d4 − d6) sin pi4
0 0 0 1
 (D.5)
Table D.10 shows the additional kinematic parameters: the rotation axis for each joint
and a point (x, y, z) over this axis.
Table D.10: Forward Kinematics (FK) parameters parameters of the 3FHD Index
ﬁnger
Joint Direction Vector ki Point at the Axis pi
1 [0, 0, 1] [0, 0, 0]
2
[
0, cos pi4 , sin
pi
4
]
[0, 0, d1 + d7]
3 [−1, 0, 0] p3, Equation (D.6)
4 [−1, 0, 0] p4, Equation (D.7)
5
[
0, − cos pi4 , − sin pi4
]
p5, Equation (D.8)
6 [−1, 0, 0] p5, Equation (D.8)
7
[
0, − cos pi4 , sin pi4
]
p5, Equation (D.8)
p3 =
[
−d3, (a2 + a3) cos pi
4
, d1 + d7 + (−a2 + a3) sin pi
4
]
(D.6)
p4 = p3 +
[
0,−d4 cos pi
4
, d4 sin
pi
4
]
(D.7)
=
[
−d3, (a2 + a3 − d4) cos pi
4
, d1 + d7 + (−a2 + a3 + d4) sin pi
4
]
p5 = p4 +
[
d5,−d6 cos pi
4
,−d6 sin pi
4
]
(D.8)
=
[
−d3 + d5, (a2 + a3 − d4 − d6) cos pi
4
, d1 + d7 + (−a2 + a3 + d4 − d6) sin pi
4
]
D.4.2 Open-Chain Kinematics of the Five-Bar Mechanism
The ﬁvebar mechanism shown in Figure D.14 has one closed kinematic chain which is
composed of two open chains. These two open chains have a common kinematic relation
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Figure D.14: Kinematic diagram for the ﬁvebar mechanism of the 3-Finger Haptic
Device (3FHD) modules.
at the ﬁngertip (xf , yf ). This relation can be described as
xf = l1c1 + l2c12
= l3c3 + l4c34 + l5c345 (D.9)
yf = l1s1 + l2s12
= s+ l3s3 + l4s34 + l5s345 (D.10)
Φ = θ1 + θ2
= θ3 + θ4 + θ5 (D.11)
where the abbreviated parameters are deﬁned as follows; si = sin(θi), sij = sin(θi + θj),
sijk = sin(θi + θj + θk), ci = cos(θi), cij = cos(θi + θj) and cijk = cos(θi + θj + θk).
Then, we deﬁne the combined ﬁngertip parameter uf using (D.9)-(D.11)
uf = [xf , yf , Φ]
T (D.12)
The time derivative of (D.12) yields
u˙f =
[
rG
f
θ
]
rθ˙ (D.13)
where
[
rG
f
θ
]
is the Jacobian matrix relating the ﬁngertip space f to the joint space θ of
the rth chain. This matrix can be expressed as
[
rG
f
θ
]
=
[
∂uf
∂rθ1
∂uf
∂rθ2
· · · ∂uf
∂rθj
]
(D.14)
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The Jacobian matrices for the two open chains are given by
[
1G
f
θ
]
=

−l1s1 − l2s12 −l2s12
l1c1 + l2c12 l2c12
1 1
 (D.15)
[
2G
f
θ
]
=

−l3s3 − l4s34 − l5s345 −l4s34 − l5s345 −l5s345
l3c3 + l4c34 + l5c345 l4c34 + l5c345 l5c345
1 1 1
 (D.16)
D.4.3 Internal Kinematics of the Five-Bar Mechanism
The internal kinematics of the ﬁve-bar mechanism deals with the relationship between
the dependent and independent joints. The velocity in the ﬁngertip space for the motion
of the joints is given by
u˙f =
[
1G
f
θ
]
1θ˙
=
[
2G
f
θ
]
2θ˙ (D.17)
Since the mobility of the ﬁve-bar mechanism is two, we need at least the same amount
of independent actuators to control the mechanism. In our case, θ1 and θ3 are the
independent joints φa and θ2, θ4 and θ5 are the dependent joints φp, then (D.17) can be
rearranged as follows:
[Ωp] φ˙p = [Ωa] φ˙a (D.18)
where
φ˙p =
[
θ2 θ4 θ5
]T
φ˙a =
[
θ1 θ3
]T
Ωp =
[
−1Gfθ [1 : 3, 2] 2Gfθ [1 : 3, 2 : 3]
]
Ωa =
[
1G
f
θ [1 : 3, 1] −2Gfθ [1 : 3, 1]
]
Ωp =

l2s12 −l4s34 − l5s345 −l5s345
−l2c12 l4c34 + l5c345 l5c345
−1 1 1
 (D.19)
Ωa =

−l1s1 − l2s12 l3s3 + l4s34 + l5s345
l1c1 + l2c12 −l3c3 − l4c34 − l5c345
1 −1
 (D.20)
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Pre-multiplying the inverse of the matrix Ωp to both sides of (D.18), the velocity of the
dependent joints is given by
φ˙p = [G
p
a] φ˙a (D.21)
where
Gpa = [Ωp]
−1 [Ωa]
=
[
− l1s(−1)34
l5s5
]
and the matrix Gpa denotes the ﬁrst-order kinematic inﬂuence coeﬃcient matrix (KIC)
relating the motion of independent joints to that of dependent joints.
Appendix E
Developed ROS Packages
One of the contributions of this thesis has been software related. Great eﬀort has
been put developing several tools where the methods proposed in this thesis can be
implemented and evaluated not only within our research group but also in the robotics
community. For that reason, most of the algorithms, simulators and additional tools
have been implemented in the Robot Operating System (ROS) [121].
Deﬁnition E.1 (ROS). Robot Operating System (ROS) is an opensource, metaoperating
system for robots. It provides the services you would expect from an operating system,
including hardware abstraction, low-level device control, implementation of commonly-
used functionality, message-passing between processes, and package management. It also
provides tools and libraries for obtaining, building, writing, and running code across
multiple computers.
E.1 ROS Filesystem
ROS relies on the notion of combining spaces using the shell environment. This makes
developing against diﬀerent versions of ROS easier.
If you are having problems ﬁnding or using your ROS packages make sure that you have
your environment properly setup. A good way to check is to ensure that environment
variables like ROS_ROOT and ROS_PACKAGE_PATH are set:
$ export | grep ROS
If they are not then you need to source the setup.bash ﬁle:
$ source /opt/ros/hydro/setup.bash
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catkin ws/..................................CATKIN WORKSPACE
build/............................................BUILD SPACE
devel/...........................................DEVEL SPACE
src/ ................................................ SRC SPACE
robot............................................Metapackage
robot
CMakeLists.txt.................Metapackage CMake file
package.xml.......................Metapackage manifest
robot control
CMakeLists.txt......................Package CMake file
package.xml ...........................Package manifest
robot description
CMakeLists.txt......................Package CMake file
package.xml ...........................Package manifest
robot gazebo
CMakeLists.txt......................Package CMake file
package.xml ...........................Package manifest
...
...
robot n
CMakeLists.txt......................Package CMake file
package.xml ...........................Package manifest
CMakeLists.txt.....................Catkin toplevel CMake file
Figure E.1: Typical (recommended) catkin workspace layout. A catkin workspace is a
folder where you modify, build, and install catkin packages
Catkin is the oﬃcial build system of ROS. It combines CMake macros and Python scripts
to provide functionality on top of CMake's normal workﬂow. Figure E.1 shows a typical
(recommended) catkin workspace layout. The relevant elements that can be found in a
workspace are:
 Packages. Packages are the software organization unit of ROS code. Each package
can contain libraries, executables, scripts, or other artifacts.
 Manifest. (package.xml) A manifest is a description of a package. It serves to
deﬁne dependencies between packages and to capture meta information about the
package like version, maintainer, license, etc.
 Metapackages. Specialized Packages which only serve to represent a group of
related packages.
 Message and Service types. Deﬁne the data structures for messages or the
request and response for a service.
Following the diﬀerent metapackages developed in this work are presented.
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E.2 Grips Metapackage
This metapackage is intended to be use with the Grips Telemanipulator system described
in Section D.1. There are two goals behind this development. First, to have an interface
that allows the connection between the real robot and the diﬀerent implementations
available (existent or developed) in the ROS ecosystem. Second, to oﬀer the possibility
for testing controllers, algorithms and architectures without depending physically on the
real robot thus saving cost and time.
Figure E.2 shows the directory tree how the grips metapackage has been arranged.
grips...................................................Metapackage
grips
CMakeLists.txt.......................Metapackage CMake file
package.xml.............................Metapackage manifest
grips control ...................................Control package
grips description..........................Visualization package
grips gazebo..................................Simulation package
grips kinematics.............................Kinematics package
grips moveit config.................Moveit configuration package
grips msgs..........................Specific messages and services
grips worlds..............................Gazebo worlds package
grips.rosinstall
Figure E.2: Directory tree of the Grips metapackage. Only the relevant components
are shown for simplicity.
Package grips_description
This package contains the description (mechanical, kinematic, visual) of the Grips robot.
The ﬁles in this package are parsed and used by a variety of other components. Most
users will not interact directly with this package.
Figure E.3 shows the robot state during a simulated task. The tool used is ROS
Visualization Tool (RVIZ). Bottom left corner an image of the environment is shown.
The task consists on repositioning the pieces of a dexterity test developed within our
group. The robot is controlled using the rateposition controller presented in Chapter 5.
The yellow ellipsoid shows the current position control region.
Package grips_kinematics
This package contains Forward Kinematics (FK) and Inverse Kinematics (IK) implemen-
tations for the Grips robot. It includes an IKFast [156, 157] close-form solution compiled
into a dynamically loadable object and called when required as a plugin. Additionally,
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Figure E.3: Grips manipulator state in the ROS Visualization Tool (RVIZ). Bottom
left: image view of the camera locate on the robot. Right: robot state visualization
showing joint revolution axes. The yellow ellipsoid shows the position control region
while using the rateposition controller described in Chapter 5
an implementation of the Iterative Decoupling Algorithm discussed in Section 6.1.1 is
available.
Package grips_control
Contains the controllers that run during a simulated session and the interface to connect
with the real robot. The real robot is controlled in RealTime (RT) using a PXI controller
by National Instruments.
For the simulator case, it also contains the conﬁguration ﬁles of the controllers used. The
current implementation uses an eﬀort controller to perform joint position control.
Package grips_gazebo
The grips_gazebo simulator is implemented using Gazebo [120]. It is a three-dimensional,
rigid-body model of the Grips robot with most of the interfaces found on the real robot.
This package also contains dynamic plugins for Gazebo and ROS integration with sim-
ulated hardware.
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Figure E.4: Simulation of the current setup available at the Telerobotics Laboratory
of the Centre for Automation and Robotics (CAR). The setup consists of two Grips
manipulators mounted on a steel table (blue)
Package grips_worlds
This package contains several worlds with speciﬁc simulated tasks. These tasks have
been development in the framework of this thesis. Figure E.4 shows an example of
one of those worlds. It shows a representation of the current setup available at the
Telerobotics Laboratory of the Centre for Automation and Robotics. The setup consists
of two Grips manipulators mounted on a steel table.
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